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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction to the research area 

N. M. Tichy and E. Cohen (1997:3) summarise the main point of organization’s 
life and purpose: “The ultimate test of success for organization is not whether it 
can win today but whether it can keep winning tomorrow and the day after” 

Organization’s internal quality has been a very interesting research area especially 
in the context of service quality.  Internal quality and research issues are mainly 
limited to specific areas such as service providers or logistic functions. Quality is 
used to convince organization’s customers and stakeholders that organization is 
really worth to invest and to make business with. Quality is the adhesive for or-
ganization members, a marketing tool for sales to convince customers, but also a 
motivator for the whole organization to aim higher when goals are determined in 
strategy. Quality provided through service principles has become a more common 
way of thinking about processes within organizations, and together with deeper 
understanding of internal variations in organization, quality has become a more 
extensive concept for organization. 

Total quality management is built on the principle of the idea that there is quality 
in every function within organization. It has a demand that everyone who is work-
ing within organization should participate to develop organization, collect infor-
mation which is related to quality and for this information based management and 
customer focus. (Hölttä 1997: 11) 

Choppin (1995: 3) defines TQM as a provider of the framework for morality of 
the business. It rewards and considers the effort of those directly involved both 
outside and inside the organization. Contribution from individuals working within 
organization is the driving force in a TQM organization. 

According to Peters (1994:29) every organization has a unique approach when 
they are on their way to reaching total quality. These steps vary depending on 
organization’s culture context, history and status.   

TQM is providing a good framework for organizations to improve their efficiency 
with many good practices and tools. But still the question remains open whether 
organizations are aware, capable and realising that despite existing improvement 
programs and principles, we are not really necessarily focusing on issues actually 
happening inside the organization, and therefore real improvements with correc-
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tive actions are missing from the process of improving organization’s total qual-
ity. 

1.2 The goal, objectives and purpose of the study and 
main research questions 

Organizations have quality on their agenda in the form of various quality pro-
grams when they are aiming to improve organization’s performance and total 
quality. We have many existing good tools and methods to study variations on 
quality issues within organization. We are able to use tools to recognize bottle 
necks within organization and to find corrective actions to improve existing proc-
esses and operations. In this study we try by means of gap analysis to build a 
common method for total quality improvement for organization from the quality 
and customer satisfaction perspective within organizations.  Main questions to be 
answered are: 

1. What are the main gaps in the internal quality and customer satisfaction per-
spective within different types of organization?  

2. Can there be found common gaps and reasons for them despite type of organi-
zation? 

3. Can we build a common method to improve total quality through this? 

Target in this research is also to focus more on organization´ s “soft” factors in-
fluencing organization´ s quality perspectives and customer satisfaction perspec-
tives. It is done because of the need to take these “soft” issues more seriously as a 
one important area of TQM research within organization. There is need for more 
research to know better the actual influence of internal “soft” factors on organiza-
tion´ s total quality 

Quality variation 

Variation as a term can be determined in many different ways. As a statistical 
method, variation is considered a physical figure, something you are able to 
measure. According to Watson (2004: 224), variation is any quantifiable differ-
ence between individual measurements. This kind of difference can be classified 
as being due to either common causes or special causes. 

Variation can also be regarded as distinctness or difference between two different 
subjects or things where you are not necessarily able to measure the variation by 
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one single method or you are not able to present the difference in a measurable 
way.   

Definition of quality factors and attributes  

Quality factors are factors, which form the quality as it is. In the theory we are 
presenting definitions of quality through different perspectives, and by means of 
that we can see that there are factors affecting what type of quality is formed. 
These factors of quality are for example organization structure, culture of organi-
zation, information and knowledge management. 

Another attribute of quality is formed through acting factors in different types of 
organizations. These unique attributes affect the quality factors and have organi-
zation-related features. These acting factors are for example information flow 
systems and hierarchies, subcultures formed by the people who are acting in an 
organization. Connection between quality factors and attributes of quality is pre-
sented in Figure 1. 

ORGANIZATION
CULTURE

ORGANIZATION
STRUCTURE

KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT

INFORMATION

Information structures

Subcultures Substructures

Personal commitment

ORGANIZATION´S
QUALITY

  
Figure 1. Quality factors and attributes of quality. 

First we are going to take a look at researches already done concerning this area 
of research and to see the status at the moment. Through theory and model based 
on theory we introduce proposal for a common method for TQM improvement, 
and with selected case studies we try to find answers to the questions and to see if 
a common tool for quality improvement for organizations can be created. 
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1.3 The objectives, approach and limitations of            
the study 

The purpose of this study is to explore quality variation within organizations and 
to increase understanding of different quality perspectives and their effect on or-
ganization’s performance. The objectives of the study are to describe the concepts 
of TQM, customer satisfaction and quality gaps within organizations, secondly to 
explore the different approaches on the research area, thirdly to try to build a 
common method for quality improvement within organizations. The study in-
cludes selected case studies used to test the quality improvement framework and 
to explore if there is a possibility to create a method which could be used to im-
prove quality within organization. In the empirical section, this study presents a 
unique method for studying internal quality and customer satisfaction variations 
and furthermore attempts to discover if reasons for quality and customer satisfac-
tion variations are the same despite the type of organization. 

The limitation of the study is mainly in the generalisations of the results due to 
the limited amount of cases. Still, even when only few cases are used, certain 
problems, activities or responses will repeatedly occur. Generalisations based on a 
couple of cases in a particular situation may not be considered generalizations and 
should be labelled as “slender” generalisation, but they still are generalisations 
that regularly occur. (Stake 1995: 7)  

1.4 Method, techniques and tools 

This study is mainly focusing on the reasons for variations in organization’s in-
ternal quality and customer satisfaction perspective, using an updated idea of 
quality gap model with a broader research area than earlier research has done. The 
study is also attempting to discover if there is a possibility to create a common 
model for solving quality and customer satisfaction variations inside organiza-
tions and thus to improve organization’s performance.  Due to this target setting 
and research strategy, our study can be considered constructive research. In busi-
ness science, research approaches can be divided into 4 different approaches ac-
cording to Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Research approaches in business science (Kasanen 1991: 317). 

Conceptual research approach has as its purpose and target to develop concepts 
and analyze them mainly by reasoning (Olkkonen 1993: 66). Research focus is on 
facts, values or norms. Decision-oriented approach is aiming to create a method to 
solve a certain problem through mathematical and logical paths. Empirical data is 
presented in the form of applying an example. Action-oriented approach is focus-
ing on understanding the issues studied and sometimes changing targets. Empiri-
cal data is usually collected from only a few cases. Nomothetical approach is used 
to explain causal connections with strong role of empirical issues. Results are 
mainly based of strict rules and laws. (Näsi 1980: 31) 

Research approaches presented above have a background of scientific perspec-
tives. Nomothetical approach represents positivism quite directly, while action-
oriented approach represents hermeneutics.  Decision-oriented approach is having 
a nature of positivism if we can accept a theoretical framework based on logic-
mathematic reasoning without empirical information as part of positivism. Con-
ceptual approach may present positivism or hermeneutics depending on whether it 
is based on understanding the phenomenon and creating a concept or on modify-
ing empirical information. Constructive approach is close to positivism, as it is 
following the formula of developing hypothetical construction and testing it in 
practise. Empirical data is often very limited and evidence is based partly on logi-
cal, partly on hermeneutical argument, and verification will be received through a 
solution model which is developed and may be adopted in practise. (Olkkonen 
1993: 80)      

The main emphasis in hermeneutics is on communication and understanding.  In 
hermeneutics the target is to arrive through language at a shared vision of com-
mon understanding. (Arbnor & Bjerke 2009: 402) 

  
Theoretical Empirical

Conceptual Nomothetical
analytic approachDescrip-

tive approach
Action analytical 
approach

Norma-
tive 

Decision-
methodological Constructive 
approach approach
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For positivism the characteristic is that natural sciences are the bath for true 
knowledge. When methods of natural sciences are used, suggestion is that human 
behaviour is a result of biological, economic and social causes. (Arbnor & Bjerke 
2009: 424) 

When selecting a methodology, the most important mission is for the methodol-
ogy to clarify how different methodologies, study plans, techniques and study 
areas make up the parts of an integrated whole. (Arbnor & Bjerke 2009: 17) 

On business knowledge creation, three methodologies can be determined. The 
actors approach, the analytical approach and the system approach. (Arbnor & 
Bjerke 2009: 32-47)   

The system approach is assuming that reality in positioned between hermeneutic 
and positivistic approaches. The systems approach sees reality as a fact-filled sys-
tem in the objective reality which is accessible. (Arbnor & Bjerke 2009: 32-47, 
397)   

The actors approach as a hermeneutics approach is assuming that the reality is 
socially constructed and it is devoted to creating and understanding meaning of 
reality. (Arbnor & Bjerke 2009: 32-47, 395)   

The analytic approach as a positivistic approach is assuming reality to be built on 
subjective or objective facts and to be independent of us and built up believing 
that any new finding that creates knowledge can be added to previous findings 
without any complications. (Arbnor & Bjerke 2009: 417-426) 

Constructive research is similar to finding solution for a planning task. This is due 
to the nature of constructive research. The target is to develop a new type of 
method for solving a planning task which can be used to solve a particular type of 
problem, instead of solving one single problem. Significance in this research type 
is that it increases common knowledge and theoretical knowledge about the solu-
tion for a problem type. (Olkkonen 1994: 77-78) 

Innovation is a vital part of a successful constructive study and this puts pressure 
on the researcher. A new construction should be innovative in practice and re-
search (Kasanen 1991: 306-307). Constructive research is typically case study 
based research and it is normative as a steering, recommending and model-
oriented method. (Kasanen 1991: 315) 

This study is mainly a constructive study as the target is to develop a new method 
to solve organization’s quality problems, and by first building a method where 
combined with the service gap model principle, interview is implemented as a 
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technique to gather data concerning quality award themes. Interviews using qual-
ity themes as one of the existing tools are very common in the world independent 
of areas of business or operation. Secondly, interviews were used to search the 
reasons for variations by doing the first analysis of the variations and after that 
having a search for the reasons.   

The second phase of building a new method is the creation of a common gap 
model – as there we present a model with assumptions of certain common reasons 
for quality gaps occurring in organizations in order to empirically prove if this 
actually can be the case.  

As a technique for data collection, observation was used to gather data related to 
the topic to give stronger empirical ground for the research. 

Part of the study is analytical. The concept of an analytical research approach 
includes the target to develop system concepts. These system concepts can be 
new or updated and further developed versions from the existing ones. The 
method includes mainly comparisons, analyses and synthesis, etc. Concepts pre-
sented as results have the nature of testing which demonstrates their functionality 
and superiority compared to previous ones. Evidence is gathered usually by ex-
amining critically the use of a concept in the research area within different types 
of cases and comparing them to other concepts. (Olkkonen 1994: 65-66)   

In this study, the analytical part is actualised when we determine the concept of a 
model for the common gap model. It is adapted from an existing version of a 
model used in service quality-related studies and using the same idea in the ana-
lytical approach as in the empirical part where further data is gathered. 

In the service quality gap model, the definition of a quality gap is all about quality 
inconsistencies, caused by the difference in quality expected, perceived and ex-
perienced between two interfaces. In this study, definition of the gap is qualita-
tively, not quantitatively easily measurable and following the service quality gap 
definition.   

Definition of gap based on the Theory of Constraints is based on the idea that in 
every process there can be found one narrow area, a bottleneck gap that deter-
mines the actual flow of the whole process. 

1. Identify the constraint in the process 

2. Find out the way you can exploit the constraint in the process 

3. Synchronise other parts of the process on the perspective of the gap 
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4. Increase the performance levels of the gaps 

5. When an old gap is giving an opportunity for a new gap to be created, start 
from step 1.  

 
(Dettmer 1997: 14-15) 

1.5 Perspective  

‘Perspective’ as a word is very widely used in research of social sciences. There 
are varieties of ways to use the word perspective. It describes the way a landscape 
is represented in order to indicate a certain field of view. In research it has been 
used to indicate a coherent and broad framework of concepts and ways of ap-
proaching research. (Olivier 2010: 27)  

When preparing research, we need to be very careful what we mean by our defini-
tions. In its theoretical meaning the term perspective is defined as a philosophical 
stance informing the methodology and thus providing a context for the process 
and its criteria and logic. (Crotty 1998: 3) 

The term perspective can be used to describe the idea that might be a particular 
paradigm, philosophical position behind the research or meta-theory. There are 
still other perspectives than those which are noted as meta-theories and paradigms 
as mentioned earlier which might apply in a piece of research in qualitative re-
search. (Punch 2006: 31-32) 

Adopting this particular perspective in a piece of research may influence the re-
search in many ways. It usually means making certain assumptions and adopting 
a certain system of meanings and rejecting others.  It may influence the focus of 
certain issues and raise questions and problems for the research. For example giv-
ing a favoured position to the use of certain methods and prohibiting others. 
(Punch 2006: 31-32) 

The perspective points out the direction the onlooker is taking at her/his reality. 
The perspective can also be seen as a safety maker as the onlooker may have an 
effect on acceptable knowledge and normality in paradigm. (Arbnor & Bjerke 
2009: 30) 

Within this thesis/study perspective in the empirical part is created through inter-
views and observation in case organizations. In the interviews personnel from 
different departments  are in a key role when giving their own personal experi-
ences, opinions and feelings related to their organization’s, their own depart-
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ment’s and other departments’ way to operate, meet quality- and customer satis-
faction-related demands and requirements.  On the basis of these interviews and 
results, combined to observations made related to case organizations, perspective 
of the organizations’ TQM is created.  

 The perspective in this study is defined to be in the near future. This can be de-
termined through the selected research methods and goals for the research. Time-
frame for corrective actions in every organization should be now, today, rather 
than tomorrow, next week. Organizations are building goals and strategies and all 
these issues have a link to TQM. Thus we can define that this study has an ap-
proach to support every organization’s daily operational actions as well as their 
strategy to improve their performance. 

1.6 Contribution  

This study introduces a wider perspective of organizations’ total quality. It in-
cludes the perspectives of customer satisfaction and quality inside the organiza-
tion.  The main contribution of this study is in the method the case studies are 
made and how the method is generalized to be used in organizational TQM re-
search. All these issues are built on a thorough theoretical part and an idea of 
common gap reasons existing in every organization.  

Contributions from this study are: 

A new method to study quality variations within organization built from the prin-
ciples of quality gap model, combined to themes of quality award criteria. Com-
bination of customer satisfaction and quality award criteria together with theme 
interview is a new way to study variations in quality within organization.   

The service gap model is used in this study as a frame but customised by using a 
unique way of gathering data. Theme interview is implemented as a data collec-
tion method, combined with two separate interview rounds to enable thorough 
and detailed information collection from the organizations. After analysing varia-
tions actualised in organizations, another round of interviews was made to explore 
internal views of possible causes, before further analysing variations. This method 
is a unique way to gather data and to further use and implement this data collec-
tion method to facilitate the use of the customised service gap model for building 
a model for a common quality gap model.    

The method offers a new perspective for organizations to improve TQM without 
any limitation related to organizational size, operating or business area. This is a 
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wide new perspective created with a theoretical background and tested with an 
empirical case study. 

The study is to give more attention for issues related to internal customer satisfac-
tion and quality perspectives within organizations. This study is to show that there 
are a lot of “soft” internal factors which it is not possible to control only by “facts 
and figures” that have a significant effect on organization’s TQM.   
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2 RESEARCH AREA AND EXISTING STUDIES  

The existing research about quality gaps and customer satisfaction perspectives 
are mainly concentrated on service quality and external customer satisfaction. 
Gaps within service quality have been one of the most famous areas of research. 
Plenty of research has been done on service quality and management. For exam-
ple by Seth, Deshmukh & Prat (2006), Behara & Gundersen (2001), Apte & Mar-
tin (1994), Bouman & Van Der Wiele (1992), Smith & Peters (1998), Wong 
(2002), Shawn & Haynes (2004), Rosen & Karwan (1994) and Caruana, Money 
& Berthon (1998).  Studies relating to gap model are also made, especially 
Brogowicz, Andrew, Delene & Lyth (1990), Brooke (1994), Chenet, Tynan & 
Money (2000), Douglas & Connor (2003), Forslund (2006), Frost (2000), Lemi-
nen (2001a), Leminen (2001b), Twaithes (1999), Kim, Kim & Kyungbae(1999) 
and Samson & Parker (1994).  Quality and internal customer relationship has 
been part of research in Marshall, Paker & Finn (1998), Gilbert (2000), Frost & 
Kumar (2000), Farner, Luthans & Sommer (2001), Chaston (1993) and Auty & 
Long (1998).   

2.1 Management and service quality 

Managerial issues and service quality have been issues of several discussions. The 
supply chain and Parasuraman’s service quality aspects have been studied by 
Seth, Deshmukh & Prat. (2006: 555-570) Their research proposes a model assess-
ing the service quality at supply chain interfaces using third party logistics, using 
Parasuraman’s principles on a service quality model. Gaps are interface gaps di-
vided to forward and reverse gaps between different interfaces on the supply 
chain on the proposed study perspective. The model covers the transactions in the 
basic supply chain and different organizations. According to the study it is agreed 
that there may be different structures and different ways by which different func-
tions are being performed.  The main finding on study was that different types of 
gaps may exist according to the working and hierarchal structure of the organiza-
tion in consideration. 

In Bloemer, De Ruyter & Wetzels (1999: 1082-1099) study, loyalty on the service 
quality and management as a perspective are introduced.  The question raised in 
the study was on how the service loyalty dimensions are related to the dimensions 
of perceived service quality across different types of service industries?  Findings 
on Bloemer were that there are four distinct dimensions of service quality: word 
of mouth, purchase intention, price sensitivity and complaining behaviour. Four 
different service type industries yielded an intricate pattern of quality-loyalty rela-
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tionships at the level of individual dimensions. For instance while word of mouth 
is predominantly determined by responsiveness and tangibles in the entertainment 
industry, word of mouth in the fast food industry is mainly influenced by empathy 
and assurance. This underlines the importance of both a multidimensional and a 
cross-industry approach to service quality.  

As well as loyalty, also interrelationships have been a subject within service qual-
ity research. Caruana, Money & Berthon (1998: 1339, 1348) develop a model and 
hypothesis of the interrelationships, identify measures and seek to test the model 
with a sample of customers of an auditing company.  Study results provide a par-
tial support for hypothesis of the study confirming a direct link between service 
quality and satisfaction and partial moderating effect of value on satisfaction.  

Smith & Peters (1998: 119) brings a learning approach to service quality im-
provement. It is an approach for business education with concepts of people to be 
learning best within a framework which captures and digests experience, people 
learning best from others in similar situations, doing real things and people learn-
ing best about the work at work. 

Change of operating environment and impacts on service quality has been exam-
ined also by means of Parasuraman’s principles. Apte & Martin (1994:23-24) 
examines service quality in a company where the organization’s external envi-
ronment is changing. The study included the model with results and changes 
needed for the service delivery to have successful results. In the study the model 
and methodology of AKP was used. AKP is the model extended from Parasura-
man’s gap model by Apte, Karmaker and Pitbldladdo (AKP). The data needed 
was gathered through interviews. The conclusion from the study is that in manag-
ing service quality, the critical issue is to measure continuously and to evaluate 
quality in both the delivery and design of services. It was also noticed that it is 
important for the analysis to be done for quality of service on an ongoing basis.  

Shawn & Haynes (2004: 70-176) studies adaptation and application of existing 
marketing theories to facilities management (FM). The aim in the study was to 
provide alternative means of measuring and managing facilities management ser-
vices that supplement current methods and provide better customer focus. The 
study was done using a self-administrated questionnaire and through study aiming 
to find answers to the following questions: What service dimensions adequately 
describe an in- house FM project management service?  Can major FM customer 
groups be segmented based on differences in attitude towards importance with 
regards to the service dimensions? Findings from the study were that the “com-
munications” dimension was exclusive to the internal business environment. This 
was seen as possibly due to the differences in how people conduct communica-
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tions with external customers as opposed to the internal “colleagues”; additional 
research is seen to be required to further investigate the difference. 

Service quality measurements have been done and implemented in different fields 
of service. Wong (2002: 206-209) studies a service quality measurement and how 
it has been done in the healthcare industry. In healthcare, high technical quality is 
attained through review and clinical audits. Addressing functional attributes of 
service tends to be low on the priority of clinicians. For Wong the study aim is to 
measure the functional quality of service, identify five dimensions of service 
quality and evaluate the usefulness of expectation - minus perception scores, ver-
sus measurement of perception scores alone. The study was conducted using the 
SERVQUAL model. According to the study results, responsiveness, assurance 
and empathy factors are the most important predictors of service quality. Positive 
perceptions of these dimensions include prompt service and knowledgeable and 
helpful staff. Therefore achieving a high service quality in terms of customer fo-
cussed “best practises” is a priority, and attention should be directed to the use of 
resources to ensure adequate staffing levels and training. In this study the use of 
SERVQUAL is recommended if knowledge of the pattern of expectation trends 
has an importance in managerial decision-making. Otherwise, using perception of 
performance measures appears sufficient to assess service quality for ambulatory 
clients in a medical imaging department. 

Bouman & Van Der Wiele (1992: 4-13) studies issues on car industry using the 
SERVQUAL instrument and focused on how quality of service can be measured, 
which dimensions are important when customer is evaluating service quality in 
car industry; what is the importance of each dimension and how they are related 
to each other. In their research Bouman & Van Der Wiele was not able to find the 
same dimensions for judging service quality as Berry, Parasuraman & Zeithaml 
had found in their studies. A possible reason for this was that far less rigorous 
analyses were done in the research. Items with a low correlation to the total have 
not been removed from the instrument used in this study. The resulting factors 
differ clearly from the five SERVQUAL dimensions. The customer kindness fac-
tor covers all the SERVQUAL dimensions except tangibles. Those four 
SERVQUAL dimensions are related to the human performance component of 
service. Therefore customer kindness can be viewed as the human performance or 
relational component of service. Faith and tangibles influence the perception of 
customer kindness. The influence of service quality is only indirect. 

The perceived overall quality is calculated by summing up the quality scores of 
the three dimensions and dividing the total by three. However, because the influ-
ence of the different dimensions on the service quality differs, a weight must be 
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assigned to the different dimensions. The SERVQUAL instrument appears to be a 
very useful starting point for measuring quality in service organization. Measur-
ing it on a regular basis can help in identifying changes in the quality of the ser-
vices delivered, through this improvement of activities can be implemented in a 
more specific way. (Bouman & Van Der Wiele 1992: 15- 16)   

Also studies concerning issues on different dimensions within service quality re-
search have been done, and Rosen & Karwan (1994: 39) highlight in their study 
some of the conjectures that have been done in some of the service quality stud-
ies. In particular they claim that the relative importance of some or all of the di-
mensions of the quality or competition may be the same across various service 
types. 

In three out of the four cases studied, another predictor is imputed to be of greater 
importance. In the “high customization” services, assurance appears to be the 
most important dimension. When a customer enters into service settings where 
the offering entails a high level of customization or is unique for that customer, it 
seems reasonable that the ability of service personnel to convey trust and confi-
dence may have the highest importance. (Rosen & Karwan 1994: 48-49) 

The study dimension “knowing/understanding the customer” is rated first in the 
case of restaurant, a service representative of high interaction, yet low customiza-
tion in Hayewood-Farmer-scheme. This result is counter to the general claim of 
Parasuraman et al. that empathy is the least significant dimension. In that empathy 
is composite of factors, this also points out the necessity to separate the subcom-
ponents incorporated into certain quality dimensions depending on the service 
type under scrutiny. (Rosen & Karwan 1994: 49) 

In the case of lecture teaching, the tangibles dimension is the second one when 
ranked for the relevancy. Although this dimension is deemed to have less impor-
tance in the other services, it seems reasonable that it may be a key factor at times 
when both customization and interaction are held at low levels and when the cus-
tomer is also intimately involved with the delivery system. It appears that the cus-
tomer may get his/her quality perception cues from the objects around and sur-
rounding the service process and delivery system rather than through contact with 
employees. There is evidence to indicate that the relative importance of dimen-
sions of quality varies by service settings. (Rosen & Karwan 1994: 49, 51) 

The article notes that the service quality dimensions represent some, but not all, 
of the factors of competition. Also other survey instruments and types of analyses 
may be needed; the debate about SERVQUAL makes it quite clear that concep-
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tual clarity about the dimensions of quality has not been yet achieved. (Rosen & 
Karwan 1994: 51)  

Thus, concerning different studies among the service quality and management we 
can find several interesting issues. To summarize, we know that different types of 
gaps may exist according to the working and hierarchal structure of the organiza-
tion. There are four distinct dimensions of service quality; word of mouth, pur-
chase intention, price sensitivity and complaining behaviour. We also know now 
that there is direct link between service quality and satisfaction and a partial mod-
erating effect of value on satisfaction. People learn the best with and from others 
in similar situations. Also people learn by doing real things and they learn about 
the work at work. In managing service quality it is critical to measure continu-
ously and evaluate quality in both the delivery and design of services. It is also 
important that analysing should be done for quality of service on an ongoing ba-
sis. Furthermore, it was stated that “communications”-dimension is exclusive to 
the internal business environment. This was seen as possibly due to the differ-
ences in how people conduct communications with external customers as opposed 
to the internal “colleagues”, and additional research is seen to be required to in-
vestigate the difference further. The SERVQUAL instrument seems to be a good 
and very useful starting point for measuring quality in service organization. By 
measuring on a regular basis it can help in identifying changes in the quality of 
the services delivered. Through this improvement, activities can be implemented 
in a more specific way, but still not all studies agreed on this. Also other survey 
instruments and types of analyses may be needed; the debate about SERVQUAL 
makes it clear that conceptual clarity about the dimensions of quality have not yet 
been achieved. 

2.2 Gap model in quality research 

Gap model has been frequently used in quality research and studies around issues 
related to the gap model. Studies have been done by Brogowicz, Andrew, Delene 
& Lyth (1990), Brooke (1994), Chenet, Tylan & Money (2000), Douglas & Con-
nor (2003), Forslund (2006), Frost (2000), Leminen (2001a), Leminen (2001b), 
Brysland & Curry (2001), Twaithes (1999), Kim, Kim & Kyungbae (1999) and 
Samson & Parker (1994) 

Brogowicz, Andrew, Delene & Lyth (1990: 38) studies the managerial implica-
tions on a synthesised service gap model. The core of the model is in the gap that 
occurs whenever service quality expectations exceed that customer’s perceptions 
of the service quality she or he has been offered. Recognition of the differences 
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and relationships between different dimensions (functional and technical) are the 
keys for planning, controlling and implementation of the service quality offered in 
a way that service quality gaps can be prevented  and minimised. 

Brooke’s (1994: 23, 24) study focuses on information technology and the quality 
gap. The study emphasises the role of an individual in the communication process 
and employee relationships. There are not only external but also internal custom-
ers, and therefore quality becomes also a people issue. And it is only through the 
commitment of the people within organization that makes TQM achievable. The 
inability of the theory to handle a humanistic “soft” aspect resulted in a critical 
gap between the espied philosophy of the case organization and its implementa-
tion techniques.  

Chenet, Tylan & Money (2000: 491) studies possibilities to develop a new model 
of service performance gap and criticises Parasuraman’s gap model. Research 
focuses on co-operation between organization and its employees as there is poten-
tially the main antecedent construct of a service performance gap. The study indi-
cates that a service performance gap is a function of co-operation, perceived con-
trol, trust, commitment and employee fit.  

Douglas & Connor (2003: 165) also uses the SERVQUAL model in the study of 
service quality and expectation gap at hospitality business.  He investigates how 
closely consumer expectation of service and staff and manager perceptions of 
consumer expectations matched. The study makes the conclusion that there is a 
gap between manager perceptions of consumers and actual consumer expecta-
tions. 

Gap research by Leminen, Kim, Kim & Kyungbae and Forslund provides per-
spectives on buyer-seller and purchasing process. In the study of Leminen (2001 
a: 473) on development of gaps in buyer-seller relationship, the focus is on inter- 
organizational study and inter-organizational gaps. Leminen proposes develop-
ment of gaps from conceptualisation in business-to-business market settings. In 
Leminen’s study the influence of the gap for the buyer-seller relationships can be 
seen with upward and downward development between the composite levels of 
relationships. In the study Leminen says that gaps are dynamic phenomena which 
are connected to the business logics of the company. Despite the existence of the 
gaps relationships can, according to Leminen, be tightened and the existence of 
gaps can be accepted by the seller and buyer and should be open for discussions 
and finding solutions.  

Leminen (2001b: 180-185) suggests that by opening and revealing the gaps, the 
understanding of the seller-buyer relationship can be increased. Increasing num-
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bers of gaps or a large number of inter-organizational gaps can be seen as indica-
tors of difficulties between companies.  

Forslund (2006: 580, 582-583) focuses on the interaction between the purchasing 
process of the customer and the order delivery process of the supplier. Forslund 
examines the differences existing between the customer’s expected logistics per-
formance and logistic performance as perceived by the customer. The study also 
focuses on the investigation of whether there can be found differences between 
the logistic performance expected of customers and the supplier’s intended logis-
tic performance. Also differences between logistic performance as perceived by 
the customer and logistics performance as perceived by the supplier were investi-
gated.  

Forslund’s (2006: 593) findings are that performance gaps exist among custom-
ers, among suppliers and between the organizations in almost every company 
studied. The existence of logistics performance gaps requires that logistics qual-
ity-related issues should be communicated between the customer and the supplier 
in a greater depth. 

A gap model has also been implemented in different fields of industry. Frost & 
Kumar (2000: 358, 361, 374) study how organization ensures that its internal cus-
tomers will receive service quality through internal adaptation of Parasuraman’s 
gap model in the airline industry. The study also investigates what happens on the 
overall fit of the schematic internal service quality model conceptualised in the 
theoretical framework, verification and validity of the INTSERVQUAL instru-
ment and what are the linkages of the hypotheses formulated based on the model. 
Results on the study indicated that responsiveness was found to influence internal 
quality the most. Reliability was the foremost criterion customers consider in 
evaluating a company’s quality of service.  

Kim, Kim & Kyungbae (1999: 232, 240) study aims to examine the perception 
gap between the buyer and her/his suppliers and among the suppliers by looking 
at the relationship of a company in the semiconductor industry. Another target in 
the study was to identify factors for which there exists a significant perception 
gap between the buyer and her/his suppliers and among the suppliers themselves. 
Findings from the study indicated that there is significant perception gap and vul-
nerability due to less production competence. This causes a supplier to perceive 
relational characteristics as more critical than others in better bargaining posi-
tions, due to either larger firm size or higher production competence. 

Samson & Parker (1994: 60, 63) focuses on a service quality study in consulting 
engineering industry and a subset of their client base using the SERVQUAL 
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model. Objectives of the study were to examine the perceptions and expectations 
of the service quality in the consulting engineering and determine the relative 
importance of the features which constitute service quality to ensure the extent to 
which consulting firms meet and understand these expectations. Also studies ex-
ploring the ways in which companies are able to identify and exploit opportunities 
to improve their service were done. 

Findings from the Sampson and Parker’s (1994: 73) study are that communication 
problems were clearly found between the consulting engineers and their clients. 
Gaps were found between what the client expects and what consulting engineers 
believe the client expects and what they perceive is delivered.  This gap, accord-
ing to Sampson, could have been interpreted in different ways.  First, it may be a 
matter of unrealistic expectations of the client for the service available. Secondly, 
it is a matter of the consulting engineering firms not to listen to their client’s de-
sires. The service provider’s misinterpretation of the client expectations was a 
source of the problem.  

A gap was also found between the principals and the engineers. Negative gaps for 
these items reflect the lack of management’s commitment to service quality and 
lack of perception of task feasibility. The disparity of the study seemed to be 
causing problems and inconsistencies between these management levels on a 
range of issues. In order to bridge the gaps between the service providers and cli-
ents, more detailed discussions on clients’ needs and on how the engineering 
companies go about providing the services need to take place during the early 
contract formulation. (Sampson 1994: 73-74) 

Brysland & Curry (2001: 392, 398-400) uses SERVQUAL as a tool to find ser-
vice improvements in public services. Brysland & Curry emphasises also that 
definition of customer is more complex in public service than in the private sector 
due to the fact that customer can be a group, individual or local community. Main 
findings in Brysland & Curry’s study were that there can be found a link between 
the importance of service reliability and the implementation of a quality manage-
ment system to help ensure the reliability which was raised as the most important 
factor when studying the gap between expectations and perceptions between ser-
vice providers and customers. 

Twaithes (1999: 500-514) studies and tries to identify from the extant literature, 
covering services marketing, service quality and sport tourism, salient issues spe-
cific to the delivery of service quality in the sport tourism environment mainly 
based on principles of Parasuraman’s gap model. The study results indicated that 
the service quality represents a customer’s subjective interpretation of his/her 
experience and will be affected by a diverse range of stimuli, incumbent on man-
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agement to be aware of the factors that influence customer perceptions, during, 
before and after the service encounter. Also, there should be appreciation that 
customers will use their own definitions of service quality, which may not neces-
sarily correspond to those used by management. Because sports tourists are in-
variably in close proximity to each other and often share time, space and utensils, 
there is potential for both positive and negative interactions. Sport tourism or-
ganizations should seek understanding about their customers and appreciate the 
extent to which different quality dimensions are prioritised. 

There are many issues to be found from the researches to improve quality through 
gap analysis. To summarise, recognition of the differences and relationships be-
tween different dimensions (functional and technical) is the key for planning, con-
trolling and implementation of the service quality offered in a way that service 
quality gaps can be prevented  and minimised. In service performance the gap is 
in the function of co-operation, perceived control, trust, commitment and em-
ployee fit which have significant influence on quality. A gap can also be found 
between manager’s perceptions of consumers and actual consumer expectations 
as well as in relationships between buyer and seller. These gaps should be open 
for discussion in order to find solutions, and by opening and revealing the gaps 
the understanding of the seller-buyer relationship can be increased. Increasing 
numbers of gaps or a high number of inter-organizational gaps can be seen as 
indicators of difficulties between companies. Responsiveness was found to influ-
ence internal quality the most. Reliability was the foremost criterion customers 
consider in evaluating a company’s quality of service. Communication problems 
were clearly found, and listening to correct interpretations of client expectations is 
a way to minimize gaps. A significant perception gap can also be due to less pro-
duction competence.  

2.3 Internal customer relationship and quality 

Quality and internal customer relationship have been part of research in the stud-
ies done by  Marshall, Paker & Finn (1998), Gilbert (2000), Frost & Kumar 
(2000), Farner Luthans & Sommer (2001), Chaston (1993) and Auty & Long 
(1998). Internal customer relationships have been increasingly focused on also in 
quality research. 

Frost & Kumar (2000) introduces INTSERVQUAL which is a SERVQUAL 
method implemented inside the organization. In the research model the difference 
in the internal supplier’s perception of the internal customer is studied. In the 
study of Marshall, Paker & Finn (1998: 5,7,10) internal customer relationships are 
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studied using the organization’s buying unit as a service provider and as a host of 
other internal organizational units. In this concept, purchasing serves all other 
internal units. Findings in the study were that to be able to provide a high level of 
service quality, there is need to understand the service requirements of the cus-
tomers. Also there is a need to ask the service department to evaluate the service 
department against those requirements. Aspects of service mix and those parts 
which are important must be well understood by the provider. This is important 
because customers ultimately will rate service quality on how well those impor-
tant needs are met. 

Gilbert (2000: 3-6) is using role sets as a basic set-up for his study. Every depart-
ment has in the role set its own expectations for the accounting department. The 
accounting department has expectations of its own and it is trying to act accord-
ingly. Customers have service expectations of an organization and of course or-
ganization has an obligation to serve their customers. According to the study re-
sults, individuals in work teams may be relying on assumptions that their own 
work units are serving their internal customers acceptably when they are actually 
not providing products or services needed by their internal customers to carry out 
their own work assignments as a part of the service-profit chain. This leads to the 
result that failed service to the organization’s external customer occurs.  

On Auty & Long’s (1998: 3,12) study the rationale for the hypothesised gaps is 
based on the realisation that in an organizational context the “customer” expecta-
tions are an amalgam of the views of interested parties rather than conclusions of 
a single individual. Expectations of corporate customer are formed by a variety of 
individuals operating in different roles and at different levels in the organization 
with their attendant communications and procedural problems. Conclusions from 
the Auty & Long’s study were that an additional set of gaps were needed to re-
flect the gaps in knowledge and power between departments that were found. 
These gaps arise from the organizational interaction. These additional gaps can be 
considered in any future application for internal environment. 

Seth, Deshmukh & Vrat (2005: 945-946) have reviewed several quality models in 
their studies. According to them, it was noted that the development of the service 
quality models highlights the change in the process of delivery of services from 
conventional to IT-based services. It is further observed that the service quality 
outcome and measurement is dependent on the type of service settings, need, 
situation and other similar kind of factors. This adds further to the complexity of 
the subject; in addition to this, even the customer’s expectations towards a par-
ticular service are changing with respect to factors like time, increase in the num-
ber of encounters with particular service, competitive environment, etc. These 
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demands for continuous effort to learn and validate modify the existing concepts 
of service quality. In the study of the models, key ingredients to service quality 
improvement are: an efficient customer care system, effective implementation 
system, feedback and measurement system, clear understanding of the concepts of 
service quality and factors affecting the same, motivated staff and clear customer 
and market focus. 

To summarise the above studies, we can say that internal customer relationships 
and quality are all about the importance of understanding the service requirements 
of the customers and the evaluation of the service department against those re-
quirements. Aspects of service mix must be well understood by the provider be-
cause customers will rate service quality on how well those important needs are 
met. If in internal quality perspectives within organization for example in cases 
when there are assumptions that their own work units are serving internal custom-
ers acceptably when they are actually not providing products or services needed 
by their internal customers in order to carry out their own work assignments, this 
leads to the result that service to the organization’s external customer fails. An 
additional set of gaps is needed to reflect the gaps in knowledge and power be-
tween departments. These gaps arise from organizational interaction. These addi-
tional gaps can be considered in any future application for internal environment.  

2.4 Justifications for the need of a new study 
perspective 

Even though we have an enormous number of studies, there is not enough re-
search concerning quality gaps among industrial organizations. Of course we can 
say that we can find several studies concerning TQM implemented only in indus-
trial organizations due to the fact that we are discussing the way of doing things, 
quality philosophy Admittedly that is true, but still as we can see from the studies 
on service quality and management, internal customer relationships and quality 
and the gap model and its use in quality research that there is a black hole in the 
quality research space. There have not been enough researches done to combine 
the possible links between gaps and reasons in different fields of industry. Studies 
have always been limited to specific cases and therefore a strict limit of the re-
search areas has been given. So, we really do not have any knowledge concerning 
quality gaps, reasons for them and possible similarities across different types and 
sizes of organizations. This is why we are now combining the three different 
types of organizations, three different organizational environment and three dif-
ferent branch of business with in same study. 
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Another aspect for justification for this research is the narrow way doing quality 
research today. Too often we use the same good old methods and tools to get re-
search done. SERVQUAL is nowadays the most frequently used method to do 
service quality research. However, despite its merits, some criticism has been 
raised. For example Bloemer, De Ruyter & Wetzels (1999: 1084) presents criti-
cism towards the SERVQUAL instrument. Validity and reliability of the differ-
ence between expectations and performance has been questioned and several au-
thors have suggested that perception scores alone offer a better indication of ser-
vice quality. Furthermore, application of the SERVQUAL approach is by defini-
tion limited to existing services since experience and performance must be both 
taken into account. Hence the quality of service innovations can hardly be meas-
ured. 

Developments for new methods is needed to support the development of  TQM 
research and to get more detailed information related to organizations’ internal 
variations, perspectives and possible reasons for them. In research and organiza-
tional development actions we should select more difficult and complicated ways 
to solve problems and find more root causes than we do now while using the 
same convenient old tools and methods with familiar and easily copied tools. This 
makes research easier and more efficient which is the current demand, but we 
should also try to dig deeper into organizational life and explore more, find new 
ways to gather data and be more creative on what we do to improve TQM re-
search or organizational performance.   

From this standpoint, space and time for a new way of doing research in quality 
research could be found. 
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3 RESEARCH ENVIROMENT: TQM 

Factors related to the culture of organizations, like attitudes, operating models, 
views of the world, have an effect on quality. Within project business and service 
business, flexibility and professionalism are forming a different type of quality 
culture than what we see in the manufacturing industry. The manufacturing indus-
try is more familiar with performing and carefully pre-planning with the help of 
the standards which also TQM is stressing more (Association for Finnish Work 
2000: 15). TQM has been giving new ideas and perspectives about relationships 
with customers and suppliers and about competitiveness and interaction between 
workers and managers. (Troy & Schein 1995: 45) 

Service processes have become a more and more integral part of every organiza-
tion’s way of working, and service processes are implemented in the organiza-
tional life in many ways. TQM is today focusing more on the customer perspec-
tive, and customer needs have become the steering force for organizations and 
TQM more clearly than before due to globalisation and increased competition.   

Quality management is a common principle of leadership with values of system-
atic and continuous long-term work according to good business practises, im-
proved level of materials, services and processes within organization and cus-
tomer needs now and in future. Total Quality Management combines all basic 
leading and management techniques, development procedures and technical tools 
to discipline continuous way of working. (Borgman & Packalen 2002: 12) 

TQM is a combination of many different organization improvement approaches 
and techniques, including extensive use of employee participation, statistical 
quality and process control and use of quality circles (French 1995: 246). TQM 
can be considered as a practical approach for measuring and managing continuous 
improvement of business in order to fulfil and satisfy the expectations and needs 
of customers (Prescott 1995: 16). 

TQM has a certain role in influencing processes of internal integration and exter-
nal adaptation. TQM adaptation to internal integration is to ensure that organiza-
tion has an internal environment to interact in the most efficient way. In the ex-
ternal environment adaptation is a question of meeting customer requirements and 
market demands. (Kujala 2002: 60-61) 

One way of looking at TQM is to use the same disciplines of setting as we do 
when we discuss quality assurance and a way of conforming to specifications but 
all this with a wider perspective.  Taking a wider perspective necessitates under-
standing how all small pieces of organization are inter-relating as a functional 
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system and assuring the output. It has been notified in TQM that there is still a 
tendency for people to behave in an unpredictable way even when systematic 
structures are built. To achieve a total quality orientation, there must be a unifying 
belief system with some unifying values shared by an organization’s employees.  
With this action people use their effort and intelligence to reach their best out-
come within these boundaries. (Peters 1999: 3-4) 

3.1 Concepts within Total Quality Management  

No perfect consensus can be found in the discussions about key concepts of Total 
Quality Management. In Costin (1999: 7-8) Marchese (1991) following key con-
cepts of TQM have been suggested:  

• Organizational change is only possible with effective leadership; for ex-
ample, empty speeches and promises make existing problems only worse. 

• A vision which is the vital element in giving any organization a unified di-
rection. 

• People should have real decision-making and input power 

• Teamwork is the practical application of “collaboration” 

• Decisions should be data-driven.  

• Training and recognition are essential 

• Excellence is ascribed to customer-driven organizations that systemati-
cally integrate customer feedback into their strategic planning 

• Customer-driven organizations have a strong focus on quality. 

• Continuous improvement is the result of focus on quality  

• Improvement means making processes work better 

• There is a strong need to extend the existing mind-set and shift to para-
digms that see individual and organizational success as a result of collabo-
ration.  
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3.2 Historical foundations 

In Costin (1999: 8-9) total quality control has been defined by Ishikawa and Fei-
genbaum as an effective system for integrating quality improvement, quality 
maintenance and quality development efforts of many groups within organization 
to make it possible for service and production to act at the most economic levels 
which allow for 100% customer satisfaction. It has also been emphasised by Ishi-
kawa that to prove excellent effectiveness, actual control must start from the de-
sign of the product and end only when it has been handled to the end-customer 
who remains satisfied. It can be seen that quality of any product is affected at 
various phases of the industrial cycle:  

a) Marketing evaluates the quality level required by customers and what they are 
willing to pay. 

b) Marketing evaluation is reduced to exact specifications by engineering 

c) Suppliers for the material and parts are chosen by purchasing 

d) Processes and tools are selected by manufacturing engineers to make produc-
tion possible  

e) Main quality influence is given and exerted by shop operators and manufactur-
ing supervisors  

f) Functional tests and mechanical inspection are checked to be in conformance 
with specifications 

g) Shipping affects the calibre of transportation and packaging. Determination of 
quality costs and quality takes place throughout the whole cycle. This is why 
quality control cannot be handled by focusing on statistical analysis or inspection 
only. (Costin 1999: 8-9)  

Costin (1999: 9-10) Feigenbaum presents some key concepts that influence TQM:  

• The need of redefining the role of inspection including line workers’ re-
sponsibility for quality is to reduce actual inspection and defect preven-
tion. By building quality into product and using statistical quality tools, 
reduction of quality cost can be achieved.  

• To have a view to production process as an integrated system that origi-
nates with what the customer wants and ends with customer satisfaction.  
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• Translating customer needs and demands and quality levels chosen by de-
sign into production is the concept which is the second widely used in 
TQM process after the statistical process control; Quality Function De-
ployment where service or product design process using cross-functional 
teams includes marketing, purchase, manufacturing and engineering rep-
resentatives and customer.  

• The important role of purchasing function in the industrial cycle. In many 
organizations and companies TQM programs favour to introduce vendor 
partnership programs where suppliers commit to delivery consistent with 
quality and reducing the need for final inspection.   

Quality is to be defined as a management function.  

Dr Armand Vallin Feigenbaum has been considered the originator of the total 
quality control concept and in charge of its development towards Total Quality 
Management through elements like the system for total quality, management 
strategies and management quality. Two aspects were contributed to quality dis-
cussions by Feigenbaum. The first aspect was that quality is everyone’s responsi-
bility from the worker up to top management. The second aspect was that the cost 
of non- quality must be categorized if it is not managed. Costs of failure of con-
trol and the plain cost of control must be minimized by a quality improvement 
program. (Kruger 2001: 6) 

3.3 TQM as a management system 

According to Deming, there are two key concepts; intrinsic motivation of workers 
and their relationship to statistical process control and management responsibility 
that need to have more focus. If there is a situation where workers in every posi-
tion do their best, know all about their work but not how to improve it, in this 
case the only help can come from some other kind of knowledge which can come 
from a better use of skills, and knowledge from within company or outside the 
company. Only management has power to change the systems where most of the 
defects are. Bottleneck is management’s assumption that the workers in produc-
tion are responsible for all trouble and that there would not be problems in service 
or production if only workers would do their work correctly as they have been 
taught. In reality, workers are often handicapped by the system. Variation reduced 
by management in any quality characteristic is good. That means greater depend-
ability and uniformity of product, greater output and a better competitive position. 
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Causes of high costs and variation with loss of competitive position can be sub-
sumed under two categories:  

• Special causes 15 percent: These are specified to certain machine or 
worker. Existence of special cause is detected by a statistical signal and 
can usually be corrected and identified by worker.    

• Faults of the system 85 percent: These faults and their combined effects 
are usually easy to measure and these faults stay in the system until man-
agement reduces them.  Some causes can be identified by experiment via 
some records on materials suspected of being offenders and some rectors 
on operations. Some causes still need to be isolated by judgment. 

When management has provided a system which is capable to run in control, sta-
tistical tools allow workers to keep process in control. Continuous strive and ade-
quate training is a must and management needs to provide to improve existing 
systems. With this, inspection and supervision is replaced by education and train-
ing. (Costin 1999: 10-11) 

The main weakness continues to be that total quality management is eager to be 
within the creation process when product or service is created. It is too strong to 
be objective when evaluating quality. Objectivity is still the most important factor 
in evaluating quality. Quality management is meant to ensure that actions are car-
ried out as planned within organization. (Crosby 1986: 23-24) 

Some differences can be found between public service and industry. These issues 
are considered as starting points for the route to Total Quality. There are no clear 
objectives in public service like in industry. Customer chains including internal 
customers must be identified to serve external customer efficiently. This means 
that we have to understand customer relationships within public service and sat-
isfy customer demands and needs. The second point is to find in-depth apprecia-
tion of functionality of the organization and its objectives to improve individuals. 
This is needed to find personal success and satisfaction from their direct dealing 
with the public. The third issue is the culture. It is important to examine decision-
making process to have better understanding of the culture. Objective apprecia-
tion of organizational culture is the most difficult aspect because it is only possi-
ble in TQM with tighter control of activities and more efficient use of resources. 
The fourth issues is that also in public services the relationships between the 
value of organization’s output and individual’s input is the same as in industry. Of 
course industry can earn more by increasing production but in public services 
there is a limited quantity of wealth to do it but there is freedom to produce more 
with the same set of resources. Furthermore TQM is to give better value for re-
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courses used. The fifth point is the definition of work processes involved in ser-
vice. Every action should be perceived as an one-off, looking at each new situa-
tion and each customer as an individual.  This way necessary action will be iden-
tified to achieve the results wanted. With process thinking we will ensure that 
improvements made will remain as concentration will not pass from one aspect to 
another.(Choppin 1994:1-4) 

Still total quality and improvements in customer satisfaction are everyone’s re-
sponsibility, and organizations take time to get used to the change when Total 
Quality Management is placed as a management method. (Vendrig 1996: 46) 
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4 DEFINING QUALITY 

4.1 Juran and quality trilogy 

Dr. J.M. Juran’s quality trilogy includes in managing quality three quality-
oriented processes: Quality improvement, Quality planning and quality control. 
The starting point for all is the quality planning which is a creating process that 
makes possible to meet established goals and act so under operating conditions. 
With following the planning process, the operating forces are turned over and 
their responsibility is to run the process at an optimal effectiveness, limits set by 
quality control. The process breaking through to unpredicted levels of perform-
ance can be called quality improvement. This will not happen by its own. It is a 
result of actions taken by upper management to introduce a new managerial proc-
ess into the system of the manager’s responsibilities – the quality improvement 
process. This process is superimposed on the quality control process.  Quality is a 
management responsibility that is to be performed systematically to achieve con-
tinuous improvements. The same basic idea is behind the Japanese approach of 
Total Quality Control; Plan, Do, Check, and Act. Plan includes Juran’s basic idea 
of a planning process; Do – implementation of the plan, Check – evaluation of the 
performance according to critical measures. Act – quality improvement efforts 
based on the lessons learned by experience. (Costin 1999: 11-12) 

Quality control involves maintaining and developing methods for ensuring that 
processes are working as they are designed to work and target levels in perform-
ance are to be reached. Quality control needs to follow certain steps: 1 definition 
of quality, 2 knowledge of expected targets or performance, 3 measurements of 
actual performance, 4 a way to compare actual performance to expected perform-
ance and 5 a way to take action when results measured are not fulfilling expecta-
tions or performance levels can be seen having variations. Quality improvement is 
a way of improving the level of performance in the process. (Juran 1995: 401- 
406) 

Quality planning is an action and activity where developing processes and prod-
ucts are establishing quality goals with a common target to reach these goals. 
These goals may apply to making products and processes free from all deficien-
cies or to meet customer requirements and needs. Quality planning precedes qual-
ity improvement and quality control. Quality planning is a guide to the develop-
ment for whatever services or products are to be produced. Quality planning is a 
series of six steps and basic tools. These six steps are: 1. Define the project 2. 
Identify the customers 3. Find out customer needs 4. Develop the service or prod-
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uct to respond to customer needs 5. Develop the processes which are able to en-
sure the service or product 6. Develop controls/transfer to operations. (Juran 
1995: 401- 406)  

4.2 Ishikava and Garvin’s perspectives 

Ishikawa makes a distinction between broad and narrow definitions of quality. 
Within the narrow perspective of quality there is only the quality of the product 
included. With the broad perspective we refer to the quality of information, ser-
vice, managers, engineers and the quality of process, quality of division as well as 
the quality of systems and objectives. (Costin 1999: 12-15) 

Garvin has identified eight dimensions of quality: 

• Aesthetics. Defined by user, based on individual preferences of the prod-
uct (how a product smells, tastes, feel according to the customer.) 

• Serviceability. This includes competence, speed, courtesy and ease of re-
pair. There have been many attempts to identify characteristics for ser-
viceability as opposed to the more elusive elements of customer satisfac-
tion. 

• Durability. Product life measurement which has both technical and eco-
nomic dimensions. 

• Conformance. The degree to which a product’s characteristics and design 
meet pre-established standards. 

• Reliability. The probability of a product failing or malfunctioning within a 
specified period of time. 

• Perceived quality. As customer does not possess exact or full information 
about the service or a product’s attributes, indirect measures are the only 
basis for example for comparing the brands.  

• Features.  Whistles and bells of the product. 

• Performance refers to operation characteristics of the product.   

Recognition of these eight dimensions is important also for strategic reasons. Va-
riety gives choice. Competing on quality can be done via one dimension at a time, 
not via all eight. (Garvin 1998: 49-61)  
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4.3 Old and new quality 

According the Kano (1986: 7-9), quality can be considered through definitions of 
old and new quality:  

Traditional quality 

Quality is not an easy issue to define. According to a traditional definition of 
quality, it is the finalisation phase of the end product as beating the standard. 
Quality can be ensured by checking all products. To ensure that checking will not 
be the main issue, also partly checking or checking just defined features can be 
done. In these cases quality control cannot guarantee a hundred percent sure re-
sult.  

New quality   

New quality definition is based on the user aspect. It is aiming to gain the satis-
faction of the user. This cannot be achieved only by checking. In this case statisti-
cal quality control is to be changed to the whole process aspect, involving market-
ing and maintenance as well as the whole process control. This is also known as 
total quality control. Quality is covering the whole organization. Quality is trans-
ferred to the product via product process quality.  

Two different perspectives can be seen in the good quality of the end-product. 
With a good product and with good functionality, quality which a product is ex-
pected to have is achievable. On the other hand, there can be found attractive 
quality where product has features giving added value to the user and creating 
attraction to the product. (Kano 1986: 9-10) 

From all these definitions can be recognise that most of them are referring to tan-
gible of manufactured products. Definitions for service quality are often derived 
from definitions of product quality with translation of vague customer based no-
tions of service quality into terms that can be expressed through instruments of 
market research and measurable attributes. Still even there are many attempts to 
render quality measurable, customer is the one who decide and define what qual-
ity is and what it is not. (Costin 1999: 12-14) 

4.4 Quality and consumer 

There can exist several phases of quality: 1 Consumer judgement of your service 
or product when it may take several months or even years for some products to 
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get judgment. For example a car or a house is a product like that. 2. Manage-
ment’s decision whether to plan ahead for service or product in future. 3. Man-
agement’s decision on specifications for quality characteristics of final product 
parts and performance that should be offered.  (Deming 1994: 167-168) 

Quality should be measured by interaction between three aspects shown in Figure 
3:  a) training of customer, training of repairman and instructions for use. b) the 
customer and how he uses the product, way of installing and maintenance of the 
product c) product’s own tests and simulations of user. This all is due to the fact 
that there is no sufficient way to build a product or by making theoretical tests to 
describe the product’s quality. (Deming 1994: 176-177) 

 

Figure 3. Corners of Quality (Deming 1994:177). 

It is important to learn from the consumer. The main task of consumer research is 
to get consumers’ reactions back to the design of the product so that management 
can change requirements and demands and re-set economical production levels. 
Consumer research is a process of communication between user and potential 
users of the product and manufacturer. Through this process manufacturer will 
discover how his product performs in all areas. (Deming 1994:177-178)  

Quality functions as an instrumental value when aiming at profitability which 
bring improving competitiveness (Figure 4). The common goal is to reach excel-
lence or good quality for the customer. (Savolainen 1997: 46) 
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Figure 4. Quality functions in business activity (Savolainen 1997: 46).   

4.5 Perspectives of the Quality 

Quality and different perspectives of quality can be seen in the perspectives of the 
company’s interest groups. Different perspectives of quality are introduced in 
Figure 5.   

 
  

Figure 5. Different perspectives of quality (Lillrank 1990:41). 

In product-oriented quality perspective, a product includes features that define the 
quality. These features are for example performance of the processor of the com-
puter, amount of meat in sausage, and durability of the battery in the mobile 
phone. These examples explain well how strongly quality is combined with the 
product’s performance or consistency. It can be said that in product-oriented qual-
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ity, quality is a cost. This is due to the fact that modification to a product’s feature 
is a cost and increases the product’s price. In borderline cases, the evaluated 
product is estimated as a good product but goodness is related to a feature which 
is not relevant to the customer. The customer is buying the product to satisfy 
needs with features of the product, but if alternatives and competition exist, the 
customer may reject the product even if it is excellent. (Lillrank 1990: 43)  

In the production-oriented quality perspective, it is emphasized that when a prod-
uct is manufactured according to instructions and standards given and no defects 
are to be found, quality product requirement is fulfilled according to production-
oriented quality. In this definition of quality, measurability of the quality is easy 
because a product fulfilling the criteria of quality is manufactured without defects 
or variations. Quality control has a big role in ensuring that quality demands are 
really actualising. As indicators of quality, the number of defective pieces per the 
number of pieces produced is used and the main task for quality control is to en-
sure that no defected pieces are produced. (Lillrank 1990: 42)   

In environmental-oriented quality perspective, quality is defined by a product’s 
effect on the environment and society. In this case the customer is society and 
nature setting demands for the product. For example, environmental loading and 
emissions caused by the product within its life cycle can be seen as definitions for 
the quality perspective. Influences for the environmental-oriented quality perspec-
tive come usually from outside the company. This results in a situation where 
there may be some aspects that the company can oppose. Anyhow, this quality 
perspective is becoming more and more important together with the customer-
oriented quality perspective. (Lillrank 1990: 43) 

Customer-oriented quality is based on the customer perspective where quality is 
combined with all factors that are needed to guarantee customer satisfaction. 
These factors of customer-oriented quality are in conformity with qualities like 
accuracy, quality of the service, design of the product. These are equal to external 
features of the product, performance of the product, special features, reliability 
and durability. (Pajunen 1991: 8-9) 

Quality experienced by customer is considered as relative quality and is an impor-
tant issue also when competitiveness of the company is considered. In reality this 
means that customer feels that his or her needs are fulfilled. This quality experi-
enced by customer determines the success of the company in the markets. When 
quality experienced by customer is discussed, the most important factor for the 
purchase decision is the cost or price. Customer will get the best value from the 
product which he or she feels to offer the best value for the money. The value of 
the product can also be determined as follows; value = price/quality. Each indi-
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vidual customer can, however, have a unique idea about what to put in the first 
place and how to judge each factor of the quality. (Pajunen 1991: 11-12)  

According to the value, the relation between costs and benefits determines the 
quality of the product. All factors of quality are to be defined against the price. 
With this definition the best quality is in the product which offers the best benefit 
with the same amount of money. Value-oriented quality is not black and white, 
resources used and evaluations made in purchasing have a big effect. (Lillrank 
1990: 43-44)     

Competition-oriented quality is defined according to the competitors. Quality 
must be exactly as good as competitors have, but quality that is higher than com-
petitors’ quality only creates extra costs. In competition-oriented quality the cus-
tomer is the judge and estimator who evaluates and compares products to other 
products or services available. This quality perspective has brought methods like 
benchmarking where estimations of products and services are compared to those 
of competitors. (Lillrank 1990: 44)   

 

Figure 6. Comparison of the quality definitions (Lillrank 1990: 50). 

There are several different definitions of quality. The definition used depends a 
lot on the angle perception is made. Comparison of the different quality defini-
tions can be made according to the Figure 6. In this case it is important to notice 
all quality perspectives so that no single perspective can take too much steering in 
the company.  In this way quality balance is stabile and benefits of quality are in 
best use.  

There is variation in the interpretation of features between different product and 
customer groups. Quality layers also include relationship-quality which consists 
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of customer service, interactive media that enables customer contact to organiza-
tion and experiences of customer. (Korkeamäki et al. 2002: 49-50) 

4.6 Conformance and performance quality 

Functionality as performance quality is difficult to define and manage. In per-
formance quality the main task is to define quality attributes that are able to pro-
vide the best result in customer satisfaction and are fit for use. Even if in practise 
zero defects are almost non-reachable, it is at least easy to understand and a fixed 
point that exclusive targets are coming from subjective attributes like satisfaction 
and fitness for use. (Lillrank 1997: 6)   

Conformance quality starts from a certain given set of specifications with toler-
ance limits and target values. It also estimates capabilities and then sets out to 
minimize variation by acting upon systemic and assignable causes of variation. 
When there is repeatability in the process, well-defined and linear targets can be 
found and conformance quality can be used as a definition for quality. (Lillrank 
1997: 6)  

4.7 The tolerance zone 

The concept of zone tolerance assumes that there is no one given level of service 
attribute on what customer expects. The customer can more or less tolerate a 
variation in experiences and still consider experiences acceptable and in accor-
dance with their expectations. There can be found two different levels with this 
assumption; the adequate and desired level of expectations. The desired level re-
flects on what level the service should be, and the adequate level indicates what 
customers believe it could be. If the experiences that have actualized fall between 
these borders, quality is considered good. (Grönroos 2000: 106) 

The zone of tolerance can vary from one customer to another and from attribute to 
attribute. Variation can take place from time to time, even if the customer is the 
same. It is suggested that tolerance is narrower for outcome-related service and 
broader for process-related features. This assumption gives the perspective that 
customers tolerate more variation in expectations related to the functional quality 
dimension than in the outcome of the expectations related to the technical quality 
dimension. (Grönroos 2000: 106) 
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4.8 Perceived quality in business relationships 

According to Holmlund (1997: 236, 241), the relationship model is based on the 
fact that quality is a key factor in the practise and philosophies of contemporary 
management. Quality seems to have been limited in scope to either the seller 
company’s own production process in the manufacturing processes or to the short 
term interaction between the buyer and seller as in service management. Holm-
lund emphasises that quality is connected to the organization’s results in terms of 
competitive advantages and economic gains. The theoretical perspective in the 
defined service quality and the validity of the quality in relation to concepts such 
as satisfaction, value and service performance is even more complex in relation-
ship quality. This is due to the fact that relationship quality has to be compared 
with the vocabulary of interaction and network approach.  

Three angles of company relationships 

PRQ-model (Perceived Relationship Quality Model) which Maria Holmlund has 
developed is based on relationships and interactions between sales and customer. 
Additionally, customer relationship is perceived via three different quality aspects 
and especially according to how two different companies and individuals inside 
two organizations act in continuous mutual interaction. Interaction between two 
companies is created and developed through interactions of individuals. There are 
three different aspects of customer relationship:  

a)  Social aspect 

b) Economic aspect 

c) Technical aspect 

The technical aspect includes core processes and core knowledge and interactions 
based on these real processes. Features of these technical aspects are durability, 
aesthetics, adjustment, innovation and reliability. Reliability is based on the as-
sumption that the end product or result is reliable and in accordance with the cus-
tomer’s expectations. Innovation includes modifications, new products or modifi-
cations which have resulted from a learning process. Adjustment covers how, in 
the opinion of the customer, end results are fulfilling changing needs. Aesthetics 
is a criterion which exists when the end product is a physical product. Durability 
is combined to the product’s life cycle, maintenance and guarantee time. (Korte-
lainen 2006: 9-10)  
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The economic aspect includes incomes from the customer relationship together 
with benefits coming from the so-called hidden customer relationship with de-
creasing control, having ability to forecast needs and increasing customer com-
mitment. Increased productivity, increasing profits and decreasing costs are part 
of the economic aspect. (Kortelainen 2006: 9-10) 

There are also costs involved from customer relationship including hidden costs 
coming from problems and errors which it is not possible to measure. There are 
direct costs with quality and costs coming from the actions needed to maintain the 
customer relationship. Indirect costs are costs which are not directly caused by the 
customer relationship like recruiting new staff. (Kortelainen 2006: 11-13) 

The social aspect is one of the most important factors in customer relationship. It 
is divided into the organizational level and the individual level. On the individual 
level there are six features, and on the organizational level three features can be 
determined. The individual level is a combination of personal chemistry, trust, 
respect, familiarity, sharing the same “spirit” and having fun. On the organiza-
tional level three features can be found: attraction, trust and feel of belonging to-
gether. (Kortelainen 2006: 14-15) 

Personal chemistry includes an aspect where personality and interaction styles fit 
together with success. Reliability indicates that participants or partners rely on 
and trust each other. On the individual level, reliability also indicates how indi-
viduals perceive trust. Familiarity indicates how people know and understand 
each other. The length of interaction and relationship, together with the feeling of 
partners of belonging to the same social group and sharing the same values and 
goals, are also aspects of familiarity. “Sharing the same spirit” indicates how 
smoothly interactive situations are handled and how fast participants are reacting 
to communication and how they understand each other. “Having fun” has an ef-
fect on how organizations estimate each other. (Kortelainen 2006:14-15) 

Good customer service, teaching and caring are always connected to the service 
person and his/her personal characteristics, the service environment, tools and 
accessories and to the person’s ability to understand and accept the customer’s 
personality (Perkka-Jortikka 2002: 36).  Good service also means friendly stuff 
and willingness to serve. The customer will get what is needed, prices are correct, 
service is efficient and quick and sales staff are able to solve problems. (Toivonen 
2002: 18-19) 

Quality failure as dissatisfaction with the final service or product of an organiza-
tion is a symptom of what has happened inside the organization. The symptom 
may be caused by management not believing that a quality problem may be 
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caused by management. They believe that problems are always caused by some-
one else. The symptom may also be caused by the employees not knowing what 
management wants from them concerning issues of quality. The third symptom 
may be that we have an organization which is ‘fix it’ -oriented. The fourth reason 
may be that our product or service has deviations and other indications of not con-
forming to requirements. The fifth symptom is that management may not really 
know what the price of non-conformance is. (Crosby 1984: 1-5) 

4.9 Personal quality 

Personal quality is defined as an individual’s way to fulfil all demands and expec-
tations placed by his/her own environment. Personal quality is measurable as well 
as demands and expectations based on respect. The personal quality level and 
development is based on the following issues: There will be big deviations be-
tween different people even at best. In different situations individual achieve-
ments can have great variation and an individual’s best performances can vary a 
lot from his/her standard performance level. The sum total of the unused re-
sources of individuals is equal to the organization’s development possibilities. 
(Moller 1998: 18-22) 

4.10 Resources, deliverables and processes 

It has been discovered quite early in the history of quality management that focus-
ing only on the quality of the end result is not sufficient. Quality is, however, still 
most directly applicable to deliverables. Various steps of processes, such as assur-
ing raw material, components and sub-assemblies, are included when quality is to 
be managed at the source. Conformance of quality in processes refers to the proc-
ess and its ability to stay within tolerances determined. Also conformance to es-
tablished methods assumes that a known link between the result and action is in-
cluded. (Lillrank 1997: 9-10)   

By aiming at consistency of the representative sample or the whole output, we are 
able to determine the quality of the process. This allows us to determine the qual-
ity of the deliverable via examination of a specimen. The specimen has both a 
performance and conformance attribute; however, in a repetitive process there is 
also a need to concentrate on conformance, and this opens an important distinc-
tion in quality applications between non-repetitive and repetitive operations. 
When mass production of both services and products is discussed, target values 
are strictly defined and the degree of predictability in ensured. Anyhow, numer-
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ous deliverables can be found where quality is unique (one-of-a-kind), fitting to 
particular customers and situations that are not identical but still similar. The final 
goal is to have the customer leaving the shop sufficiently satisfied so that she or 
he will come again. The exact procedure and way to achieve this cannot be ex-
actly determined expect on a basic level. The process level goals need to be ad-
justed and determined for each step. In these situations, process quality is the con-
sistency in hitting the moving target. (Lillrank 1997: 9-10)   

4.11 Satisfaction, customers, value and utility 

Value and quality: There is a lot of value that a high-quality item carries. Value is 
still something that can be realized in transaction. No matter how engineers hate 
the mere thought of it, only a saleable product has more than a scrap value. For 
the manager in service business the situation is even worse: unoccupied room 
capacity at nightfall or an unsold seat in an aeroplane flight has no value at all, it 
is a loss. Thus it seems that value appears when deliverables somehow activate 
the purchasing power. It creates demand and it is changed for something else. The 
final value of quality is defined by what the transaction enables. (Lillrank 1997: 
9-10) 

Utility and quality 

Not all daily actions are valuable in this world. A huge amount of public sector 
service deliverables are not sold and bought in a specified marketplace, nor are 
they said to have value or quality. The problem in quality management in the pub-
lic sector is that there is a need to find information about their target values and 
deviations.  The customer is not in this case establishing the value through trans-
action and is not in a position to underline his point by voting with his wallet. In 
this case the answer must come through a political process which expresses a so-
cietal mission and limits or regulates ways to achieve it. (Lillrank 1997: 9-10) 

There is potential in both non-profit and commercial deliverables, the so-called 
pre-transaction value, and utility in economic terms, something perceived as de-
sirable or useful. For utility, the quality is the key element. Because there are no 
money making purposes in public sector and non-profit making organizations, 
essential question is the relation between mission of organizations and utility. 
(Lillrank 1997: 9-10) 

The production, design and quality management of deliverables can be considered 
a utility mechanism that leads to customer demand, desirability and perceived 
quality. Utility mechanism is presented in Figure 7.  
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PERFORMANCE CONFORMANCE
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VALUE/MARKET
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TRANSACTION

CUSTOMER BEHAVIOUR

VALUE MEASURED BY PRICE

MEASURED BY
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

 

Figure 7. Utility mechanism (Lillrank 1997: 11).           

The vital issue in performance-quality management is to establish if there exists 
such a mechanism or not. There can be found some situations which are quite 
clear. Defective deliverables have reduced utility, which is why conformance 
quality is good. In many complex deliverables with linear mechanisms, for exam-
ple a buyer purchasing microprocessors with a need of high clock speed and an-
other buyer being concerned with memory capacity when buying DRAM chips, 
such a linear mechanism can be established but not for all relevant attributes. In 
these situations utility mechanism is represented by customer satisfaction. (Lill-
rank 1997: 11) 

Quality management assumes that a customer is ready to pay the price if the cus-
tomer is satisfied and to also come back and buy in quantity. Validity of these 
assumptions is to be re-evaluated and challenged. The mechanism which is the 
link between the actual purchasing behaviour and customer satisfaction is not 
definite. This has been actualized in situations where satisfied customers change 
to the competitor when offered a slightly cheaper price. In any case, customer 
satisfaction is large measurable entity providing information for quality manage-
ment efforts even if information is not sufficient. Customer satisfaction is a vital 
link between fulfilment of a mission and creation of value and quality manage-
ment. (Lillrank 1997: 12)  

4.12 Quality standards 

Quality standards are a vital part of an organization as standards are creating ba-
sics for operational quality.  Quality standards enable the customer to ensure that 
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the supplier’s product or service is according to the customer’s needs. In this en-
suring phase it is possible to check the product or the supplier’s production facili-
ties and processes. As the production volume increases, this is a very difficult and 
time-taking process. Quality standards are tools for these problems. When the 
customer and the supplier agree on common requirements for quality and stan-
dardise them, costs involved in controlling and inspection can be minimized. 
Quality standards demand that the matters whose standard is specified must be 
taken into account and that the system functions logically. Quality standards do 
not dictate how things should be done. (Lecklin 1997: 323-324)   

ISO 9001 

The most important quality standard series is the ISO 9000 standard series. This 
series includes also the 14000 environment standard. Importance of the ISO 9000 
quality insurance model has been emphasized nowadays as the supplier’s quality 
is to be ensured as a long-term relationship or as a one-time delivery. (Lecklin 
1997: 326-329)  

ISO 9001 quality standard includes resources, responsibilities, procedures, proc-
esses and organization structures to actualize quality management. ISO 9000 
standard presents the following targets that a company aims at with a quality sys-
tem: 

• Continuous improvement of quality 

• Organization has to ensure for the customer that revealed quality will be 
achieved on services or products delivered to customer. External quality 
control can include a contract where quality aspects and plan to reach 
quality targets are presented. 

• Internal quality control can be maintained. Organization has to convince 
that wanted quality will be achieved and maintained. 

• Organization has to reach and maintain obvious or announced customer 
needs. This means that quality control must be very functional. (Järvelin et 
al 1992: 21) 

Quality costs are a significant part of quality. Cost efficiency and identification of 
quality-based costs and cost savings in quality are a vital part of the quality as-
pect. Quality costs can be divided into costs caused by bad quality and costs 
caused by quality improvement. Costs caused by improving quality in situations 
where quality is improved via education, training and taking new methods in use 
can be taken as investments into developing the quality. Costs caused by bad 
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quality are formed of credit notes, rework and additional work because of bad 
quality. (Hannus 1997: 138)  

When different perspectives of quality are studied through how a company is able 
to respond to customer demands and needs, it has become clear that the capacity 
to respond has a big effect on differences found in perspectives. Therefore it is 
important to know how quality is perceived within different parts of an organiza-
tion and how they will affect the organization’s ability to respond to customer 
needs.      
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5 CUSTOMER SATISFACTION AND QUALITY 
AWARD MODELS 

5.1 Customer focus in quality award models 

The target for world class organizations is to satisfy customer expectations and 
needs by ensuring that business results and performance of the organization are 
best, better or at least as good as those of competitors. This can be done by ap-
praising business results and their performance against the best of competition 
with benchmarking and using these results to improvements. (Prescott 1995:16) 

World class organizations are monitored by reference to measurable improve-
ments in performances like productivity and customer satisfaction. Recognition 
for organizations applying successfully principles of Total Quality can be sought 
through quality awards like European Quality Award or Malcolm Baldridge Qual-
ity Award.  These quality awards have transformed Total Quality from a nebulous 
set of various principles into a structured approach. (Prescott 1995: 20-21) 

Self-assessment is a key element when using these quality awards as tools for 
quality improvements in the organization. Framework for self-assessment is an 
easy way to recognise strengths and improvement areas in the organization and 
based on this to improve the organization’s quality. (Laamanen 1995: 5) 

Quality award models are based on the idea that for organization participating on 
competition, two assessments are to be done. Organization’s self-assessment is to 
be done on the application stage. In this stage organization is evaluating own per-
formance according to criteria of the quality award model and then according to 
this evaluation and scoring final decision to go further in the process can be done.  

European quality award criteria are usable for all businesses and can be used to 
improve performance. Focus in the award is to satisfy customer needs through 
continues improvements. (Prescott 1995: 172) 

The most significant part of the criteria is customer results. Within this area it is 
estimated how information concerning customer is acquired. Also issues like how 
big the market share is and it is estimated how customer satisfaction and customer 
loyalty are developing. Furthermore, it is estimated how customer relations are 
maintained within organization and how all the factors mentioned above are de-
veloped compared to competitors. (Suomen Laatuyhdistys 1995: 29)  
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Customer and market knowledge is estimated by information collected about how 
a company is evaluating present and future expectations of markets and custom-
ers. At the same time, it is evaluated how a company will ensure that enough is 
done in strategic level development to find ways to explore customer needs. 
(Suomen Laatuyhdistys 1995: 29)  

Customer relationship management is focusing to evaluate how a company will 
manage customer contacts so efficiently that customer relations will improve and 
have more depth. At the same time it is also evaluated how information received 
in daily contacts would increase a company’s customer knowledge so much that 
the company could better identify future needs and expectations of its customers. 
(Suomen Laatuyhdistys 1995: 30)  

Definition of customer satisfaction is based on the evaluation of the level of cus-
tomer satisfaction and loyalty compared to that of competitors. It is also evaluated 
how a company defines customer satisfaction and loyalty and how it is measured; 
furthermore, improvement and evaluation of methods are also assessed. (Suomen 
Laatuyhdistys 1995: 31) 

When customer satisfaction results are evaluated, information concerning dissat-
isfaction is included. Estimation about the development of those results will be 
made. (Suomen Laatuyhdistys 1995: 32) 

Customer satisfaction is measured against competitors, and how they have been 
developing together with market shares followed will be estimated. (Suomen 
Laatuyhdistys 1995: 32) 

Customer satisfaction and its importance have increased over the years in quality 
awards, too. Customer satisfaction having become the most important criterion is 
due to the fact that almost all strategic decisions are based on customer knowl-
edge and customer data. Identifying customers and their needs is an essential step 
in measuring customer satisfaction.  To identify these needs, information should 
be gathered from the organization, processes as well as from the services and 
products. Quality awards focus on these aspects in their evaluations. (Lecklin 
1997: 324) 

Customer satisfaction is rarely the main goal of organizations. It is a question of 
how customer satisfaction is affecting the organization and often affects the 
achievement of an organisation’s financial goals. (Laamanen 1998: 54) 

In the beginning, quality awards focused on product and product quality. As the 
quality definition has broadened, also quality awards and criteria have been 
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broadened to cover all areas of organization, and the importance of quality awards 
has been increasing. (Lecklin 1997: 325) 

Quality awards can be considered as part of the philosophy of total quality man-
agement where features of total quality management within organization are re-
warded (Lumijärvi & Jylhäsaari 2000: 99). 

According to the research done on the effectiveness of the quality award function, 
it has been indicated that quality award is an effective and systematic tool for 
quality improvement.  Internal reasons within organization were considered a 
more important reason to start quality improvement actions than external reasons. 
(Virtanen et al 2002: 89)  

Still, when quality award criteria are in use, there may be a danger that they be-
come useless in a way that every organization will take the criteria in use because 
“every organization uses them”, and this way the criteria are not becoming part of 
the innovative development of the organization. The risk is that quality awards 
will become a tool for consultants and quality experts teaching directors and man-
agers to pay attention to quality issues. Another issue is that organizations may 
quite easily start chasing points in order to get the quality award, not as a tool for 
developing organization with the use of the quality award perspective. (Silen 
1998: 20-21) 

In quality award models, customer orientation is divided into two main themes: 
knowledge of markets and customers, managing customer relationships and cus-
tomer satisfaction. The target is to collect information from the markets and cus-
tomers by using this information when planning products and services to fulfil 
customer needs. Quality awards are focusing on these factors in the areas pre-
sented in Table 1. (Kontio 2000: 115) 

In quality award criteria will be changes annually and for example in Finland, 
quality award criteria was changed to be based on European quality award crite-
ria. This was done to increase internationally comparability of the assessments 
and create wider quality development in Europe. (Silvennoinen & Michelsen: 14-
15) 

Even the changes in criteria and development of the models are continuous the 
main themes related to customer and customer satisfaction are unchanged.  
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Table 1. Customer orientation in quality awards (Kontio 2000: 115).
  
MODEL  CRITERIA 

MB 3. Customer and market focus 

SLP 3.Customer and market orientation 

EFQM 5. Processes 

 *5e Customer relationships are managed and 

enhanced 

*2a Policy and strategy are based on the present 

and future needs and expectations of stake-

holders 

5.2 Malcolm Baldrige quality award 

Oldest of the western quality awards is Malcolm Baldrige award founded in 1987. 
Like all other quality awards, it is aiming to spread the information about quality 
into organizations and to develop the operations and functions of organizations. 
The frame for the criteria is coming from customer and market orientation, oper-
ating plan and strategy. Criteria are presented in figure 8. These areas are divided 
into 19 smaller areas where different questions are presented concerning opera-
tions of the organization. (Lecklin 1997: 326).       
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1 Leadership

3 Customer
focus

6 Process
management

5 Workforce  
focus

2 Strategic
planning

7
Results

4 Measurement, analysis and knowledge management

Organizational profile:
Environment, Relationships and challenges

 

Figure 8.  Malcolm Baldrige award criteria for performance excellence frame-
work (Baldrige National Quality Program 2009: 1-2). 

5.3 Finnish and European quality awards 

First quality awards were announced in the 1970’s in Finland. These awards con-
centrated on product quality and were admitted for good quality. In 1994, the cri-
teria were based on the Malcolm Baldrige award. Detailed criteria of Finnish 
quality award used until 2001 are presented in table 2. (Lecklin 1997: 331). Fin-
nish quality award started to use criteria and principles of EFQM in 2001 and 
through this it became uniform with the European quality award. 

A European quality award is founded to improve international competitiveness of 
companies and create a relevant tool for organization’s needs of development and 
management. Evaluation is based on criteria presented in table 4: leadership, pol-
icy and strategy, people, partnership and resources, processes, customer results, 
people results, society results and key performance results. (The European Qual-
ity Award 2006) 
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Table 2. Finnish quality award criteria (Lecklin 1997: 331).  

 
1 Leadership 

2 Strategic planning 

3 Customer and market focus 

4 Data and analysis 

5 Personnel 

6 Processes 

7 Results 

8 Societal effects 

Based on Baldridge and Deming awards the European Community has with 
European Foundation for Quality Management instituted the European Quality 
Award. This European model has nine elements that link “results” with “en-
ablers”.  Processes and people are the enablers that provide results. Processes are 
the means by which the organization releases the talents of its personnel to pro-
duce results. (Costin 1998: 22-24) 

Impact on society, customer satisfaction and employee satisfaction are achieved 
through leadership which drives people management, processes and policy re-
sources and strategy, leading to success in business results. (Costin 1998: 22-24)  

Each of these nine elements described in the model is a criterion that can be used 
to estimate organization’s process toward Total Quality Management. (Costin 
1998: 22-24) 

Enabler’s aspects are concerned with how results are achieved, and results with 
what the organization is achieving and has achieved. (Costin 1998: 22-24) 

The purpose of a comprehensive quality management self-appraisal and self-
improvement program is to regularly review each of these criteria and adopt rele-
vant improvement strategies. (Costin 1998: 22-23)  

Important issue on the both, Malcolm Baldrige and European quality award mod-
els is the idea of continuous interaction from enablers to results and from there to 
learning, creativity and innovation. 
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Figure 9. European quality award criteria (The European Quality Award 2003). 
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6 RESEARCH ENVIROMENT: CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION 

Customer satisfaction as a definition is wide. This is why it is difficult to define 
very specifically and in detail. Customer satisfaction consists of the quality ex-
perienced by customer with relation to customer needs and expectations. Focus is 
needed to explore expectations and the experienced quality in order to further 
analyze and study as well as to understand customer behaviour. (Bergström & 
Leppänen 1997: 314) 

6.1 Definition of customer satisfaction  

Customers expect more and more from the services and products they are pur-
chasing. Competition on markets is harder, and more detailed customer knowl-
edge is demanded of companies. Measuring customer satisfaction is not enough, 
and more detailed studies have to be done to estimate the customer relationship 
and to improve reaction speed to the customer needs. There is also a tolerance in 
customer satisfaction. Within this tolerance, movement can occur between actual-
ized customer expectations and those that have not actualized. When measuring 
and analysing customer satisfaction, it must be remembered that increased cus-
tomer satisfaction does not necessarily increase customer loyalty. Because of this 
fact, it is vital to study how customer satisfaction or dissatisfaction is formed so 
that right measurements and indicators can be developed and used. (Aalto 1999: 
1-3)  

Customer satisfaction is related to the situation that provides satisfying experi-
ences to customer under current conditions so that actually customer satisfaction 
is connected to a place and time (Strandvik 1994: 63). When customer loyalty 
increases within company, competitors are facing rough times. (Gummesson 
2004: 339). Loyalty is affecting the results and it is measurable via re-purchasing 
as well as it is part of ethics and feelings of excitement and pleasure (Paavola 
2006: 19). 

According to Kotler (2005: 14), customer satisfaction is a good target but not a 
sufficient one. It only weakly estimates and forecasts how to keep our customers 
in tough competitive markets. Companies always lose customers, and companies 
should focus on keeping their customer. Organizations should therefore make 
their customer delighted, not satisfied.  
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A satisfied customer will repurchase and inform their satisfaction to other cus-
tomers, and this way new potential customer will be found. Satisfied customers 
may buy somewhere else, and new quotations can be asked despite confidence for 
the organization. Therefore, a satisfied customer is not automatically a loyal cus-
tomer. Satisfaction is not the actual key word and there is a need to consider as-
pects and factors which may keep customers committed to an organization. 
(Vuokko 2004: 70-71)   

6.1.1 Defining customer 

When discussing the definition of customer, we often think of the customer as a 
person in consumer markets; and when expanding the definition into business-to-
business markets, customer is thought as an organization or company. According 
to Rope (1995: 27), customer relationship is defined as a relation where being 
customer requires purchasing. This definition has expanded to include every per-
son, organization or company with which another company has been in contact. 
Customer satisfaction management defines customer having following features:  

• Customers with direct contacts, services offered by the company. 

• Potential customers belonging to a market segment. These customers have 
been in contact with company but no purchase has been made.  

• Customers who have bought company’s products or services. 

When defining customers, it is important that definition is expanded to internal 
customers so that quality perspectives and effects on organization’s internal op-
erations can be understood. 

External customer is often giving the money and making the organisation able to 
function. This is why it can be considered that the company exists for the cus-
tomer. Still, we should also remember that we have several internal customers 
inside the organization. These internal customer relationships are vital and exist 
between different operations and different departments in the organization. With 
good handling of internal customer relationships, also external customer relations 
are ensured. This is because the product supply chain is as strong as its weakest 
link in the organization. In customer relations this means that customer satisfac-
tion is determined by the weakest link in the chain of supply. (Lecklin 1997: 90) 

When starting defining customer and the concept of customer, it is vital that a 
person is understood as a customer even if the person has not been in contact with 
the organization or no customer relation has been actualized. Customer contact 
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surfaces are extremely important for organization. These contact surfaces include 
the following forms of contact between company and customer: 

• Ambience contacts (comfort of the place) 

• System support contacts (order or phone systems) 

• Product contacts (physical features of the product, durability) 

• Personnel contacts (sales personnel contact to customer) 

Forms of contacts presented above are creating an illusion to the customer, and 
this illusion the customer is comparing to his pre-expectations. (Rope 1995: 28) 

External customer 

When identifying customers, identification into external and internal customers is 
the first step is to done. External customers can be seen as organizations or as 
persons who are not part of our organization but who still are impacted by our 
activities. Internal customers can be considered as those who are part of our or-
ganization and also impacted by our activities. (Juran 1992: 51-52) 

Internal customers 

Most processes and products exist to serve internal customers. Internal relation-
ship is usually informal, and this is why the result is a hazy perception of how 
customers are impacted and who they really are. Usually a simple way to identify 
these customers is to follow the product via a flow chart and to identify who is 
serving who? (Juran 1992: 53-54) 

Determination of internal customer is bringing the relationship between supplier 
and customer inside the organization. Employees should consider themselves as 
customers to each other with supplying and receiving decisions, services and 
goods. Internal networks can also be as complicated as networks outside. Within 
organization there are several unofficial and official relationships, and therefore 
internal alliance markets exist inside the organization. Within organization, value 
chains should work simultaneously, not following each other so that customer 
would actually be co-producer in the organization’s value chain, not an end-user. 
(Gummesson 2004: 266-267) 
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6.1.2 Determining customer needs 

It is usually the customer’s viewpoint when their need is stated, especially if an 
external customer as a client and goods are being purchasing. The client can still 
also state the need in terms of what they wish to purchase. Anyhow, their real 
need is for the services that those goods can provide. For example, a client wants 
to buy a house and their real need is to have space for living. Not to grasp the dif-
ference between real and stated needs is the main failure, and there may be seri-
ous consequences. (Juran 1992: 72-73)  

The principle in this difference is the distinction between customer-orientation 
and product-orientation.  So, there are two questions that need to be answered to 
understand the customer’s real needs: what service do you expect from the prod-
uct and why are you buying it? (Juran 1992: 74) 

Consumer performance is in the middle of consumption and production. It can 
provide opportunities to achieve integration between quality management, service 
marketing and service operations. (Bateson 2004: 208) 

6.1.3 Purchasing process  

To define customer satisfaction and to understand the meaning of it can only be 
done through understanding the purchasing process. With the understanding of 
the purchasing process, we are able to realize what satisfaction or dissatisfaction 
actually consists of. The purchasing decision process can be split into different 
phases leading to customer satisfaction as presented in figure 10. (Engel et al 
1996: 26-27)  

Awakening 
of the need

ResultPurchase  
act

Evaluation of 
the alternatives

Finding  
information

Dissatisfaction

Satisfaction

 

Figure 10. Phases of the purchase act (Engel et al 1996: 26-27).  

The need is awakened when the customer discovers the difference between the 
state where he/she wants to be and the state where they are at the moment. This 
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difference starts with the decision-making process. In the phase of gathering and 
finding information, the consumer begins to collect information from his envi-
ronment (external search) and from his own experiences (internal search). Con-
sumer evaluates different alternatives using the benefits which the solution offers 
as criteria, with simultaneously marking out worst alternatives in order to find the 
most suitable alternative. In the purchase act, the consumer purchases the best 
alternative. (Engel et al 1996: 26-27) 

The result (satisfaction or dissatisfaction) appears when consumer evaluates the 
alternative after using the product and compares experiences to pre-expectations 
he had before the purchase act and assesses how these pre-expectations actual-
ized. The decision-making process is similar with both an individual consumer 
and a business-to-business customer. (Engel et al 1996: 26-27) 

At the end of the purchase act process, customer makes evaluations between ex-
periences and expectations. This relation between expectations and experiences 
can be explained with figure 11 where the expectation level creates the zero level 
for the evaluations of experiences. (Rope 1995: 29)  

 

Figure 11. Expectations and experiences forming level of satisfaction (Rope 
1995:  29).  

The most relevant issue is to understand that having an activity at the balance 
level of quality can be experienced as bad by customer because of high expecta-
tions. Correspondingly, when the expectation level is low, the same level of activ-
ity may increase customer satisfaction. (Rope 1995: 29)  

 6.1.4 Expectations 

Expectations can be considered one aspect that has an effect on customer satisfac-
tion. There can be found the following three dimensions:  

EXPECTATIONS
(ES )

LEVEL OF SATISFACTION

ES > EXP = OVER EXPECTATION
ES = EXP = BALANCE
ES < EXP = UNDER EXPECTATION

EXPERIENCES
(ES )
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• Pre-expectations 

• Minimum expectations 

• ideal expectations 

Pre-expectations are the level of expectations which customer has of the service 
or product. In other words, pre-expectations are the image or brand of the product 
or service. (Rope 1995: 30-32) 

Minimum expectations are referring to as the level that the customer at least ex-
pects to receive from the company or the product. These factors affecting the 
minimum expectations are:  

• Customer background 

• Personal appreciations/preferences of the customer 

• Wealth 

• Education 

• Branch factors  

• Present competition 

• Company factors 

• Marketing of the company 

• Service or product solutions 

• Position factors 

• Purchasing environment 

• Purchasing situation 

Minimum factors are featuring the functional parts of a company or product as 
quality, service, image and durability features.  (Rope 1995: 35-37)   

Idealistic expectations give a perspective to the world of values: the values a cus-
tomer has are the basis on which he/she builds expectations about the company or 
product. It is important to remember that most ideal expectations are personal and 
individual, always having variations. If we try to fulfil every one of the ideal ex-
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pectations, we will fail. It is not possible to have a product of high quality with 
the lowest price in the market with the best service. (Rope 1995: 30-31) 

6.2 Normalisation 

According to Bell (2006: 95-98), there are always situations where customer ser-
vice meets customers who are dissatisfied with the service. It is true that there are 
no systems providing service where 100% satisfaction is guaranteed, but when 
customer service meets a customer who is dissatisfied, there is a huge opportunity 
to change and normalise the situation. Normalisation includes all actions done to 
turn dissatisfaction into satisfaction again; such as: 

• Listen and understand. Customer expects to be heard when provided failed 
service. Listening is a way to ensure that customer is having an opportu-
nity to speak out and feels that someone is really listening and making 
corrections needed. 

• Apologize and say sorry. It is not important to find who is guilty. It is im-
portant to correct the problem. If customer has problems there is always 
dissatisfaction. The first step to correct the problem is to admit that a prob-
lem exists. 

• Fix the problem in a correct way. When we have been listening, we know 
the problem and we know how and where to start corrective actions based 
on the information received. In this phase, customers usually want what 
they expected to have in the first place. 

• Offer credit. The result is always good when you offer credit or a possibil-
ity to correct failure. “What can I do to make this up to you?”  

• Remember to keep your promises. The normalization period is twice as 
dangerous as a normal transaction because we are dealing with a situation 
where you are in danger to lose a customer if you fail. So, in a normaliza-
tion situation we must make careful estimates; the time schedule and the 
follow-up must be done in a realistic way and we must beware of unrealis-
tic promises. 

• Follow-up. Ask employees to ensure that within a couple of days or weeks 
the situation will be handled so that the customer is satisfied. This shows 
caring and adds loyalty, which may help the next problem occurs. 
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6.3 Customer steering 

Is the customer steering us, or are we steering the customer, or are we both doing 
it? When thinking from the service perspective, it would be nice if organizations 
existed to fulfil customer needs and expectations; while from the expertise per-
spective, an organization is to solve also such problems and needs as customers 
do not even see.  The challenge for customer steering is to be two steps ahead of 
the customer and competitors. This can be achieved on strategic and operational 
levels. Excellent customer service and co-operation includes a vision of what a 
customer needs. We seek future needs and carry out the mapping of needs for the 
customer. This will happen with all our customers with all information that we 
have available. (Honkola & Jounela 2000: 67-68)  

6.4 Linear relationship between quality and customer 
satisfaction 

A common perspective has been that there is a linear relationship between cus-
tomer satisfaction and quality. The better the quality is the more satisfied is also 
the customer. There are, however, different connections between customer satis-
faction and quality which can be interpreted as quality functions. Factors of dif-
ferent customer relationships have been divided into four different types by Stor-
backa (1997: 99-100). These functions are affecting the total perspective of cus-
tomer.  

1. Profile factor. Factors that help the company to pop up and differentiate it-
self from the other competitors and the standard level of the industry. Bet-
ter quality can here have an effect on customer satisfaction and the total 
quality perspective, but weakening quality does not have a big influence.  

2. Indifference factors. Factors where improving or weakening of quality 
does not affect the perspective or satisfaction of the customer.  

3. Critical factors as a connection between customer satisfaction and quality 
are linear. Improving quality results in improvements of customer satisfac-
tion and vice versa. 

4. ”Hygiene” factors where improving quality does not improve customer 
satisfaction, but if quality weakens below a certain level, it means a really 
dramatic decrease of customer satisfaction. In quality a certain level must 
be reached, but after reaching that level, investments to quality are not 
giving any advantage. 
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Customer-oriented organizing 

The most important question in customer relationship thinking is how an organi-
zation is able to ensure that know-how and the way this knowledge can be trans-
ferred to customer’s processes is done in the best and most efficient way. How to 
delegate and organize those functions in a centralized and decentralized way, and 
who has the ownership and has control over the accounts? Are accounts con-
trolled and owned by local functions, or are the accounts under some centralized 
function? In most organizations, customers or accounts are owned and handled 
locally, based on personal relationships. To create added value from these ac-
counts and the work related to this issue, everything is based on the need to create 
different strategies for different accounts. Customers are divided into account 
databases on the basis of the value of the accounts. These databases can be called 
bags. Each bag has its own value which is the sum of all accounts inside the bag. 
Now it can be seen that at least a protected bag, a developed bag and a changed 
bag is to be created. Different bags need different actions to add value and to im-
prove the added value. Because there are several ways to add value and increase 
value, defining account bags is one way to start organizing. (Storbacka 1997: 43-
144) 

It is not possible to empower employees without active top management in-
volvement because empowerment involves role sharing or power.  If there is 
enough empowerment among employees, it could translate into better employee 
behaviour which subsequently could lead to increased customer satisfaction. (Ug-
boro 2000: 251)  

Key ideas about the customers and customer relationships are that we should not 
let the internal customers take precedence over those who have the real money. 
When building advertising, it should first build on confidence in the company and 
just secondly in the product. Relations are determining the success of the com-
pany, and management on the top level should also know some customers per-
sonally. It is also important to remember that concepts created today are good 
only today, due to the continuing change around us. (Crosby 1998: 58-59) 

Customer satisfaction has an important role in organizational success. There is a 
need to understand the wider perspective of customer and the role of each indi-
vidual in an organization’s service processes which aim to fulfil the expectations 
and demands of the external customer. This understanding can only be created by 
exploring the attitudes, understanding and perspectives of customer relationships 
within organization. Adoption of the deeper understanding can only happen on an 
individual level and with personal learning. 
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7 RESEARCH ENVIROMENT: QUALITY GAPS 
AND ORGANIZATION 

Quality gaps exist between different departments, people and functions within 
organizations. Organizations are operating daily routines through procedures they 
have created using their best knowledge to run the business. There can, however, 
be found in every organization variations in quality and performance as long as 
people and organizations are individual.  

Producing quality contains several problems which must be noticed. The most 
critical issue is the gap between customer and supplier. When the gap exists, qual-
ity driven by supplier and development actions on quality issues are directed 
wrongly when judged by the end-user. (Blåfield 1996: 13) 

It cannot always be taken for granted that information at organizational level 
when changed or used, will bring any kind of changes or re-engineering to or-
ganization. Even highly-educated personnel, actions of bringing new information 
through new personnel, or customers and training can result in a situation where 
information cannot be used to produce the change that is expected. This is also 
considered a gap between knowing and doing. This gap can be increased by typi-
cal knowledge management practises which are focusing on techniques and trans-
ferring information as material. Therefore, it is vital to recognize also existing 
information resources and to understand the dynamics of the nature of informa-
tion and its effect on organization. (Markova 2005: 43-44)  

7.1 Product versus service 

According to Bowen 1986(371-383), service processes differ from their manufac-
turing counterparts because there is a highly interactive and complex transaction 
that must somehow be delivered upon in the presence and demand of the cus-
tomer. As there is a presence of human element at the most of the steps of the 
service process, this issue increases the probability of failure. This is due to intan-
gible behavioural processes that cannot be easily controlled or monitored. 

Stamatis (1996: 20-21) states that a product is a transformation of energy and 
matter into a form needed at desirable times and locations. Word product is used 
to represent the result or the output of economic activity. In the economical way 
product can be divided into two classes:  

• The intangible product, service  
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• The tangible product, service 

Product has been used as a word quite often to refer both to goods and services, 
consistent with the definition of economists.  According to Stamatis (1996: 21-
22), typical differentiation between service and product can be done so that with 
the majority of products, immediate purchase is for capability of later perform-
ance, with tangible (100%) transportable and storable (close to 100%). Of ser-
vices, the majority of immediate purchase is for immediate performance, intangi-
ble (100%), perishable (100%), and service providers are transportable.  

7.1.1 Distinction between services and product 

There are not many pure products available in the world. For example a bank’s 
acceptance of a deposit could be considered a pure service product but actually 
the deposit receipt is also a component there. Deposit services as a product are no 
less tangible to a customer than a piece of steel. Product quality has been deter-
mined in many different ways and by many researchers but in service, quality is 
still undergoing development. Some skills are given as basics for service; such as: 

• Adjusting and regulating production process using feedback from inspec-
tion to improve quality of product/service shipped 

• Specifying and determining quality of design 

• Setting standards 

• Rejecting defects 

• Redesigning the product/service and the process using feedback from 
quality engineering to improve the quality of product made. 

• Measuring for conformance 

Using the degree of customer involvement as a criterion of distinction among 
services shows that goods production, low customer contact and production-
centred service operations have more in common than do low customer contact, 
production-centred operations and high customer contact, customer-centred ser-
vice operations. (Stamatis 1996: 22-24) 

To understand how services are actually structured, different logic is required 
than in understanding physical goods. The main reason for this is that consump-
tion of services can be characterized as consumption of a process, while physical 
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goods and their consumption can be understood as outcome consumption. In the 
same way, observations for services are made according to the observation of the 
process, not according to re-produced products. (Grönroos 1998: 335-336) 

Table 3. Degree of customer involvement in operations (Stamatis 1996: 24) 

Customer- Centered Service Operations

• Economics of scale are readily attainable
• Production is frequentlty
• Customer involved in many production 

processes

• Delivery and production process overlap 
to varying degrees and might even be 
identical

• Training is psychological
• Most producers deal directly with 

customers

• Production results show more variability
• Both product process design and process 

design are centered on the customer
• Less amenable to measurements, 

standards, control and inspection
• Technically less complex
• Customer-employee relationships are 

generally very complex

Goods and production centered operations

• Economics of scale are readily attainable
• Production is independent of consumption
• Customer involved in very few production 

processes
• Delivery and production processes are 

separate

• Training is physical
• Most producers do not deal directly with 

customers
• Production results show less variability
• Process design is centered on employees 

and product design is centered on the 
customer

• More amenable to measurements, 
standards, inspection and control

• Techically more complex
• Customer-employee relationships are 

genereally not complex

 

Degree of customer involvement (Table 3) ranges from zero to continuous in-
volvement. For example restaurant cooking is close to zero and restaurant dining 
is close to continuous.  The concepts presented and the consequences of their 
characteristics are that customers who are involved can disrupt, slow down, alter 
and rush production processes. The customers involved can influence the treat-
ment of subsequent customers through their impact on service providers.  Because 
of these differences in quality, service needs to become aware what a process is 
and how variation affects the quality. (Stamatis 1996: 24) 

There can be found differences between service and manufactured products. Cus-
tomer can influence the service and can participate in the production of a service 
and be present at the production site. The measurements and settings of the stan-
dards are difficult due to the intangible elements of service. Service must be con-
sumed or it can be lost, so it cannot be stored. There are also series of moments of 
truths and multiple encounters are occurring to ensure the service. The sum of 
these will influence the customer’s perception of quality. (McManus & Hutckin-
son 1996: 2-4)  

Service management is a perspective that provides for organization facing service 
competition an opportunity to have understanding and to manage service elements 
in organizations’ customer relationships. All this is to achieve advantage in com-
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petition, similar guidelines to areas of human resource management, operations, 
marketing and management as well as quality management including TQM. 
(Grönroos 1993: 5) 

In service marketing, there is no physical products to manage, only a system that 
governs the actual process that makes or produces a result for the cus-
tomer.(Grönroos 2001: 151) 

Process is defined as a traditional process view with actions which repeatedly 
come together as a combination of all parts, such as environment, measurement, 
manpower, machine, material and method. Focus in this traditional process view 
is to generate an output, if with a given input there is a greater ratio of output, the 
input is more efficient than the operation is (Figure 12).  

 

Figure 12. Process model (Stamatis 1996: 25). 

In service quality, actions may be viewed as a combination of the resources put 
together to deliver the service-structure, the service itself –  process and the value 
results of the service-outcomes (Figure 13). Focus in this service process is to 
generate benefit (outcome) that meets or exceeds expectations, wants and needs 
of the customer. (Stamatis 1996: 25-26) 

PROCESS

CAPABILITY

CONTROL

IN OUT

Where:
The IN is:
Manpower 
Machines
Methods
Material
Measure
Environment 

Where:
The PROCESS is:
The transformation 
Of the IN to the 
reason of 
existence

Where:
The CONTROL is: 
The Mechanism for 
Assuring that the
Process is 
Producing what is
expected

Where:
CAPABILITY is: 
The ability of 
the process to 
perform up to 
the expected 
performance

Where:
The OUT is:
The finished 
service
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Inspection

Error
detection
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service

 

Figure 13. The traditional method of ensuring service quality (Stamatis 1996:  
27). 

It is interesting that in the definition of service process, traditional components of 
manufacturing process may have to be accounted for. Also relevant is the issue 
that quality of service is the concern of the owner. Owner seems quite often to be 
the same owner as it is in the traditional manufacturing environment. Owner of 
the process is the person who is given or has the responsibility and authority for 
leading continuing improvement of the process given. Process is driven by the 
boundaries of the process (Figure 14). (Stamatis 1996: 27-28) 

Cross functional process

Functional process

Individual processIndividual ownership

Unit-based ownership

Unclear ownership

 

Figure 14. Process boundaries (Stamatis 1996: 28). 

When operating in the service environment, it is not unusual to operate both in 
parallel and separately at the same time. This is more difficult as it becomes more 
complicated to define exact boundaries of the process. 

It all totally depends on how boundaries are drawn when defining what the actual 
process is and who the customer is. There are examples from the health care in-
dustry of the processes presented in Figure 15. 
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Patient diagnosis flow
Coronary artery bypass graft

Ambulatory surgery
Delivery and labour

Supply/material flow
Supply restocking
Linen exchange

Meal tray delivery

Service delivery flow
Test result turnaround

Operating room turnover
Emergency room waits

Information flow
Budget development

Transfer/admission/discharge
Revenue cycle

 

Figure 15. Flows and customers in health care (Stamatis 1996: 28). 

It totally depends on how boundaries are drawn when defining what the actual 
process is and who the customer is. (Stamatis 1996: 27-28)  

7.1.2 Variation 

All employees should understand the meaning of variation as variation is an im-
portant concept in the scheme of quality. Investors, workers, suppliers, managers 
and customers should have a role in the improvement of quality and in the contin-
ual reduction of variation. Errors and mistakes are mainly produced by variation 
and less uniform service. Improvement of service can be achieved by control and 
reduction of variation. Involvement of using statistical methods among workers 
providing information to management for improvements is necessary. Variation 
can be divided into two different types; 1. Special cause, known sometimes as 
assignable cause and 2. Common cause, known sometimes as inherent cause.  
Special cause variation exists in process, but it does not affect every outcome be-
cause of existing special conditions and because every individual employee may 
address this kind of variation. Special cause variations can be for example, new 
schedule, new form, new machine, and new worker. These problems may be ad-
dressed by the people who are very close to the process – the workers. There is 
responsibility for worker in controlling this kind of variation who should  

• be open to teamwork 

• communicate to management the specific problem(s) 

• learn the process so that the worker can identify any difference 

This means that working together should be the target, and in general the respon-
sibilities of management and workers are:  
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• not to make fundamental changes in process 

• not to tweak the process 

• to determine what was different when a special cause occurred 

• to immediately try to understand when a special cause has occurred. 

• to identify ways to prevent the special cause from recurring, once it is un-
derstood. (Stamatis 1996: 28-30) 

According to Stamatis (1996:28-29), common cause variation exists in all organi-
zations and all processes. It is produced via interactions of aspects of the proc-
esses that affect every aspect or/and occurrences that are part of the system and 
are controlled by management. Common cause variations are for example, poor 
office design, poor lightning, obsolete equipment and lack of training. These 
problems can be corrected by management intervention. When controlling this 
type of variation, management’s responsibility is:  

• to change the organizational view. 

• to plan for the culture change as well as process change. 

• never to blame the employees for common cause variation. 

• to improve the process. The process has to be improved or changed. 

• to understand that responsibility for the process belongs to management. 
The process has inherent capability which will not change unless the proc-
ess is changed by management. 

• to stop blaming others. Management needs to identify the aspects of the 
process that contribute to the common cause. It must also be determined 
which aspects of the process are to be improved or changed in order to re-
duce variation. 

7.1.3 Actions due to variation  

Depending on the nature of the variation that has been identified in process; either 
the manager or the worker may take the initiative for the action. In all cases of 
variation, workers and management should work together to eliminate the varia-
tion as illustrated in Figure 16. 
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 Who Initiates Action Need Help From

Special cause
Common cause

Workers
Management

Management
Workers

 

 Figure 16. Co-operation (Stamatis 1996: 31). 

The importance of initiating action regarding variation is that when variation is 
eliminated from a process, only then the process can become stable and capable to 
be improved. Reducing variation should be everyone’s target because losses start 
to accrue as soon as products deviate from the nominal target. Continuous reduc-
tion of process variation around the nominal target provides the degree of cus-
tomer satisfaction demands needed in the markets and is also cost-efficient. (Sta-
matis 1996: 30-31) 

Within the study concerning e-service quality in retailing, Joel E. Collier and 
Carol C. Bienstock (2006: 270) found out that process quality has a relationship 
with behavioural intentions and satisfaction, in addition the hypothesis was found 
significant. The conclusion was that the first evaluation of the process is very im-
portant. Significance was also found on relationship between quality evaluation 
outcome and satisfaction, but no relationship was found between outcome quali-
ties to behavioural intensions. Satisfaction was found to have a significant rela-
tionship with customer’s future behavioural intensions.  

7.2 Augmented service offering model 

An augmented service offering model is build to manage service process so that 
technical aspects of the outcome of the process and functional quality aspects of 
the process are taken into account. This model is divided in three phases; 
1.Developing a service concept which should be a guide in developing the other 
elements of the model. 2. Augmentation of the offering which includes the proc-
ess dimension of the offering to ensure that satisfactorily functional quality is 
created. 3. Developing a basic service package including service elements which 
are required to ensure acceptable technical quality and to ensure that good func-
tional quality of the process is created. (Grönroos 1998: 12-15) 

In the augmentation process three elements can be distinguished; a) Enabling cus-
tomer participation in the service process. b) Developing interactions between 
resources of the service provider and consumer. c) Making the service accessible 
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so that the service package can be easily used or consumed. (Grönroos 1998: 12-
15) 

Customer participation means that customer has an impact on perceived quality 
and service process. Depending on how well the customer is able to give right 
information she or he will develop and improve service. Accessibility of the ser-
vice is depending on the amount and competence of resources used in service 
process and mix.  The service package should be accessible so that the customer 
perception of service quality is good enough. The interaction between the service 
provider’s resources and the customer has also an impact on the customer’s per-
ception of a service and its quality. The more customer-oriented interactions, the 
better the quality service is. (Grönroos 1998: 12-15) 

7.3 Theoretical background for service quality 

7.3.1 Service types 

According to Tinnilä (1997: 61-63), depending on the complexity of the service 
mix, service types can be defined with four generic types: 

• Contingent relationship 

• Customised delivery 

• Standard contracts 

• Mass transactions 

Contingent relationships involve intensive communication, complex problems 
and many interrelated activities. This type of service includes a business risk, and 
therefore it needs a very close relationship with the customer. Customised deliv-
ery is a business with services tailored to individual customers. This service type 
includes contingents and uncertainty. This service type is more flexible than stan-
dard products and therefore in requires more confidence in management of the 
customer relationship. Standard contracts are services that include complex speci-
fication, but at the same time they may not be very well adapted to an individual 
customer. A standard contract specifies the application and options. On mass 
transactions, service includes simple actions with few options, and service is 
based on the market price and rules. Delivery terms do not include customisation. 
(Tinnilä 1997: 61-63) 
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There are five dimensions defined for service quality: Empathy – Includes atten-
tion which is individualized to company’s customers. Assurance – Employee's 
ability to convey confidence and trust. Tangibles – Physical facilities, personnel, 
communication material and equipment. Reliability – Ability to give promised 
service with dependability and accuracy. Responsiveness -Willingness to provide 
prompt service and help the customer. (Zeithaml, Parasuraman & Berry 1990: 25) 

Gap analysis is used to develop an understanding of services offered with differ-
ent viewpoints. By nature, quality is difficult to measure, especially in service 
organizations. (Mears 1995:190-192) 

Zeithaml et al. have developed a gap analysis model (figure 17) which can be 
used as a tool for finding the root causes to quality problems. The model shows 
how service quality consists of separate parts and how weak total quality leader-
ship leads to five gaps.  

Gap 1 can be found when there is a difference between the management’s percep-
tions of customer expectations and what customer really expects and needs. This 
can be caused by insufficient marketing research or because received information 
is not used correctly. Gap can also be caused by lack of knowledge on how to use 
information received from marketing research. Interference may occur in organ-
izational structure, which may disturb information flow in the company and 
widen the gap. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 51-53) 

When management's perception of customer expectations does not meet quality 
specifications, Gap 2 occurs. A reason for this gap can be found from the man-
agement's insufficient involvement in service quality or inadequate task stan-
dardization. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 71-73) 

Gap 3 occurs when there is difference between service delivery and service qual-
ity specifications. Insufficient training of personnel to task can cause this, or the 
employee does not fit the job. Lack of information needed for the task can also be 
a reason for gap. There simply is no information of what supervisors expect from 
employees and how they can meet those expectations. For minimizing the gap, 
more actions towards effective teamwork should be taken and better ways found 
to find the right person and technology to fit the job. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 88-91) 

Gap 4 occurs when service delivery does not meet external communication to the 
customer. Main reasons for this can be found in inadequate communication be-
tween operations and advertising or sales people. Also differences in policies and 
procedures between departments may cause this gap. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 115- 
117) 
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When customer's expectations and received service do not meet each other, gap 5 
occurs. All gaps introduced above together with customers’ personal needs and 
experiences in past specify what the customer expects from service. (Zeithaml et 
al 1990: 36-37) 

 

Figure 17. Service gap model of service quality (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 46). 

7.4 Opening the service delivery gaps 

7.4.1 Gap 1 as Customers’ expectations meeting management perceptions 

A number of differences were noticed between expressed expectations of custom-
ers and executives’ understanding of these expectations. The first step to improve 
quality in a situation where customers are falling short of their expectations for 
perceived service-delivery performance is for executives and management to ac-
quire detailed and accurate information about the customers’ expectations. 
(Zeithaml et al. 1990: 37-39) 

Zeithaml, Berry and Parasuraman take in their study a more detailed look at rea-
sons and focusing on provider’s side of the gaps finds that there are three con-
tributory factors; 1) too many levels of management separating contact personnel 
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from the management, 2) lack of marketing research orientation, 3) inadequate 
upward communication from contact personnel to management. Insufficient mar-
keting research is most often coming from the fact that operations are considered 
more important than customers. Operational orientation diverts focus from the 
customers and decreases the efforts to understand their expectations and needs. A 
company that does not collect information concerning the topic of customers’ 
expectations will expected to have a large gap 1. The same problem of course 
occurs if market information is not collected at all. To enable closing the gap, 
marketing research should focus on service quality issues. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 
52-53) 

Researching customer expectations is of course vital for an organization. Using 
complaints, tracking them and summarizing them will give the approach to re-
view key areas of dissatisfactions on a regular basis and to make changes to meet 
the customer’s expectations. Complaints are also a channel to interact with cus-
tomer for getting more detailed information about their services, products and 
learning about customer. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 55)  

Benchmarking as a tool for researching customer’s expectations is very useful 
because the five dimensions of quality service are the same across the industries 
and sometimes the way dimensions are manifested is also similar across indus-
tries. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 56) 

Researching intermediate customers, such as agents, distributors and dealers who 
serve the end customer, can be a useful source of information about the end users. 
One way is to offer them training or education and learn about their customers’ 
processes. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 56) 

Inadequate use of marketing research findings is a challenge to solve. A service 
company should also use research study and findings in a meaningful way. Non-
use or misuse of research data can lead to a large gap in understanding the cus-
tomer’s expectations. When management do not understand how to interpret the 
data because research is too technical and too complex or when they suffer from a 
lack of confidence in research, the organization fails to use the resources available 
for them and the gap widens. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 60) 

Managers should use marketing research effectively and learn how to turn re-
search information and insights into action. When management uses data, infor-
mation and findings from market research to understand customer expectations, 
gap 1 decrease. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 60-61) 
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There is a lack of interaction between customer and management. The larger the 
organization is, the more difficult it is for managers to interact directly with cus-
tomers and the less direct information they have about the customer’s expecta-
tions. If gap 1 is to be decreased, it is customer contacts where managers in large 
companies need to make improvements. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 61-62) 

Direct actions and contacts with customers add depth and clarity to the managers’ 
understanding of the customer’s needs and expectations. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 
63) 

Insufficient upward communication from contact personnel to management 

If information received of the customer’s needs and expectations can be passed to 
top management, their understanding of customers may improve. If this channel 
is closed, there will not be any feedback on the problems encountered in deliver-
ing service and about the changes in customer expectations. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 
63) 

Too many levels between management and contact personnel are causing a situa-
tion where numerous managerial levels are separating contact personnel from top 
management. When this occurs, it increases gap 1. A large amount of layers in 
management inhibits understanding and communications because they create bar-
riers between contact people who actually deliver the quality to customers and top 
managers who set standards for service quality. Through upward communication 
from customer to contact personnel, gap 1 can be minimized. This channel of 
communication becomes less effective, the greater the number of levels is. This is 
because information is likely to be misinterpreted or to be lost in each translation 
from one level to another. This is why the greater the number of levels between 
customer contact personnel and top managers, the larger gap 1 may be.  Eliminat-
ing levels of management will allow managers to be closer to customers and un-
derstand their expectations and needs. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 65)   

If a problem occurs due to bad management, improvement in the knowledge of 
the characteristics of service competition on the part of management is needed or 
even change of management. Also the wishes and needs of customers should be 
better known and observed via better research. (Grönroos 2000: 102)  
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7.4.2 Gap 2 as management’s perceptions meeting service-quality 
specifications 

There are in many cases situations where the executives have not converted their 
knowledge of the customer’s expectations into real and concrete performance 
standards. It can be seen that the reason for a potential gap between awareness of 
the customer’s expectations and the translation of that specific awareness into 
suitable service standards may be the absence of total commitment to service 
quality by management. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 40-41) 

There are many executives who will not or cannot change organization systems of 
service delivery to enhance customers’ perceptions. That would require altering 
the process by which work is accomplished. Change may also require new tech-
nology or equipment.  There can be found four factors which have an effect on 
existing gap 2: 1) Lack of perception of feasibility, 2) absence of goal-setting, 3) 
inadequate task standardization, and 4) inadequate commitment to service quality. 
(Zeithaml et al. 1990: 71-72) 
 

Gap 2 will most certainly be widened by the absence of total management com-
mitment to service quality. Many companies believe that they are committed to 
service quality, but it is in fact these organizations’ own technical and internal 
perspective. Usually this means meeting the company’s self-defined efficiency or 
quality standards which many customer do not desire or want. To meet standards 
required in some companies means to be able to keep pace with competitors on 
things which the customer does not pay or does not want to pay. To be committed 
and have commitment to service quality means more than to meet competitors’ or 
company’s self-defined standards. It means providing service that the customer 
perceives as high quality. When managers are not committed to quality, as seen 
from the customer perspective, they target resources only to other organizational 
goals, such as profits, market share or sales. They do not see that attempts to im-
prove service quality lead to better company performance, and they do not estab-
lish internal service quality initiatives. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 73-74) 

Commitment to quality 

Commitment and leadership is required when delivering service quality. Quality 
in service does not exist without willingness to temporarily accept difficulties 
involved in change. Middle management and contact employees cannot and do 
not improve quality without strong management and leadership. (Zeithaml et al. 
1990: 74) 
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Commitment of middle management is the key in making service standards work. 
Lack of support from the middle management means big difficulties in handling 
service quality. Middle management has inadequate support and time to keep up 
with the “program of the month” issues. If middle management perceives that 
service quality is just one of these programs, resistance may be faced. If top man-
agement’s commitment to quality by communicating service standards is not 
passed along by middle management with settling service standards to their work 
units and reinforcing standards with support and motivation, service quality does 
not exist. Middle management should see that their effort towards service quality 
is being appreciated and noticed. Training in the skills is needed to lead service 
workers to deliver quality. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 75-76) 

Infeasibility perception 

Managers perceive that meeting customer expectations is feasible. This is having 
a big effect on gap 2. They were able to find 2 reasons for it not being possible to 
establish specifications for quick response. 1) Skilled service technicians were 
less available in peak seasons, 2) the time required to provide a specific repair 
service was difficult to forecast. Still the perception of infeasibility is often a re-
sult of narrow thinking. Managers are unwilling to think optimistically and crea-
tively about customer’s needs and excuse for maintaining status quo. Creating 
possibilities and being receptive to possible and different ways of doing business 
is important to perceive feasibility. All different approaches are welcome to find 
new ways to provide the quality service customer expects. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 
77-79) 

Inadequate standardization of the tasks 

Managerial perceptions can be translated into specific service quality standards. 
This still depends quite frequently on the degree to which tasks to be performed 
are created as a routine or standardized. A task of standardization is perceived as 
being inadequate, impersonal and not in the customer’s best interest. There is also 
a feeling that you are not able to measure them because services are too intangi-
ble. This leads to loose standard-setting with no measurement or feedback. As in 
reality many of the service tasks are routine, specific standards and rules can be 
easily established and executed for them. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 79-80) 

Absence of goal setting 

Organizations’ success in delivering high service quality is noted for establishing 
standards or goals to guide their employees in providing service quality. It is im-
portant that these goals are based on customers’ expectations and requirements. 
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So it is not a question of the organization’s internal standards. (Zeithaml et al. 
1990: 83) 

For setting service quality goals, there can be found some common characteris-
tics. 1) Goals should be reviewed with appropriate feedback and measured regu-
larly because without this corrections to quality problems will not occur.  2) Im-
portant job dimensions ought to be defined as many service workers cannot de-
liver to all dimensions at the same time. In this perspective it is important that 
management will set priorities for the service workers by giving them clear in-
formation on which aspects of the service job are most critical. 3) Acceptance 
from employees. Accepting and understanding goals by employees can only 
guarantee that they perform according to standards 4). Service goals should be 
defined in a specific way to be effective. This way it is possible also for providers 
to understand what they are really asked to deliver. 5) Goals should also meet the 
customer’s expectations. This can be done by analyzing customer satisfaction 
surveys, complaints and all other customer data to find things and perspectives 
which customer sees to be important. 6) Goals should be challenging but realistic. 
It can be said that if goals are not challenging, employees get little pleas-
ure/confidence for mastering them. On the other hand, if goals are unrealistic they 
leave an employee dissatisfied not being able to attain the goal. (Zeithaml et al. 
1990: 84-86) 

When there is lack of commitment towards service quality within management, 
one clear way to make improvements is to change the organization’s priorities. 
When problems occur in the planning process, commitment from service provid-
ers must be actualising to the quality specifications. This can be improved 
through goal setting and routines of planning. (Grönroos 2000: 103) 

7.4.3 Gap 3 between service performance standards and actual service 
delivery 

It seems that most of the reasons for this gap come from the inability and unwill-
ingness of contact persons to meet the standards. In the study, executives often 
mentioned the pivotal role of the contact persons.  Gap can, however, be formed 
due to a number of reasons, inadequate internal systems to support contact per-
sons, poorly qualified personnel and insufficient capacity to serve. If an organiza-
tion wants to be effective, customer service standards should also be backed up by 
adequate and appropriate resources and of course to reflect customer’s expecta-
tions. Standards are not good if management is not able to give conformation for 
standards. Also for contact persons there is a need to give encouragement and to 
require achievements from them. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 42-44) 
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Difference between service delivery and service expectations is the service per-
formance gap. Unwillingness and it not being possible to perform the desired 
level of service creates the gap. Opportunities for misunderstanding and mistakes 
exist when customers and service providers interact. Variability is more likely in 
labour-intensive services than when machines dominate in delivering service. 
(Zeithaml et al. 1990: 89)  

Seven factors can be found contributing to service performance gap: 1) lack of 
teamwork, 2) lack of perceived control on employees, 3) inappropriate supervi-
sory control systems, 4) poor employee–job fit, 5) role ambiguity and role con-
flict. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 90) 

Employee role ambiguity 

The role of a person belonging to any position in an organization is to perform 
and represent the set of activities and behaviour. The definition of the role is 
made through demands, pressures and expectations communicated to employees 
by individuals. When being in possession of information or training needed to 
perform their job adequately is missing from employees, role ambiguity occurs. 
(Zeithaml et al. 1990: 90-91) 

In many organizations, the status of training is bleak in a way that training is 
given too late and the amount is too small. Training is important to eliminate role 
ambiguity but lack of role clarity is also involved in training. So it is vital that 
training is supported by clear messages from management so that employees 
know how and which of their behaviours are inappropriate or appropriate and 
what management expects. Feedback from the performance is a key to minimize 
the gap and correct the problems. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 93-94)    

Role clarity 

Competence, confidence, feedback and communication are four keys to provide 
role clarity for employees. Information about employees roles in the organization, 
knowledge about the philosophy of the company, goals, strategies and objectives 
should also be know by the employees as well as accurate and complete info 
about services and products of the company. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 94) 

Employees should also be aware how they are performing compared to expecta-
tions and standards that management sets for them. Feeling competent and confi-
dent in their job is important to have clarity in roles. Training in technical aspects 
of service, in communication skills and interpersonal skills and teaching employ-
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ees about customers are important ways to improve role clarity. (Zeithaml et al. 
1990: 94-96) 

Role conflict    

The situation where employees cannot satisfy all demands of all the individuals 
they have to serve is considered role conflict. This occurs when too many cus-
tomers have to be served at the same time. Also conflict between customer’s ex-
pectations and company’s expectations sometimes occurs.  Role conflict occurs 
when management emphasizes selling over service and expects employees to sell 
while they serve. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 97) 

Eliminating role conflict 

When role conflict occurs, it can increase turnover and absenteeism. If organiza-
tion defines service standards and roles in terms of the customer’s expectations, 
conflict will be minimized. Many organizations involve employees in the process 
of setting standards. This way changes are easier to accept for employees. Rein-
forcing change with human resource systems can also minimize conflict. Using 
performance measurement, training employees in time management and priority 
setting are also ways to eliminate role conflict.  Variation in work tasks and fre-
quent breaks are successful ways to help employees in role overload. (Zeithaml et 
al. 1990: 98-99)  

Poor employee and technology-job fit 

Service quality problems occur frequently because the personnel are not well-
suited into their positions. This may happen due to lack of interpersonal language 
or other skills needed to serve customers efficiently. This problem will be solved 
with more detailed and better recruiting and hiring process to match employees 
and jobs better. A similar situation occurs when selecting equipment and technol-
ogy for employees to help them to perform as efficiently as possible. (Zeithaml et 
al. 1990: 99) 

Inappropriate supervisory control systems 

Performance is often measured by the output of the contact personnel. In these 
control systems, performance is monitored and rewarded for company-defined 
goals – not for service quality delivered. These measurements alone are insuffi-
cient or inappropriate for measuring performance of employees relating to provi-
sion of service quality. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 101) 
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To minimize the problems due to a wrong measurement system, performance can 
be monitored through a behavioural control system which consists extensively of 
reports and observations on the way employees behave and work.  Employees’ 
performance is recognized to be vital for excellent service delivery. This perform-
ance is to be continuously monitored and compared to service standards with re-
wards included. The performance measurement system is efficient when it is tied 
to appropriate rewards. Systems also help management to determine the specific 
effects of personnel changes and policy on operating performance to weed out 
persons who cannot deliver standard performance. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 102)  

Direct financial incentives and compensations are to encourage and tie employees 
and middle managers to behaviour and performance that lead to high service qual-
ity. (A recognition program where employees nominate themselves or are nomi-
nated by others by documenting in writing is a good way to increase satisfaction 
within personnel.) 

Lack of perceived control 

The ability to respond effectively in threatening situations and the ability to 
choose goals or outcomes are aspects of perceived control. The assumption is that 
when service employees perceive themselves to be in control of situations they 
encounter in their work, less stress is experienced. When the situation is such that 
employees do not feel a sense of personal control, they feel discouraged and help-
less about their work. Perceived control can be low when procedures, culture and 
organizational rules limit the contact employees’ flexibility in customer service. 
When the authority to achieve specific outcomes with customers is somewhere 
else in the organization, perceived control could also be low. (Zeithaml et al 
1990: 104-105) 

Empowering service employees 

Decision-making is pushed and taken down to the lowest levels of the organiza-
tion in empowerment. Contact persons are granted the authority to make impor-
tant decisions in serving customers. Empowerment also includes replacing 
mechanistic approaches and heavy standards for dealing with customers with 
structures that allow employees to individualize their methods and skills. 
(Zeithaml et al 1990: 105) 

Lack of teamwork 

Managers and employees pulling together with an aim to reach a common goal is 
the purpose and value of teamwork. An extension to aspects of teamwork is that 
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employees view other employees as customers. In many organizations, good ser-
vice is to be provided to contact people to support employees and to enable them 
to serve customers. The quality of support services is underestimated in some 
business areas. Poor service is the result of customers being served by personnel 
supported with poor quality. Teamwork also involves the aspect of personal 
commitment and involvement in the company.  Strong belief in the importance of 
one’s contribution to the company can inspire strong discretionary effort by 
workers. But still, at the same time, several persons working and providing ser-
vice feel that individual performance goes unrewarded and unnoticed. (Zeithaml 
et al. 1990: 106-108)  

To build teamwork  

Employees accomplish their goals by allowing members of the group to share the 
group’s success and participate in decisions. This happens in organizations where 
teamwork really exists. Teamwork is a key factor in service quality initiatives – 
employees must work as teams to provide service to customers. (Zeithaml et 
al.1990: 108). 

Also some difficulties are arising because customers are not fulfilling their role as 
a part of service delivery. Managing external customers may be improved by 
studying the following questions: Are customers rewarded by valuable compensa-
tion if they are performing as expected? Are customers able to perform as ex-
pected and what can be done to change the act? Is the role clear and do customers 
understand how they are expected to perform in their part of transaction? 
(Zeithaml et al. 1990: 108) 

Reward and control systems are determined partly by the culture of the organiza-
tion. Specifications and goals that do not fit in the organization’s culture are 
mainly not well-executed. The solution for problems like this involves changes in 
the way supervisors and managers treat their stuff and in the way supervisory sys-
tems reward and control performance. (Grönroos 2000: 103-104) 

When a decrease of motivation for quality-enhancing behaviour is occurring 
among the personnel due to the problem that the service provider knows that the 
customer is not getting what he expects but for some reason the service provider 
is not allowed to perform accordingly. In these situations all reasons for ambigu-
ity on the part of the personnel are to be removed, in addition changes in supervi-
sory systems and better training may be required. (Grönroos 2000: 103-104) 

Attitudes and skills of the personnel may cause problems due to bad recruiting or 
people who cannot adjust to the systems or specifications. These problems could 
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be solved by clarifying tasks, trying to find a solution where necessary tasks are 
dealt with without interfering with quality performance. (Grönroos 2000: 103-
104) 

When fitting problems with technology, decision-making systems or other rou-
tines, the employee’s problems may be solved with proper changes to systems 
and technology, but still ensuring that they support the execution of quality speci-
fications or by arranging internal marketing and training. (Grönroos 2000: 103-
104) 

7.4.4 Gap 4 between service delivery and external communication to 
customer & Gap 5 

External communication of the service provider is the key determinant of cus-
tomer’s expectations. External communications can affect the customers’ percep-
tions of delivered service and also their expectations about the service. Discrep-
ancies between external communication and service delivery affect the customer’s 
assessments of service quality (gap 5). Gap 4 is caused mainly by the breakdown 
in coordination between those in charge of promoting and describing the service 
to customers and those responsible for the service. When individuals in a group 
do not understand the reality of the actual service delivery, they often make exag-
gerated promises or fail to communicate the customer’s aspects of service in spite 
of the intention to serve them well. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 43-45) 

All communication that does not over-promise or misrepresent as well as appro-
priate and accurate organizational communication, personal selling, and advertis-
ing are vital in delivering services that customers perceive as high quality service. 
(Zeithaml et al. 1990: 115) 

Accurate and appropriate communication about services offered is the responsi-
bility of operations and marketing. Operations must deliver and act as promised in 
communications. Marketing must at the same time reflect what actually happens 
in service encounters. When organizations neglect to inform customers of special 
quality assurance actions that are not visible to customer, gap 4 can occur. 
(Zeithaml et al. 1990: 115) 

Differences between external communications and service delivery, in the form of 
absence of exaggerated information about aspects of service delivery to customer 
or promises, can very efficiently affect customers’ and consumers’ perception of 
service quality. There can be found two key factors to contribute to gap 4: pro-
pensity to over-promise in communications and inadequate horizontal communi-
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cations among human resources, operations and marketing. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 
116-117)   

Inadequate horizontal communications 

Communication in organizations between different functional areas, such as op-
erations and marketing, is necessary to achieve common targets and goals in or-
ganization. In situations where horizontal communication channels or communi-
cation across different functions are not open, perceived quality is in danger. 
(Zeithaml et al. 1990: 117)  

Opening channels of communication between operations and advertising 

Advertising should always reflect what customers feel and experience in the ac-
tual service. Exaggeration can put service quality perceptions in danger. Commu-
nication and coordination between service providers and advertising is vital in 
closing gap 4. A common problem is that advertising has already promised the 
customer that some expectation will be fulfilled before informing the operational 
level of it. By monitoring actual service encounters or requesting for opinions 
input from operations employees during the marketing and advertising process 
this problem can be avoided. When operations and advertising personnel talk with 
each other, customers can be led to expect that contact personnel can deliver, and 
this way gap 4 can be narrowed. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 118-119) 

Opening channels between operations and sales 

Mechanisms for opening channels of communication between operations employ-
ees and sales can take many forms, both informal and formal. Team meetings, 
planning meetings or workshops where departments interact can help to clarify 
the issues and allow each department to understand its capabilities and goals. In-
volving operational personnel in face-to-face meetings together with sales per-
sonnel is a good solution for operational personnel to understand the perceptive of 
the sales personnel. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 120)  

Opening channels of communication between operations, marketing and human 
recourses 

The service received by employees in the human resource department as internal 
customers has a big influence on the way they serve external customers. Motiva-
tion, training, incentives and selection must be aligned with objectives of the ser-
vice quality in the organization. This is needed if these internal customers are 
expected to deliver high-quality service to external customers. (Zeithaml et al. 19 
90: 120) 
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Differences in procedures and policies across departments or branches 

Consistency in procedures and policies is very important when providing service 
quality across branches and departments. If we see that managers of individual 
branches or outlets have a big role in the autonomy concerning policies and pro-
cedures, customers may not receive similar quality across the departments or 
branches. In this case, there may be a difference in what customers expect and 
what they receive from one branch to another. In such circumstances the size of 
gap 4 may be large. (Zeithaml et al. 1990:121-122) 

Providing consistent service across outlets and branches 

A company must create and develop a method or mechanism to ensure uniform-
ity. A set of standards gives a basic structure for the business. Consistency can 
also be found through setting targets or goals for service quality – outcomes that 
are visible to customers, but still giving the possibility to outlets to use their own 
methods or processes to achieve their targets or goals. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 122-
123)  

Propensity to over-promise 

Over-promises in advertising, selling and other organizational communications 
are frequently facts in companies, due to hard competition. The propensity to 
over-promise creates external organizational communications/ for the external 
organization communications that do not exactly reflect what customers receive 
in actual service encounters (Zeithaml et al. 1990:123) 

Developing effective and appropriate communications about service quality 

To be effective and appropriate, service quality communications must 1) help 
customers understand their roles in performing the service 2) deal with the fea-
tures that are most important to customers and deal with the quality dimensions 3) 
accurately reflect what customers actually receive in the service encounter. 
(Zeithaml et al. 1990: 123-124) 

Emphasizing primary quality determinants 

When communicating service quality, it usually begins with understanding the 
perspectives of service quality and the aspects which are most important to cus-
tomers. Isolating quality dimensions that are most important for customers puts a 
focus on marketing and advertising efforts. Giving the priority to the most impor-
tant dimension or dimensions of service quality in more effective communications 
is the key action. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 124) 
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Expectations of the customer for reliability are high, and customers rank reliabil-
ity as the most important one of the five dimensions. Before choosing dimensions 
that are less important for company marketing or advertising than reliability, it is 
essential to obtain perceptions of reliability from the customer. (Zeithaml et al. 
1990: 124) 

Managing customers’ expectations 

In many studies, findings are similar. Customers’ growing or falling expectations 
can be the result of the customer’s perceptions of service quality. An essential 
part of the strategy to attain perceived quality service is to manage customers’ 
expectations.  Expectations that customers bring to service are affected by their 
own evaluations of its quality. The higher the expectation is, the higher must be 
the quality included in the delivered service to be perceived as high quality. Un-
derstanding the actual levels of service delivery is vital to the marketing or sales 
department. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 125) 

Expectations are reference points or standards against which a company is judged. 
It can be said that letting customers know what is possible and what is not and 
what are the reasons can minimize gap 4. This can be considered to manage cus-
tomers’ expectations. Organizations must understand the factors that influence the 
expectations in order to manage these expectations. Customers’ experience of 
service, word of mouth communication and the customer’s needs are uncontrolla-
ble sources of expectations. These factors cannot be controlled by the organiza-
tion, and in-depth understanding and expectations from these sources may lead to 
strategies that finally may improve perceptions of service (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 
125) 

Controllable sources of customers’ expectations, such as personal selling, price, 
company advertising and tangibles associated with the service are to be critically 
assessed in determining the expectations that customers hold for a service. 
(Zeithaml et al. 1990: 126) 

To manage customer expectations is to introduce and describe the service deliv-
ery process and to provide a choice of quicker and lower-quality provision versus 
slower, higher-quality provision. Marketing reflects accurate and full understand-
ing of the operations function. This marketing tunnel between operations and 
sales is vital in managing expectations.  (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 126) 

The price is believed to be setting expectations for the quality of service, espe-
cially in cases where other cues to quality are not receivable. Lack of information 
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by customer often leads to a situation where the customer uses price as a surro-
gate for quality. (Zeithaml et al. 1990: 127)  

The customer and their role in service delivery 

In some cases, customers may cause failures and problems. When there is a situa-
tion where customers do not accept their roles and responsibilities in a transaction 
of service, there is possibly a problem occurring. In these cases communication is 
the best way to encourage customers to improve their behaviour. (Zeithaml et 
al.1990: 127-128). 

When there is a gap in the execution and planning of external market operations 
and communication, the cure is to create a system that coordinates execution and 
planning of external market communication campaigns with delivery and service 
operators. For example, a campaign should be planned so that all parties are in-
volved also in delivery and service production. This way, promises in market 
communication become more realistic and accurate. On the other hand, greater 
commitment can be achieved to what is promised in external campaigns. (Grön-
roos 2000: 105) 

Over-promising can only be handled by improving the planning of market com-
munication using better planning procedures, but still closer management supervi-
sion helps. (Grönroos 2000: 105) 

Gap 5 is expected when service does not meet the perceived service. This gap can 
also be positive when it creates good quality or even over quality. (Grönroos 
2001:152) 

This gap results in lost business, a negative impact on local or corporate image, 
bad word of mouth, negatively confirmed quality and quality problems. The rea-
son for this gap can probably be found from one of the previously discussed rea-
sons or their combinations. (Grönroos 2000: 106) 

Gap model helps management to find reasons for quality problems and to find 
ways to minimize gaps. (Grönroos 2001:152) 
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8 SYNTHESIZED SERVICE QUALITY MODEL 

According to Brogowicz, Andrew, Delene & Lyth (1990: 34), there seems to be 
consensus that customers evaluate the service by comparing their service quality 
expectations with the service they have experienced. Hence, customer satisfaction 
has occurred when perceived quality meet expected service, otherwise a quality 
gap has occurred. 

Perceived service quality is to a greater degree influenced by the process-related, 
functional dimension than by outcome-related or technical dimensions.  Manage-
ment must therefore determine what the customer expects and how they get it. 
The next steps are planning, implementing and controlling both outcome-related 
and technical dimensions as well as process-related and functional dimensions. 
(Brogowicz et al. 1990: 42-43) 

The core of the synthesized service quality model is the service quality gap occur-
ring whenever a customer’s service quality expectations that exceed their percep-
tions of the service quality are being experienced or offered. Contributing directly 
to this service quality gap are an individual’s service quality expectations which 
are results of many factors, including for example the following external factors, 
such as word of mouth communication, culture, media exposure, communica-
tions, competition and the individual’s own experiences and needs. Service qual-
ity expectations are also influenced by sales promotion, public relations, pricing 
and marketing channels. (Brogowicz et al 1990: 42-43)  
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Figure 18. Synthesized service quality model with functional and technical di-
mensions (Brogowicz et al 1990: 39).        

 

Marketing activities mainly attempt to influence service quality expectations, but 
in the process the customer may receive a promise for better service quality than 
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the service provider can actually deliver – thus making a quality gap in service. 
(Brogowicz et al 1990: 34) 

In figure 18, a service quality gap occurs when technical quality expectations of 
service offered exceed the perception of the service quality offered or received. 
These functional and technical dimensions are not independent of each other. 
There are some cases where high quality expectations may contribute to high 
functional quality expectations. (Brogowicz et al 1990: 37) 

Performance specifications of both functional operations and technical systems 
involve physical and human resources. The technical physical resource includes 
materials, machinery, facilities and technology necessary to perform the service. 
Technical human resource dimensions include the ability and technical knowl-
edge required to perform the service. (Brogowicz et al 1990: 38) 

Functional physical resource dimensions deal with appearance and accessibility 
of the organization’s service facilities. (Brogowicz et al 1990: 38) 

Functional human resource dimensions include the “service-mindedness” and 
availability of those who deliver the service as well as the internal relations 
among personnel that have an effect on how the service is delivered. (Brogowicz 
et al. 1990: 38) 

Recognition of the relationships between functional and technical dimensions of 
service quality is the key factor when implementing, planning and controlling 
service quality offerings in a way that prevents and minimizes service quality 
gaps. (Brogowicz et al. 1990: 38) 

Managerial tasks and service quality 

Managerial tasks and quality dimensions are traditionally specified with three 
tasks: control, implementation and planning. In service industries, specialized 
definitions for these tasks are: 

• Control; the evaluation, collection and analyses of information to verify 
the design, to assess customer satisfaction with the service offering and to 
assure task performance.  

• Planning; the design, research, selection and sequencing of tasks associ-
ated with the provision of the service offering. 
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• Implementation; the assignment of the tasks, acquisition of facilities and 
personnel, procurement of resources and execution of the plan for the ser-
vice offering.  

These tasks identify functions which managers must perform in sequence. 
(Brogowicz et al 1990: 39) 

According the Brogowicz (1990: 43), service managers must determine what cus-
tomer expects and how they expect to receive quality. Minimizing service quality 
gaps occurs through managerial tasks listed above, including both functional op-
erations performance and technical system performance.  

When the diverse perspectives of managers, employees and customers are not 
compared and considered, the organization is missing the vital information to use 
in putting together the pieces of the service quality puzzle. Therefore, considera-
tion must be given to the perspectives and attitudes of all critical participants; 
those individuals who manage and produce the services or products and those 
who consume the organization’s services or products. (Gowan et al. 2001: 276) 

Gowan et al. (2001: 287) in their research did not find any difference between 
employees, customers and managers or employees and customers relative to their 
expectations of customer service delivery at the studied agency.  As a conclusion, 
Gowan et al says that employees and customers will not differ over their expecta-
tions of service quality. Neither were there found differences in expectations be-
tween managers and employees and between customers and managers. 

The leisure industry employs a high percentage of part-time staff, and according 
to the previous text in causes of gaps, for gap 3 there can be found a reason in 
poor job and employee fit through poorly trained and under-qualified stuff. In the 
case study interview of operations staff, the opposite situation was found. This 
was due to the high unemployment rates and was the reason for de-motivated and 
bored stuff. This gives the need for a model where service personnel and individ-
ual service can be monitored. (Williams 1998: 107-108) 
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9 PRELIMINARY FRAMEWORK FOR TQM 
METHOD 

Preliminary framework for studying quality gaps within organization  

Customer satisfaction is to meet and fulfil the customer’s expectations. In an or-
ganization, internal customers–supplier relationship chains can be found. These 
internal customers and customer satisfaction involved can be taken as an ability of 
the organization to serve the external customer. When studying perspectives of 
quality inside an organization, a similar way of thinking can be used as in the ser-
vice gap model in service quality.  Reasons why gaps exist between different de-
partments are not exactly the same as in the service quality gap model. Although 
the principle is the same – gaps still exist, and connection between customer satis-
faction and the size of gaps can be found.  

 

Figure 19. Different quality perspectives in an organization. 

In Figure 19, factors A+B+E+D create the company's total quality and customer 
satisfaction. When the marketing organization and product managers have a lack 
of quality knowledge, it brings out the quality gap D. Gap can be caused by inex-
act information flow or lack of information from markets. This happens when 
marketing organizations’ and product managers’ expectations of quality are dif-
ferent than in specifications which are given to production.  Gaps A and B can be 
found in differences between different department's needs and expectations. 

Parasuman’s gap model is made to clear out actions between the service supplier 
and the external customer. It is to analyze disturbance factors which cause weak-
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ening in total quality. The model used in this research is taken into an organiza-
tion and is focused on internal operations with many different internal customers 
and quality perspectives.  The model is used to study internal customers and ser-
vice suppliers’ relationships and to see how they can meet each other's expecta-
tions. This will help to find possible differences and gaps in perspectives between 
customers and suppliers and to see how these may affect the organization’s total 
quality. To explore reasons of quality and customer satisfaction, variations with 
using principles of the quality gap model are giving the perspective needed of 
gaps actualising within an organization.  
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10 THEORETICAL MODEL OF QUALITY GAPS 
RESULTING FROM STRUCTURES, 
INFORMATION AND CULTURE  

10.1 Information as a gap maker 

Organization’s environment is a complex area, and when it is looked from the 
information perspective, it argues that when managers perceive the environment 
to be uncertain and unpredictable, this can be seen as a lack of information. The 
link between information, environmental conditions and uncertainty can bee seen 
in Figure 20. 

Rate of change
low high

low Needed information is known Constant need for
and available new information

Complexity
high Information overload Not known what information 

is needed

 

Figure 20. Information, environment & uncertainty. 

Organization and its capability to perform are always depending on information 
and on how it is processed from one form to another.  Some will make decisions 
by processing information according to rules. According to discussions with stra-
tegic managers, they make decisions by developing plans and policies that then 
provide a point of reference for processing information and decision-making. Or-
ganizations are information systems and functionality is mostly based on informa-
tion and communication flows. (Handy 1999: 73-74) 

When it can be seen that environment is rapidly changing or has high complexity, 
managers will cope with too much information or face the challenge of updating 
and keeping the changing information, a moderate level of uncertainty is then 
experienced.  When we are dealing with high uncertainty, managers will perceive 
a changing and highly complex environment and will face a huge amount of in-
formation without knowing which information to attend to because of constantly 
changing circumstances. (Hall 2005: 90-91) 

These aspects can be taken into an organization to scan the situation within the 
organization. Different organizational structures within a different field of indus-
try will cope with managing the information differently in different situations and 
environment. 
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As a basic matter, we can always say that information flows must be accurate, 
responsibilities for information must be clear, and rules for communications must 
be shared all over the organization. Even so we still have to cope with failures 
caused by information-related issues such as, information is not on time, not accu-
rate, it is misunderstood or someone has been fed-up with updating the latest 
situation as information changes all the time. We can make improvements and 
find the best possible way to share the information within the organization and to 
minimize this way the gap what occurs through failures in information flows. We 
have to go through different types and sizes of organizations and gather all rea-
sons for information failures and do the filtering so that we are able to find the 
best possible way to create the most perfect way of sharing the information.  

When we take a closer look at the communication process in an organization, it 
can be seen that there are two elements, organizational and individual. Organiza-
tional positions are influenced quite strongly by the communications of individu-
als, as receiving, sending and interpretation of communications are key factors 
when examining the communication process. (Hall 2005: 138) 

Definition of communication 

Communication is a process where messages are transmitted from one person to 
another. In this definition, messages are referred to as job descriptions, memos, 
bulletins, letters, policy statements and other forms of verbal communication. 
These messages can also include such nonverbal data as is transmitted through 
media like voice tone, clothing and facial expressions. There is no solitary com-
munication when defining that messages are transmitted from one person to an-
other. It can also be said that communication occurs only when the message is 
received; or according to some definitions, communication occurs only when the 
sender has transmitted an intended message. Difficulty with this definition comes 
from the fact that people are seldom totally successful when transmitting intended 
meanings to others. They often transmit messages to others when they have no 
intention of communicating at all. In practise we have to be content when trans-
mitting a reasonable facsimile of the intended message – a replica which is accu-
rate enough to achieve a desired objective but is short of perfection. As a gesture, 
long words and other symbols are transmitted from a person to another, commu-
nication occurs but still it may fall below an exact transmission of intended mean-
ing. We should focus on narrowing the gap between the intended message and the 
actual transmitted message when studying communication. (Williams 1978: 326-
327) 

Good communication skills require the ability to gather information about the 
process and flexibility to adapt to different styles. (Grönfors 1996: 94) 
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In the area of person to person communication, it is important that you are able to 
build a good rapport. It consists of several processes or elements like “meeting the 
other person in his or her model of the world”. This means respecting and accept-
ing their models and values of the world and the pacing gestures, vocabulary, 
rhythm of the other person. It is also important that you do not impose your as-
sumptions on the conversation but ask real questions so that the other person can 
express themselves freely. (Grönfors 1996: 96) 

Essentials of the communication process 

Each of us is actually isolated from everyone else and this is why communication 
is complicated.  

Encoding 

Message must be encoded before transmitting. Encoding means that message 
must be translated into series of symbols or code that represent the meaning of 
senders wish to communicate using for example words, facial expressions. How-
ever, only these symbols are transmitted and the meaning depends upon the re-
ceiver’s interpretation of those symbols. 

When a message is encoded, there is always involved a decision about not show-
ing frustration and communicating in an unemotional matter-of-fact manner. Tai-
loring the message to unique circumstances of each receiver privately and indi-
vidually, communicating with each individual as the right occasion arises when 
the decision is made to talk. Without any time for estimation needed to communi-
cate, the transmission of the message originates with encoding. (Williams 1978: 
327-328) 

The Medium 

There are quite a few channels the media is providing through which transmission 
occurs. The more important the message is, the more time is needed to think and 
evaluate the right channel and media to use. (Williams 1978: 328) 

Decoding 

When symbols of the sender are received, they must be interpreted. There are 
always multiple meanings in symbols and words and no assurance that intended 
meanings of the sender-encoder are identical to receiver-decoder. The more ex-
perience sender and receiver have had in common, the more efficiently the mes-
sage is communicated. So experience is a vital factor when the sender’s message 
is communicated. (Williams 1978: 329) 
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As the organization structures vary because of the sizes, technology they use, de-
grees of formalization and complexity, they are designed into information han-
dling systems. When the organizational structure is established, it is at the same 
time a sign that communications are planned to follow certain paths and struc-
tures. Decision-making, power and leadership rely strongly on the communication 
process. (Hall 2005: 138) 

As already said, communication is vital for persons working in organizations. Lot 
of time has spent in communicating. Communication usually includes face-to-
face contacts with customers, superiors and subordinates. Also different kinds of 
meetings are arranged, and mails and telephone calls are a routine way of com-
municating. Communication is most important in organizational segments and 
organizations that are complex, have a technology that is not permitting easy rou-
tines and are dealing with uncertainty. Internal and external characteristics affect 
the centrality of communication. The more an organization is idea- and people- 
oriented, the more vital and important communication becomes. (Hall 2005: 138)   

Organizations as communication systems are in trouble as they are old-fashioned. 
Organizations are to be seen as social structures which bring material, information 
and energy to their environment, using all to produce profit output and return it to 
the environment. (Goldhaber 1981: 32) 

Communication climate in an organization 

Aiming at efficiency in an organization is depending on each organization mem-
ber’s input to achieve a common goal. Interaction between supervisors, col-
leagues and stuff makes them know backgrounds of other people, attitudes, be-
haviour and experiences. Based on these feelings and knowledge, organization’s 
human relationships are born. These relationships can be friendly and affect posi-
tively the functions of the organization or on the contrary, they can be negative 
and affect negatively the function of the organization. Also, a situation may occur 
where they may not have any effect on the organization at all. The most ideal 
situation would be one where the environment and climate could strengthen the 
relations within organization. An assumption in the organizational climate is that 
an individual’s intellectual and emotional attitude toward organization is affecting 
individual organizational behaviour. (Goldhaber 1981: 35) 

The communication process is by definition a relational one, one party is a re-
ceiver and the other is the sender. This relational aspect of communication has an 
effect on the process. Social relations noticed in the communication process in-
volve the receiver and the sender who reciprocally affect each other as they are 
communicating. If a receiver intimidates the sender during the message sending 
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process, the message and interpretation is affected. This is just one example of the 
factors that have potential to disturb the relationship between sender and receiver 
as the different perceptual models, status differences and other similar matters can 
enter into the picture and lead to distortion. (Hall 2005: 139) 

Sources of distortion and its consequences will be able to occupy a lot of attention 
in the subsequent discussion. Ignorance of the possibility and potentiality for dis-
tortion has been responsible for the failure of many attempts in organizations that 
tried to improve operations just by utilizing more communication. In many or-
ganizations, jumping to improve communication believing that if sufficient com-
munications were available to all members or organizations, everyone would un-
derstand and know what was going on and most of the organizational problems 
would disappear. (Hall 2005: 139) 

View of optimal communication; Communications in organizations should pro-
vide accurate information with the appropriate emotional overtones to all mem-
bers who need the communication content. This definition assumes that either too 
much or too little information neither is in the system or that it is clear from the 
outset that can utilize what is available. (Hall 2005: 139) 

Condition described above is a dream in a complex organization as the trend is 
that organizations gather more information as they use and keep asking more. 
This situation is attributed to decision makers’ needs for legitimacy. (Hall 2005: 
139) 

10.1.1 Communication problems 

Omission 

Omission occurs because the recipients may not be able to grasp the entire con-
tent of the received message and only pass or receive what they are able to grasp. 
Omission of the materials may occur also by communication overload. When 
certain classes of information are deleted from information which has been pass-
ing through some segments of organization, intentional omission occurs. The 
most evident omission occurs in upward communication since many messages are 
generated by a large amount of people who are in the lower parts in hierarchy. 
When communication is filtered on the way up, omissions occur. When omissions 
are intentional, it is very important to know the criteria for omitting some kinds of 
information. Ideal omission occurs when removal of details happens in the heart 
of the message and it is still transmitted upward. Usually some of the content of 
the message is also omitted. (Hall 2005: 149)   
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Distortion 

When messages pass through the organization, there are altered meanings of mes-
sages existing. Distortion is causing differences between organizational units in 
values and objectives. Distortion is more likely to occur in vertical than in hori-
zontal communications. Selective distortion and omission are not unique proper-
ties in an organization. They occur everywhere, from the whole society to the 
family, so that it can be said that they occur in all communication systems. Since 
organizations are depending upon accurate communications in decision-making, 
distortion and omission are crucial for organizations. (Hall 2005: 150) 

Overload 

The problem with communication overload seems to be more characteristic of 
organizations than of other social entities. As the result, overload leads to omis-
sion and contributes to distortion. It also leads to other adjustment mechanisms 
and copying on the part of organization. There are maladaptive and adaptive ad-
justments to situation when overloading happens. Distortion and omission are 
maladaptive and also normal. (Hall 2005: 150) 

Queuing is another tool used when overload occurs. This method lines up mes-
sages by time of receipt or some other criterion, which is of the same sort. There 
can be found negative or positive consequences in queuing. Less important mes-
sages may be acted upon before the ones which are really vital if a wrong priority 
system is used. (Hall 2005: 150)  

Queuing does give the possibility to recipients to act on messages as messages 
come in, without putting them in a state of inaction because of total overload. 

Filtering process is a useful modification of queuing and includes setting priori-
ties for messages. Here the nature of priorities is the critical factor. Actions are 
based on a triangle system where the most important messages are allowed to 
come into the system if it is perceived that the organization can take relevant ac-
tions. Less important messages are taken in as time allows. The filtering system 
described must be set up in advance. (Hall 2005: 151) 

Communication in organizations requires interpretation. If there is an overload 
situation, interpretive process becomes inundated with so huge an amount of ma-
terial that it becomes inoperative. Filtering and queuing techniques are useful 
ways to sort messages into priorities. A priority system established in advance 
means that interpretation of messages has already been made, and some messages 
have been deemed more important than others. Interpretation occurs regardless of 
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whether priorities are for messages simply received or set in advance. (Hall 2005: 
151) 

Organizations receive and generate a vast amount of material. Organization can 
be seen as a pyramid with a huge amount of information at the bottom entering 
into the communication system. When information is moving up through organi-
zation, it is condensed and filtered. To the top it arrives in the form of a summary 
for top management. The amount of information gets smaller as it goes through 
organization. This cannot be used as a common model because the determination 
of which kind of information moves up is a subject of organizational and human-
based interpretations which have to be considered. (Hall 2005: 151)    

10.1.2 Possible solutions for communication problems 

Real and potential problems exist in every communication process, and it is obvi-
ous that there is no perfect communication system existing. Every organization 
still has their own systems to keep communication systems as clear as possible. 
For reducing distortion and other complications in communication systems, sev-
eral devices are available. As a correction device, duplications of reports for veri-
fication add to the flow of messages and paper but allow more people to hear or 
see particular information and respond to it. (Hall 2005: 152) 

One way to create redundancy is to use information sources external to the situa-
tion, for example reports which are generated outside the organization, thus en-
suring that individuals and reporting units coordinate their communications. 
Ubiquitous meeting is one solution for communication problems. These meetings 
are held in situations when the intent of meetings is to achieve consensus and 
there is potential for yielding common meanings among participants. (Hall 2005: 
151-152) 

Matrix-like systems are also one way to improve communication systems. For 
example, teams in organization are designed to deal with various programs and 
multiple teams to serve issues of the organization and organizations’ personnel. 
Traditional ranks were eliminated and teams were able to have a worker as a team 
leader and supervisor as a team member. These overlapping circles of weak ties 
sustained participation because participants were rewarded for participating. This 
also inhibited segmentation. Collected data indicated that there was extensive 
inter-unit communication. Of course, limitations for this approach can also be 
found. This approach requires good commitment by all participants from top to 
bottom in the organization. (Hall 2005: 152) 
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Some organizations have started using project groups to solve communication 
problems. These groups are usually composed of personnel from many organiza-
tional units. The main purpose is to develop a new service or a product for the 
organization. To have a better focus on thinking and working together, isolation 
from the organization is handled like this. When isolation is happening, there is 
also the risk that productivity will decrease when communication process is fo-
cused too much inward. (Hall 2005: 152) 

Contracts and other written documents aim at achieving consensus on the mean-
ing of communication. Even here there are still subjects open to interpretation 
which accountants and lawyers are doing that all the time when negotiating con-
sensus of meaning between parties. (Hall 2005: 152) 

Communication systems are affected by other process and structural factors. It 
can be said that communications do not exist outside the total organizational 
framework. Accurate communication leads less and less frequently to greater ef-
fectiveness within organization. It must be ensured that right people get informa-
tion that is correct in amount and quality at the correct time.  The task would be 
easier if organizations, their environments and their members would be in a 
steady state. (Hall 2005: 152-153) 

We know that technology will give a lot of new possibilities in communication, 
but it is still not a cure for communication problems within organization. The 
problems are deep inside the nature of organizations, their participants and their 
interaction with their environment. (Hall 2005: 153) 

Improvement of internal communication can also be a part of management of 
creativity, and without planned communication there cannot be success in im-
provements and creativity. When improvement through communication is made 
between persons who are not working together, following methods are important:  

• Ensure that every person in organization has understanding of the organi-
zation so that he or she has an ability to use the resources and seek infor-
mation from the right place.  

• Create possibilities for employees who are not working together on a daily 
basis to meet each other.  

• It should be the main value and working method that request for informa-
tion and help from other members in organization are reacted to immedi-
ately. (Koski 2001: 212-213) 
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10.2 Structures as a gap maker 

Organization must have a way to divide work up so that it can be allocated to or-
ganizational members for its execution. The organization structure can be defined 
as an allocation of the grouping of workers’ activities, responsibilities and the 
control and coordination of these basic elements.(Senior & Fleming 2006: 78) 

The structure of organisation is referring to the formal way in which people and 
work are grouped into units. To ensure efficient management of the work, people 
need to begin to group together. Positions into organizational units and grouping 
activities establish common focus by creating standard processes, common chain 
of authority and access to information. It allows efficiency when using organiza-
tional resources. The structure sets out the basic relationships of power within 
organization and framework for how limited resources are coordinated and allo-
cated. The structure is giving the definition which organizational roles and com-
ponents are most critical and central for execution of strategy and how centres of 
business profit units are configured. (Galbraith 2001:60) 

According to Galbraith (2001: 60), the best structure is the one helping organiza-
tion to achieve its strategy. So it can be said that no one structure is best for or-
ganization. In every organizational design, each structure involves compromises 
and trade-offs. The objective in making the right structural choice is to maximize 
as many of the strategic design criteria as possible and minimize the negative ef-
fects. When determining the structure, following steps should be included: 

1. Select the structure which most obviously supports development of the re-
quired organizational capabilities 

2. Define the new organizational roles in the structure and clarify the points of 
interface among them 

3. Test the design in reality 

4. Determine the process to involve others in mapping the design.  

5. Set up the governance structure to move the design process forward. 

Organization structures provide the authority and task relationships that prede-
termine the way employees do their work within organization. (Hunter 2002: 7) 

Changes are part of the modern world. Changes have become quicker and com-
plicated. This creates demand for new features within organization. Customer- 
oriented way of thinking has replaced the production-oriented way of working. 
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Strictly limited and defined job descriptions have been replaced by definition of 
responsibilities. All these changes are part of organizational changes which can be 
seen also in organization charts. In line organization, hierarchy and strict rules in 
job description are well-recognized features in a line organization. This type of 
organization is clear but inflexible. Service organization is a result of hard compe-
tition on markets. Focus on development is on profitability, customer service and 
service quality. In this type of organization, more customer contacts are directed 
straight to the operating units.  Self-steering organization is common in small-size 
organization where all personnel are multi-skilled and are able to change jobs 
within organization from one task to another. This makes organization very flexi-
ble. (Kangas 1995:  6-7) 

The concept of organization affects everyone in the organization. Organization 
structure can be considered as the established patterns of relationships among the 
parts and components of organization. Structure can also be a social system which 
is not visible. Even if visuality does not exist, it can be inferred from actual be-
haviour and operations of the organization. (Kast & Rosenzweig 1974: 207) 

Organization has different arrangements within it. These arrangements are in-
volved with the achievement of the goal of the organization and directed towards 
making organizations even more rational in the way of aiming and achieving this 
goal with success or not so good success. Organizations are dynamic creations but 
at the same time, whatever issues are causing pressure from the outside of the 
organization, those inside the organizations must also be able to change to 
achieve their goals. (White 1975: 160)   

We are used to building organizations with hierarchy, and words like hierarchy 
and organization are very much linked to each other. Nowadays organizations 
have started to break down their big hierarchal structures. There are many reasons 
to break down hierarchy. Hierarchy is often slow. It fits to repeat functions as 
they have been performed earlier, but when facing changes, renewal and learning, 
problems are faced. Information flows in hierarchy through bureaucracy between 
internal functions and rejects the development on natural and deeper contacts. 
(Skärvad & Bruzelius 1992: 96-97) 

All these effects have caused increasing lower organization models; organizations 
have focused more and more to co-operate with other organizations with an in-
crease of reaction speed within organizations. 

Organization consists of functional units and groups. It is very important that 
these official or unofficial groups feel their own targets and goals to be the same 
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as organization’s targets are or feel that their targets can be fulfilled by working 
according to the organizations targets. (Hersey & Blachhard 1983: 186) 

Assumption is often that processes and organization structures are given rather 
than decided by directors or managers. These structures and ways of activities and 
tasks at divided or coordinated within organizations are still the basic building 
blocks for organization operating in the markets.(Sisson & Storey 2000: 67-68) 

Organization is not only a structure, it is a system composed of interdependent 
individuals who rely to each other on their work and for self-realization and rela-
tionships. This interdependency is always active, moving, adjusting itself. Or-
ganization structures have an issue that each part of the structure takes a meaning 
of its own. Each part pulling to its own direction is causing the problem that at the 
end direction is lost. People’s independency within organization can be seen in 
terms of work. Each task is independent, if one work or task will not happen, the 
rest won’t either. This leads to conclusion that entire organization is as fast as its 
slowest link. (Balle 1996: 3-6) 

Organization is a system that consists of people and is held together through 
combined systems. Also organization has articulated understanding of the purpose 
why they are acting together and what distribution of job has to be done to reach 
goals. Organization is a social system where function and construction serves 
production of services and products. (Saariluoma, Kamppinen & Hautamäki: 
2001 252-253) 

According to Thompson (1974:85-86), there can be found three different correla-
tion relationships which are caused by the technological demands. Each of these 
demands needs a special coordination system.  Structures exist within organiza-
tion to ease and develop these correct coordination processes. When it is a ques-
tion of shared or common correlation relationship, structure is coordinated via 
standardization; this correlation relationship is putting less demand on communi-
cation and decision making. Serial demand is coordinated through planning; when 
mutual correlation relationship is established, coordination is done by mutual 
adoption. This is the most demanding form and demands for communication and 
decision making are very challenging.  

Organization parts have correlation relationships, when assuming that organiza-
tion consists of the parts which are depending on each other. This does not neces-
sary mean that each part is directly depending on all other parts and always sup-
porting all of them. For example organization’s site A may have no cooperation 
with site B, and neither A or B have cooperation with site C. Still these sites are 
depending on each other so that if each of them does not do their operations well, 
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the whole organization’s future may be at risk. In this combination, every part of 
organization is giving the best input and supporting this way organization’s suc-
cess. This is called co-contribution correlation relationship (Thompson 1974: 72-
73).  

Correlation relationship can also be serial. Site A manufactures parts which are 
needed for site B to manufacture goods. In this relationship every part of organi-
zation is giving the input supporting the bigger organization. In this type of rela-
tionship correlation can be defined and direction can be determined. Site A has to 
do their own operations first, and after that site B can start their operations. This 
is called serial correlation relationship. (Thompson 1974: 73) 

Mutual correlation relationship is actualising in the situation that site A and site B 
are producing raw material to each other. Within this kind of relationship there 
cannot be a situation that one site is independent, both are depending on each 
other. (Thompson 1974: 73) 

Also according to Thompson, the biggest problem within the technical part of 
organization is coordination.  Adapting to limitations and changes which are un-
expected and not controllable by the organization is most critical for the organiza-
tion’s externally oriented parts. (Thompson 1974: 105) 

According to Thompson (2003: 10-12), it can be assumed that every formal or-
ganization has three levels of control and responsibility; institutional, technical 
and managerial. In this perspective, organization contains a sub-organisation 
whose problems are focused on the ineffective performance of the technical func-
tion. Managerial level serves the technical sub-organization by producing re-
sources needed for the technical function and by mediating between sub-
organization and those who use products. This managerial level administrates or 
controls the technical level by decision making. These two levels are part of the 
wider social system which is the source of legitimation or higher level of support, 
making implementation of organization goals possible. This overall steering and 
articulation and the institutional structure and agencies of community are the in-
stitutional level.  

Differences in the technologies or technical functions are causing remarkable dif-
ferences among organizations and due to the issue that institutional, technical and 
managerial levels are independent; differences in the technical functions should 
create differences at institutional and managerial levels of the organization. Simi-
larly, differences in institutional structures in which organizations are imbedded 
should make for significant variations among the organizations at all tree levels. 
(Thompson 2003: 12-13) 
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Independence of environment and uncertainty actualising from the environment is 
the main problem in complex organizations. Organizations should cope with un-
certainty by forming certain parts of organization specialising on dealing with 
issues of this uncertainty. Other parts are to be focusing to operate under certainty 
or close for certainty, and therefore articulation of these parts is in a significant 
role. (Thompson 2003: 13) 

Environments and technologies are the main source of uncertainty, and differ-
ences in these dimensions are causing differences in organizations. (Thompson 
2003: 13) 

Organisations’ roles 

Organizational role is a distinct component of organisation defined by a set of 
responsibilities and unique outcome. This role may be a function, a business unit 
or type of job. (Galbraith 2001: 81) 

Organisations are intended to reflect different functional perspectives, and ideally 
differences in viewpoint would lead to a better and fuller view of issues, better 
decisions, identification of potential consequences and innovation. To achieve 
this, goals of each organizational role need to be aligned to the overall goals so 
that creative tension does not create conflict (Galbraith 2001: 83) 

Role alignment includes three steps: a) Role definition; definition of the responsi-
bilities and expected outcome for each of the many organizational roles. b) Inter-
face; agreeing on the mutual expectations of each role. c) Boundaries; clarifying 
boundaries between roles, especially responsibilities and decision making. Role 
alignment often stops at the definition phase, still it is a start in communicating 
what each role does, and it misses clarifying areas which are not clear. These ar-
eas are the points of interface where one role ends and another begins. Roles can 
become too narrowly defined which is resulting in gaps. Another problem is that 
there is overlapping and shared responsibility exists. (Galbraith 2001: 83) 

Organizations can be described by four different dimensions; space, product, 
function and hierarchy. Space determines location in the geographical space of 
the organizational units. Product determines the kind of products emanating from 
the different units of the organizations. Function determines the main tasks of the 
different units and organization, and hierarchy which expresses the power. All 
these four dimensions are affected by two issues, size of the organization and 
variation of the organization over time. (Rosengren 2000: 118-119)   
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Organizational demand and needs 

Organization is defined to be formed when limited and specific objectives of its 
founders can be achieved. Achieving can only be possible through the cooperative 
efforts of a group of individuals. Organizations make it possible to achieve certain 
efficiencies and goals which would not be possible through individual effort. Or-
ganizations make possible a higher level of compensation for members than what 
could be expected to be achieved alone. (Williams 1978: 13) 

Organization structure is based on relationships between people working within 
organization and modes of action build on these relationships. Structure accom-
plishes the leadership and creates common perspective for members about steer-
ing relationships, distribution of work and order of different functions.  Organiza-
tion structure enables steering, planning, organising and control. Structure defines 
people’s tasks, responsibilities, relationships of work and communication net-
works. (Lämsä: 2004: 152)  

There are tree basic functions organizational structures serve. Firstly, structures 
are considered as settings where power is exercised, decisions are made and 
where activities in organization are carried out. Secondly, structures are designed 
to regulate or to minimize the influence of individual variations in the organiza-
tion. The third function is to achieve organizational effectiveness via goals or-
ganization has set and to produce organizational outputs. (Hall 2005: 30) 

Multiple structures  

There can be found structural differences between divisions, work units and de-
partments. Also differences can be found according to the level of hierarchy. For 
example, an organization unit has explicit procedures and rules so that all persons 
in organization are working with same methods and according to the same rules. 
Different units in the same organization still have fewer rules and guidelines 
about what to do. The behaviour of low-level workers is prescribed to a much 
higher degree than that of persons in the higher level. This inter-organizational 
variation is a vital factor when huge multinational organizations are studied. (Hall 
2005: 31) 

Complexity 

When a person enters into organization, complexity is the first thing faced 
through multiple divisions, job titles and hierarchal levels.  Even very simple-
looking organizations may have interesting forms of complexity, such as commit-
tees for programs and voluntary organizations like Rotary Club. This becomes a 
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complicated issue because individual parts of organization can vary in their de-
gree of complexity. The internal organizational variations in complexity can be 
seen in very different kind of organizations. For example, organization has six 
divisions, and heads of the divisions have the same rank in the organization. The 
study was taken into divisions; it was found that divisions varied in size and com-
plexity. The biggest division had five hierarchal levels and tree important subdivi-
sions. The smallest division had just 3 persons. (Hall 2005: 32-33) 

Complexity has several components, which do not always vary together. Within 
complex organizations there are many subparts requiring control and co-
ordination and it is more difficult to achieve control and coordination if organiza-
tion is more complex. (Hall 2005: 33) 

Formalization 

Formalization degree of the organization is an indication of the perspectives of its 
decision-makers in regard to organization members. Formalization will be low in 
cases where organization members are thought to be able to have good self-
control and judgement. On the other hand, if they are viewed being unable to 
make their own decisions or if control must be strict to guide their behaviour, 
formalization is high. (Hall 2005: 45) 

Formalization involves organizational control over the individual and has a politi-
cal and ethical meaning in addition to being one structural component. Procedures 
and rules designed to act in contingencies faced by the organization are part of 
formalization. (Hall 2005: 45) 

Formalization procedures assist people to accomplish their work, and in that way 
they can be enabling for individuals.  Minimal formalization is a situation where 
no procedures have been developed. Decision-making is given totally to members 
of organization. Organizations having low formalization deal continuously in new 
situations for which precedents do not exist.  Maximal formalization can be 
highly stringent or even extremely lax. These variations exist on the whole range 
of behaviours covered by organizational limits and rules. (Hall 2005: 45-46) 

Unwritten standards and norms can also be as binding as written ones. In that per-
spective it really does not matter if the procedures and norms are written or not. 
(Hall 2005: 46) 

Centralization and informal organizations 

When centralization is discussed, reference is made to the distribution of power 
within organizations. 
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Organization can be described in terms of policies, authority structure, purpose 
and technology. Among the theorists, neo-classicists discovered a vast array of 
small, informally-organized subcultures or groups within formal organizations. 
These groups do not appear in the organization chart but they still have their own 
leadership, goals and standards. The impact of these groups becomes strong when 
their own limited objectives take precedence over goals of the formal organiza-
tion. Informal groups have negative and positive effects in most organizations and 
are necessarily opposed to the formal organization. (Williams 1978: 71) 

Autonomy within structure 

Formal organization gives the structure with goals, procedures and policies reduc-
ing individual autonomy with promoting cooperative and purposeful behaviour. 
Still, there is considerable discretion left to the individual. For example new em-
ployees are presented with direct communication on differences between the or-
ganizational real life and the picture presented by management. The informal 
communication process is the major undefined area, and without it many organi-
zations are not able to function. This informal communication process as a part of 
organizational behaviour provides a source of coordination which is vital for 
smooth function of the organization. (Williams 1978: 72) 

Mobility patterns and informal groups 

Natures of the informal groups are influenced by upward mobility patterns within 
organization. Different groups are to be developing under conditions of 1) no pos-
sibilities for promotion, 2) promotion on the basis of merit 3) promotion on the 
basis of seniority. The most important factor in each of these three conditions is 
the reference groups whose standards are used to evaluate one’s own perform-
ance, attitudes and abilities. Employees who perceive themselves as having a 
good possibility to be promoted into supervisory ranks, like managers who antici-
pate a series of promotions, are more sensitive to the opinions and attitudes of 
their immediate superiors than employees who see little possibility for mobility. 
The former is in competition with their peers rather than in collusion with them. 
(Williams 1978: 73-74)  

If there are no promotion opportunities or promotions are based upon seniority, 
identification with peers is high and competition between peers is minimized. 
Close friendship is very often to be developed in this kind of circumstances and 
since the promotions are not related to actual performance, need to make favour-
able impression on one’s superiors is minimal. If there are no possibilities for 
mobility, employees are motivated to form groups that often conflict with the 
goals and needs of organization. The group’s responsiveness to superiors is low 
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when there is no motivation for mobility. Groups of this kind often focus their 
attention upon social rewards as though the work is unworthy of serious emo-
tional involvement. This makes the relative meaningless of a job and the routine 
more acceptable psychologically. The group’s interest is focused on matters not 
related to work. (Williams 1978: 73-74) 

Structures and information flow 

Organization structures determine the information flow as presented in figure 21. 
If there is an organization with high autonomy for constituent divisions or com-
panies, key decisions on how to act and what to do with information may lie 
within authority of individual parts of the company. Company’s structure matches 
to a certain degree with the priority objectives. This degree can make the path 
towards developing the information policy very hard or very smooth. For example 
a company with a combination of slow decision process and very hierarchal struc-
ture with objectives which demand flexible and quick response to change will 
have problems in achieving a policy for information. And if a policy is developed 
to the situation it will have structural consequences. (Orna 1990: 36-38) 

According to Orna (1990: 36-38), organization structures determine the informa-
tion flow and are essential also to quality. Following questions can be answered 
by studying the information flow: 

• Are there differences between reality in day-to-day operation and formal 
presentation of the organization chart? 

• Who are the managers and what are their responsibilities? 

• How do their responsibilities relate to accountability and authority? 

• Where does the structure come on the line between network and hierar-
chy? 

• What committees does it have and what are their functions? 

• Who takes what decisions? 

• Who has power to over-ride decisions? 

• What formal units is the company divided into? 

• Do the main sub-divisions have a degree of autonomy or is the company 
highly centralized?  
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Figure 21. Information flow and organization forms (Orna 1990: 37). 

In vertical hierarchy, very little communication is happening in the horizontal 
level. Decisions are made centralized and decision rules are fixed and chains of 
command exist. For those organized by areas of functions, the typical feature of 
the structure is that there are shorter chains of command with more decision 
points. There is also a mixture of autonomous function rules and fixed decision 
rules. Organization with network type structure is flexible with decision rules and 
has more autonomous decision-making as well as information feedback from bot-
tom to top. Diffuse organization is adaptable organization with quicker feedback 
and information in all directions. Decisions and information flow involve in re-
sponse to needs rather than present objects.  (Orna 1990: 37) 

10.3 Information, knowledge management & KIBS 

Creating knowledge is not a processing information -thing. It is rather depending 
on tapping the tacit and quite often highly subjective insights, hunches and intui-
tions of individual employees and making these insights available for use and 
testing by the company as a whole. Personal commitment is playing a key role in 
terms of the employees’ sense of identity with the organization and its mission in 
the world. Embodying tacit knowledge in actual products and technologies, mobi-
lizing personal commitment will require managers who are as comfortable with 
symbols and images as they are with numbers measuring productivity or market 
shares. (Nonaka 2007:7) 
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Spiral of knowledge 

Individual’s personal knowledge is transferred into organizational knowledge 
valuable to the company as a whole. Making this personal knowledge available to 
other personnel is the main and central activity of the company creating knowl-
edge. It takes place at all levels of the organization and it is a continuous process. 
(Nonaka 2007: 11) 

Tacit knowledge consists of partly technical skills, informal and hard to pin-down 
skills know as “know-how”. Tacit information has also a cognitive dimension. It 
consists of beliefs, mental models and perspectives so ingrained that we take them 
for granted, and through this we are having problems articulating them. These 
implicit models profoundly shape our perspectives about the world around us.  
The distinction between explicit and tacit knowledge suggests four patterns for 
creating knowledge in organization. Patterns are following: From tacit to tacit. It 
is a very common issue that individuals are sharing tacit knowledge with another 
for example by observation, imitation and practice. From explicit to explicit: An 
individual can combine discrete pieces of explicit knowledge into a new whole. 
For example a financial report from the organization is gathered from pieces to 
the report covering all issues of the organization.  From tacit to explicit: When 
articulating tacit information is successfully done, we can transfer individual tacit 
knowledge to the knowledge of the whole organization. From explicit to tacit: 
When new explicit knowledge is transferred and shared through the organization, 
other employees are step by step starting to internalize it as they use it to extend 
and reframe their own tacit knowledge. (Nonaka 2007: 14-19) 

Internalization (using explicit knowledge to extend one’s own tacit knowledge 
base) and articulation (converting tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge) are 
very critical steps in the spiral of knowledge. Both these issues require the active 
involvement of the self-personal commitment.  Because tacit knowledge is in-
cluding mental models and beliefs in addition to know-how, moving from the 
tacit to the explicit knowledge is actually a process of articulating one’s vision of 
the world. (Nonaka 2007: 21-22)  

“Living organism”  

In the western countries, the individual processes and possesses knowledge. 
Through a Japanese approach it can be recognized that knowledge begins with 
individual. However, the role of interaction between company and individual is 
recognized also in creating organizational knowledge as well as a group’s role in 
this interaction.  Knowledge creation is actualizing on three levels: the organiza-
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tional levels within the company, the group and the individual. (Takeuchi 2003:  
3)  

The actual difference can be found in how organization is viewed to influence the 
process of knowledge creation. In the western culture, company is a machine, 
processing information. In Japan, company is viewed as a living organism, like an 
individual. Through this perspective, organization can have a collective sense of 
fundamental purpose and a sense of identity. A mission, vision and values where 
issues, such as what the company stands for, where it is going and what kind of 
world it is living in, are determined. (Takeuchi 2003: 3-4) 

Knowledge can be explicit, something systematic and formal. Explicit knowledge 
can be easily expressed in numbers and words, communicated through scientific 
formulas, forms of data or codified procedures. These features make (it) knowl-
edge easy to process and transmit. Knowledge in the Japanese perspective is 
mainly tacit, highly personal and hard to formalize. These features make it diffi-
cult to share with others and communicate with others. Tacit information is 
deeply rooted in an individual’s experience and action as well as in the values, 
beliefs, ideals or emotions a person embraces. (Takeuchi 2003: 4-5) 

On knowledge creation, middle managers have a significant role. The middle 
managers act as a bridge between front line workers and top management. To 
achieve the best performance in this role, middle managers should be skilled at 1.  
Managing and coordinating projects, 2. Envisioning the future course of action 
based on understanding the past, 3. Engendering trust among the members, 4. 
Using analogies and metaphors in order to help others to articulate and generate 
late imagination, 5. Coming up with hypothesis in order to create mid-range con-
cepts, 6. Integrating methodologies for knowledge creation, and 7. Encouraging 
dialogue among team members. (Takeuchi 2003: 5-6)  

Von Krogh, Ichijo & Nonaka (2000: 22-25) defines that every organization has 
tacit, unique personal knowledge. The challenge in organizations is for managers 
especially in project groups to discover and utilize the potential to bring out more 
than the sum of an individual’s knowledge. Whenever an individual is sharing 
knowledge in a group, what they will believe must be publicly justified. There are 
four barriers to justification in a group setting: 1. Company paradigms, 2. The 
need for legitimate language, 3. Organisational stories, and 4. Procedures. These 
organizational barriers arise because of natural human tendencies, but with wrong 
managerial attitude toward knowledge they can be strengthened, especially in the 
procedures and acceptance of limited company paradigms. This happens because 
procedures often represent successful solutions and embedded experiences to 
complex tasks as well as coordination of solutions among various tasks in the 
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organization. By defining planning steps, directing control and setting perform-
ance measurements of control, it can work against public justification of beliefs. 
Company paradigms become ingrained in organization. They define themes dis-
cussed in the management meetings, language used, routines followed, even in-
fluencing what information employees are likely to reach for.  Paradigms social-
ise new members, get them to line up behind the current thinking of the organiza-
tion. These paradigms also determine the legitimacy of personal existence within 
organization. Personal knowledge that conforms to paradigm will be quickly em-
braced by other members and the ones who do not conform and make attempts to 
justify personal beliefs are quickly met with scepticism. When some of these bar-
riers actualise, insights of individual may never get through the process of knowl-
edge creation. If new ideas cannot be passed through organization, tacit knowl-
edge cannot be shared. 

10.3.1 Knowledge intensive business services 

According to the definition of Miles et al (1995: 27-28), KIBS are related to tech-
nology and technological problems and challenges like IT, new materials and for 
example biotechnology? There are also other technologies which have large 
knowledge requirements and technologies which are dealing with emerging prob-
lem-solving issues like environmental technology. KIBS can also be identified as 
new services which are on their way to professionalization, or at least part of 
them are. For example maintenance services are becoming KIBS and therefore to 
define KIBS and boundaries of the KIBS is defining how far these kinds of activi-
ties can be taken into account. According to Miles et al 1995, there are services 
that very strongly rely on professional knowledge with experts who at the same 
time tend to be leading users of information technology.   

Either who use their knowledge to make and produce services which have direct 
input on their clients’ own information processing activities and their own knowl-
edge generation? These activities may be supplied to other users in turn or for 
internal use only. Another case is that they supply products which are the main 
and primary sources of knowledge and information to their users. They can also 
be having other businesses as their main clients, for example self-employed and 
public services. These knowledge intensive activities will also tend to be busi-
ness-related while labour-intensive activities are costly. (Miles et al 1995:  27-28) 

KIBS services are services that organizations are offering to other organizations 
or for the public sector. These services are based on expertise, and the learning 
process together with customer is in a big role. Those KIBS which are having 
several other companies as their customer have a wider perspective than one or-
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ganization can achieve. To be successful in business means that KIBS organisa-
tions must always be aware of the latest knowledge and the know-how of their 
own branch of business. KIBS organizations are spreading the best practises and 
support their customer’s innovation and development actions. (Toivonen et al. 
2009: 1-2)  

10.4 Organization culture as a gap maker 

Every organization has a culture. It may be very difficult to recognize from out-
side and it may even be very fragmented (Deal & Kennedy: 8-9). Organizational 
culture reflects “the personality” of an organization, and like each individual has a 
unique personality so each organization has a unique culture. (Gray & Larson 
2002: 57) 

Corporate culture is created in business organization through product-market 
strategy, personnel management systems, vision and philosophy. These factors 
correspond to the self-experience, rewards, sanctions, and information. These 
factors all together form an individual attitude. (Könö & Clegg 1998: 132) 

Culture as a structure creates vision and ideology for organization’s employees so 
that they can be committed. Vision decreases uncertainty by steering attention of 
employees to the agreed direction and input. Culture also creates social capital 
with improvement of recognising the competition advantage and utilization. (Hei-
nonen &Vento-Vierikko 2002: 92) 

Organization culture is a way of seeing things within organization including com-
ponents such as creativeness, control, responsibility and decision making. (Hon-
kavaara, Manninen & Pelkonen 1999: 16-17) 

Organization culture is defined simply as thinking and operating models which 
are steering daily decision making and functions within organization. (Oedewald, 
Reiman & Kurtti 2005: 10)  

Culture begins to form whenever a group has enough common experience. Cul-
ture can be found at the level of families, working groups, teams, departments and 
functional groups. Culture can be found at every hierarchal level of the organiza-
tion and it exists everywhere within organization if there is enough shared history. 
(Schein 1999: 13-14) 

Organizational culture is defined as a set of commonly-held values and norms 
throughout organization and taken granted by its personnel. Depending on the 
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slack within current norms and value systems for strategic capabilities, it can 
range from innovative to conservative. (Volberda 1998: 181-182) 

Assumptions and beliefs play an important role in organization culture and in the 
interpretation and configuration of the organization’s strategic responses. In this 
matter a conservative culture can generate enough flexibility to operational level 
and make it possible that no fundamental values or norms need to be changed. 
But when also strategic flexibility is needed, there will be a need for changes on 
norms and values, as well. (Volberda 1998: 181-182) 

Organization culture is one part of organization’s core philosophy and creates the 
spirit to go and do things together. This has an effect on organization’s ability to 
achieve more than simple financial or technical resources. Good organization cul-
ture creates good mental health, enthusiasm and strength for individuals. Organi-
zation culture is an ability for organization to make, organise operations and 
working methods to achieve goals. On the other hand, organization culture means 
functional models which are tools for organization to react to external needs and 
demands. (Tiensuu, Partanen & Aaltonen 2004: 94)  

Once organization has defined its goals, there is a need to address the culture type 
that is necessary to advance these objectives and goals and ensure the successful 
implementation of changes.  Culture management should become a critical man-
agement competency. It should also be recognised that culture is essential for 
maximising the value of human capital and successful organizational change. 
Even though the right culture may be a necessary condition for organizational 
success, it is by no means a sufficient condition. (Baker 2002:1)   

Organization culture has several different types of definition; in all definitions 
there are similarities which can be used as common characteristics for defining 
organization culture. Organization culture includes traditions, values and attitudes 
which are shared by members of organization. It is also an important aspect that 
organization culture has been born from the experiences through which the group 
has gone. (Aaltio-Marjosola 1991: 23-24) 

Value reflections 

If organization culture explodes to small pieces, the consequence will be mixed 
values and diversity in the operational modes in organization.  The reason may be 
found in hard competition between business units causing dispute or fusion. Di-
versity and inability in cooperation have an immediate effect on all parts of or-
ganization. (Honkola & Jounela 2000: 92-93) 
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When taking the individual perspective in organization, assumptions can be based 
on following issues: 

• Organizations and people need each other: People need opportunities, 
salaries and careers; organizations need talent, energy and ideas. 

• When the fit between system and individual is poor, one or both will suf-
fer: Individuals will exploit the organization or will be exploited. In the 
worst case both will become victims. 

• A good fit benefits both: Organizations get the energy and the talent to 
succeed. Individuals find satisfying and meaningful work. 

• Organizations exist to serve human needs rather that the reverse. 

These are the assumptions when building linkage between people and organiza-
tions. (Bolman & Deal 1997: 102-103) 

Because leadership has also a moral dimension, cultural roles and values are im-
portant within organization as the leadership is all about creating meanings and 
beliefs. Individual dreams should be part of the common dreams within organiza-
tion. In this way leadership is based on culture and values, and we seek the solu-
tion for how every individual could actualise their dreams through work. (Sydän-
maalakka 2004: 131-132) 

There is also a way to strengthen the bond between people and organization. It is 
to empower workers and give more significance through participation, teaming, 
democracy, job enrichment and egalitarianism. (Bolman & Deal 1997: 140-141) 

In organizations, members adopt the culture in their adulthood. Limitations to 
organization culture’s effect on individual come from the fact that an individual 
person has adopted influences from the national culture. There can be found fol-
lowing conditions which culture can be seen to be based on:  

Physical nearness. Interaction is possible only when people are close to each 
other. When people live in the same geographical area, same experiences can be 
shared and this way a basis for culture can be achieved. 

Interaction. Shared values, attitudes, concepts and norms can only be born 
through interaction. Interaction via written and spoken language and nonverbal 
communications are channels for interaction. 
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Continuity of interaction. Development of cultural characteristics is a historical 
process. Learning process is created when the same action is repeated many times 
and it is seen that consequences are the same.  

This way belief is created in culture. (Aaltio-Marjosola 1991: 36-37) 

We can see gaps in previous studies, and some reasons can be found in these stud-
ies, but how can organization culture be affecting these reasons? 

You can say that the problems can be caused by information overdose and that 
enough information is not available. Also, people see quality in different aspects, 
because their concentration is limited to their own department only.  

• Culture is artefacts - organization structures and processes 

• Interpreted values- strategies, goals, goals set for operations. 

• Basic assumptions - beliefs, the ultimate source for values and actions. 

Artefacts are around the normal organizational life. Artefacts are what you can 
feel, see and hear when you are walking in organization. You are able to notice 
that every organization has their own way of doing certain things. For example in 
multinational organization everything is very formal, discussions on a normal day 
are very quiet, the way employees dress is very formal, and in that way you create 
an impression that everything that is done in organization has to be done through 
careful planning and slow progress. Another example is Action Company where 
there are no offices or walls. People are all connected with each other and con-
tinuously communicating. The dress code is very informal, and this will create an 
impression that speed and action are under control. Artefacts focus on emotional 
effects but behind that we are not able to find the reason why members of organi-
zation are actually acting the way they do. (Schein 2001: 30-31) 

Interpreted values give deeper evaluations for artefacts. Why are members of or-
ganization doing what they do the way they do? These questions are placed for 
recognized artefacts which the observer questions and wonders why. To get an-
swers from organization, persons who are able to explain the organization should 
be found. It is the expressed values of organization that you will find first. Typi-
cally you are told that “we believe in co-operation, and in decision-making where 
all opinions are evaluated etc.”. It may also be emphasised that these core-values 
are coming from the founder of the company, or that some values are strictly 
based of the founder’s orders. Many documents on values and principles concern 
customer satisfaction and aim at customer-oriented organization, honesty and co-
operation within organization as well as at product quality. All these artefacts are 
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typical for both multinational organization and Action Company.  So the question 
is raised: How is it possible that two totally different types of organization still 
have same values? This shows that a deeper level of thinking and comprehension 
is steering the behaviour of organization. This deeper level can be uniform with 
the values and principles of the organisation. (Schein 2001: 33) 

To understand how the deeper level exists we have to go into the historical aspect. 
What have been the values and principals of former leaders and formers of the 
organization which have led to the success where organization is today? They are 
teams which at the beginning have created the belief, values and principles and 
brought them to the personnel they hired. 

If those values, beliefs and principles are not the same as organization’s environ-
ment allows and offers, organization will fail, and there will not be development 
in their own organization culture. But if we expect that the founder of the com-
pany believes that people have to be able to defend their opinions to achieve ap-
proval for decisions, successful product series are made. He wants to have people 
who believe in the same principle, and if they have better success when using the 
same method (argumentation), little by little those principles become common 
and are taken for granted. (Schein 2001: 34)  

The solid ground for the culture is the values, assumptions and beliefs which are 
learned together. These issues will create common values and principles. The 
most important thing is to remember that only a common learning process is able 
to create these matters. At the beginning, these values were only in the head of the 
founders and became common values only because new persons find out that 
these beliefs and values of the founders have led to success. (Schein 2001: 35). 

 Culture as a managerial design 

Culture is conceived as a block when organizational design is reviewed including 
beliefs, values, norms and behavioural styles of employees. Culture is still no 
different from other parts of organization in terms of control and management. 
Culture is affecting on behaviour and norms. Anyway culture is not the only di-
mension doing that and this way culture is a complex web of different meanings. 
(Alvesson 2002: 47-49) 

Social interaction and work 

When extending the cultural approach to cover important aspects of organiza-
tional life, it is important to avoid systematic selectivity that neglects common 
experiences of organizational life. The type of work people are engaged in and the 
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conditions under which it is carried out interplay with culture. For example, there 
is interaction between the level of skills, differential opportunities, job content, 
and work organization. Patterns of interaction and demand in different groups 
should be carefully considered. (Alvesson 2002: 147-148) 

Work conditions and culture 

Variety of work practices often leads to variety in cultural orientations within 
organizations. For example, blue-collar workers and marketing people in the same 
company will develop at least partly different work cultures. This mainly comes 
from the differences in general working conditions, job tasks and labour process. 
(Alvesson 2002: 150) 

Rebuilding social context 

In today’s work laughter has been changed to intense and pessimistic conversa-
tions about unpleasant options. Today’s jobs are exploitative rather than making 
people feel they belong to the organization. Survival has replaced achievement as 
a goal.  Paying good wage is one way to remove non-motivating factors within 
company; people also need some degree of job security. The third issue is the job 
satisfaction that people derive from their jobs. The main challenge is to get people 
into jobs that fit their personalities. Another challenge is to put people into jobs 
that use their talents to the fullest. (Deal & Kennedy 2000: 267-272) 

Socially rewarding environment is an important factor in rebuilding social con-
text. Respect is one element where people are treated as intelligent human beings. 
There are different jobs with different status needed, but no matter what their 
jobs, the people filling those positions need respect. Another important element is 
fun and adventure. These feelings encourage people to work harder and meet the 
challenges. Fellowship is also important at workplace; although the result is ho-
mogeneity, it helps make the workplace attractive. Workplace should also have 
physically comfortable environment. Routine cleaning of work areas, providing 
space for informal interactions helps foster a socially friendly environment. (Deal 
& Kennedy 2000: 272-276)  

Impact of internal factors on organization  

Quality development success is built on the individual level. Individuals in or-
ganizations have different needs and ways of thinking. According to the guide-
lines of TQM, it is vital that individuals at every level of organization will be 
committed to quality development. (Tervonen 2001: 76-77)  
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Major concern should be the behaviour of organization and individuals. This be-
haviour is a combination of the officially prescribed system and the derivation 
thorough social interactions. This is why there is only an analytical distinction 
between informal and formal systems, with behaviour being the vital element for 
practise and research. The behaviour of individuals, especially those who are in a 
higher position, has a distinct impact on the organization. (Hall 1972: 126) 

One major factor shaping organizations is the relationships between segments of 
organizations. Administrators can conflict over evaluation standards. If profes-
sionals succeed in having different evaluative criteria applied to them, organiza-
tion structure is altered. (Hall 1972: 127) 

A culture can be defined as a result of group learning. We can consider that when 
a group of people are facing a problem which forced them to act together, the 
beginning of culture creation has started. Series of these actions includes defini-
tion of the shared problem and shared observation that something which is created 
is working now and later. (Schein 1991: 194) 

According to Wilson, culture is a learned product of the group experience and is 
only found when there is a definable group with a significant history. Organiza-
tions can have multiple cultures or subcultures usually associated with different 
geographical or functional groupings. (Wilson 1997: 88) 

Culture can be considered as a set of loosely structured symbols that are co-
created and maintained by a re-creative pattern of external and internal factors, 
such as ideologies, assumptions, beliefs and attitudes. There are external factors 
like physical artefacts, behaviours, language and values. These symbols are giv-
ing the understanding for organizational members’ values, assumptions and be-
liefs, which are shared or unshared. (Deetz, Tracy & Simpson 1999: 11) 

Organization cultures are created and influenced over time by the company’s 
ownership. Through senior management all different departments and functions 
will influence the culture as ownership do hire senior management to steer the 
organization and develop its value. (Elashmavi 2000: 1)   

According to Pitta, Wood & Franzak (2008: 145), when organization is referred 
to as an innovative organization, without supportive culture innovation and idea-
tion of the creativeness in an organization will be destroyed and wasted. Organi-
zation culture must be supported by recognition, rewards and appreciation and 
communicated throughout the company. 
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There are two main philosophical perspectives of organizational culture and the 
research approach to organizational culture. Culture as an independent variable 
looks at how it is imported into the organization through the membership. There 
are specific characteristics of good culture that are easily imported into the or-
ganization and are universal. Assumption in this view is that culture is an objec-
tive and tangible phenomenon which can be changed through the application of 
direct intervention methods. Culture as dependent variable perceives that organi-
zations are themselves culture-producing phenomena and essentially social in-
struments which produce goods. Each culture is a unique product of its history, 
development and present situational issues. Cultures can also produce distinctive 
artefacts, such as ceremonies, legends and rituals as by-products. (Maull, Brown 
& Cliffe 2001: 303-304)  

Organizational members reinforce the culture as they learn about the strategies, 
philosophy and assumptions by the leaders when doing business. People are eager 
to keep what works in their organizational processes and continue to evolve the 
pattern of acting and thinking as part of their style and identity. The various pro-
fessions, functions and the industry are needed to achieve the business as well as 
maintain the culture. Culture becomes the people are as they do business. (Bech-
told 1997: 6) 

About the institution culture 

Organizations develop different norms to control organization’s space capacity 
and how much and what kind of space is to be given to different persons. Space 
has a social and physical meaning within organization. To ensure coordination of 
different tasks, common assumptions must exist of the goods and equipment 
placed in the environment or surroundings. It must also be known how to define 
your position corresponding to space and other people. One’s own positioning 
towards others is symbolising social distance and membership of community. 
(Silen 1995: 109-110)   

According to Linn (2008: 88), an institution’s culture can be one obstacle to hav-
ing rational budget process and having a library director able to make institutional 
changes, compared to a group’s culture which is made up of the beliefs, practices 
and values that help formulate how it functions. 

The problem for manager trying to take organizational culture into account in 
decision-making is the wildly different ideas of what organizational culture actu-
ally is, under what conditions it should be changed, how to make the change, why 
the organizational culture is important and how it should be measured. (Linn 
2008: 92) 
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In the Helms & Stern (2001: 425) study, top managers within the organization 
count on culture and the extent of their efforts to build and develop consistency in 
beliefs within the organization. The results are showing that it is very difficult or 
even impossible to homogenize cultural perceptions in organizations. This leads 
to the fact that managers must acknowledge that even with the most persistent and 
best efforts, sub-organizational cultures will remain within their organizations. 
Also there was found limited evidence that employees at different hierarchy lev-
els systematically differ in their perceptions of their organizational culture. 

Business environment evolves due to client segmentation, competition, regulation 
and other factors, and organizations must react to these changes before competi-
tors. Corporate culture is a key element to ensure that these changes can be done 
effectively. (Elashmavi 2000: 1) 

Organization culture is a belief-system managed and created by the members of 
organization. Through communication perspective, organizational culture has five 
characteristics. These characteristics are background and foreground, not static, 
dynamic, inextricably linked to organizational members, emotionally charged, 
competing values and assumptions. (Keyton 2005: 35) 

Organizational cultures are symbolic performances as organizational members are 
simultaneously responding and creating symbolic and social reality from which 
the organizational culture emerges. Still, when organizational culture is commu-
nicatively constructed, it is both the process of interacting and the product of 
those interactions. Through communication members within organization are si-
multaneously creating and responding to the symbolic and social reality of the 
organization culture. (Keyton 2005: 74-75) 

Building a picture of organizational culture 

If we are focusing to explore culture within organization, according to Schein 
1987 there are very useful question patterns, and through finding answers to these 
questions, it is possible to form the overall picture of organizational culture with-
out carrying out a deep and detailed study. (Schein 1987: 139-140) 

To form a picture of organization cultures by exploring organizations by means of 
the five dimensions of Schein’s question patterns: Organization’s relationship to 
the environment, nature of reality and truth -decision making, human nature, na-
ture of human activities and nature of interpersonal relationships. (Schein 1987: 
139) 
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Organization’s relationship to the environment dimension is including issues 
questioned related to the role and basic identity of organization. What are the 
markets, products, services and customer base as well as what is our vision and 
legitimacy to exist? What is forming our environment in political, technical and 
economic perspective and what is our position related to these environments? Is it 
dominant and overwhelming, symbiotic, in harmony with environment or subor-
dinate so that our own position must find the situation and adapt to it (Shein 1987: 
140-141)  

Nature of reality and truth-decision making dimension is finding a reply to the 
questions of what the basic assumptions in organization are related to reality, sub-
jective, physical and social reality. Which areas in decision-making are parts of 
the physical reality, which are social reality related issues based on opinions and 
principles and which are in the subjective area based on personal opinions and 
affections? (Schein 1987: 141-142) 

The human nature dimension is forming a picture of the answers to questions of 
what the basic assumptions are related to human nature and how these assump-
tions are applied in organization’s management and on the employee level. Is the 
organization assuming human nature to be evil - lazy, seeking its own benefit and 
being against organization’s principles, or are human beings assumed to be neu-
tral so that nature can be either good or bad? The third option is that organization 
assumes human nature to be good. If working hard, one is committed to organiza-
tion and is thinking what is best for the organization. The organization can also 
assume that human beings are stabile already when they are born and it has to be 
accepted that they are what they are born to be. Another assumption is that a hu-
man being is changing and always developing.  (Schein 1987: 142-146) 

The human nature dimension is to find answers to the perspective of what the 
right attitude towards nature is. Is it proactively focusing on functionality so that a 
human being is above the nature?  Or is it reactive, accepting the destiny, relaxed 
and enjoying the inevitable. The third option is that a human being is seeking 
harmony and is part of the nature where developing one’s own skills is a natural 
issue and the human being itself is perfect. (Schein 1987: 142-146) 

The nature of interpersonal relationships dimension is building a picture through 
finding answers to issues of what the assumptions in organization are related to 
managing in a constructive way the human need for love and aggression. Human 
relations - what issues are behind the construction of interrelations? Is it tradition, 
family, hierarchy or competition, individual rights and welfare? (Schein 1987: 
146-147)  
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10.4.1  Factors influencing organizational culture 

The general business environment in which organization operates helps to deter-
mine culture. At large, society will influence opinions about work, status, money 
and different types of jobs. (Wilson 2001: 359) 

Culture is good within organization only if it fits its context, the objective condi-
tions of the business strategy or the industry itself. The better is the fit, the better 
is the performance, and changing environment can undermine a good fit. (Corbett 
2000: 16) 

The manner in which company is managed is likely to influence either negatively 
or positively the beliefs, behaviour and attitudes of the employees. Before consid-
ering management practices, there is a need to make the difference between lead-
ership and management. (Wilson 2001:360) 

In Wilson’s (2001: 363-364) study, staff and their attitudes and behaviour are 
influenced by more than simply the formal communication channels of the or-
ganization; still also areas like the informal socialization process, leadership and 
business environment have an effect. As result, staff behaviour and values are 
slow to change. This may differ significantly from department to department and 
be difficult to manage. This all means that internal communication activities need 
to be continuous and ongoing if they are to have any impact. 

The idea of organization culture has been identified as an important aspect of or-
ganizational behaviour and as a concept that is useful in helping to understand 
how organizations function. Culture also helps determine how well a person fits 
within organization because the fit includes feeling comfortable with the culture. 
(Silverthorne 2004: 593) 

In Silverthorne’s study, involvement in an organization that has a bureaucratic 
organizational culture resulted in the lowest level of job satisfaction indicating 
that bureaucratic organizations have a greater problem with maintaining em-
ployee job satisfaction than organizations that have an innovative or supportive 
culture. A bureaucratic organization had also the lowest level of organizational 
commitment. (Silverthorne 2004: 597) 

According to Johnson, Scholes & Whittington (2008:197-199), cultural web can 
be used to analyse the existing culture which shows the behavioural, symbolic 
and physical manifestations of a culture that inform and are informed by the para-
digm or taken-for-granted assumptions. The elements of a cultural web are: the 
paradigm, the central assumptions about the organization, organizational struc-
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ture, reflecting power structures and important relationships and roles. Power 
structures as the most powerful groupings within organization are closely con-
nected with the core beliefs and assumptions. Symbols such as logos, languages 
and styles determine privileges and signal patterns of behaviour. Routines and 
rituals are events which illustrate the characteristic and important behavioural 
patterns of its members within the organization. Reward and measuring systems 
signal what is making sense to control within organization. Stories told by mem-
bers of organization to each other shape the thinking within organization.  

Kothari & Handscombe (2007: 46-48) states that whatever we decide to be the 
definition for culture or whatever the way we will study or explore culture, it in-
volves organizational demands, people, their relationships, controls, procedures 
and behaviour. There is also a clear link between structure and culture. 

10.5 Information, culture and structures 

To have a perspective on the relations between three factors influencing organiza-
tional life, we are forced to study what the influence of information is to organiza-
tional culture and structures and what the meaning of structures is to organiza-
tional culture and information. How does organization culture affect organiza-
tional structures and information? Through this kind of reflection we are able to 
have a perspective on possible influences of these factors on organizational effi-
ciency and total quality. 

Organizational culture causing structures and information 

Internal organization cultures are an organizational context in which structures are 
formed. Along with technology and size, it is a part of configuration of internal 
organizational factors. These factors have been formed in interaction to yield 
structure and to compose the context in which future structural arrangements are 
developed. (Hall 2005: 73)  

Culture is a property of a group. Culture begins to form whenever there is enough 
common experience within group. Culture can be found at the level of families, 
workgroups and small teams. It can also be raised at the level of departments and 
functional groups. Culture can be found also at the level of a whole industry be-
cause occupational backgrounds of the people in industry are wide. (Schein 1999: 
13-14) 

According Schein 1987, inefficient meetings and communication within organiza-
tion in interrelationship between people can be considered as a cultural problem. 
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This is happening because communication problems are actually caused by the 
differences in people’s way to observe and understand things because they belong 
to different subcultures. (Schein 1987: 57) 

Organizational structures causing subcultures and information 

It can be seen that if we consider culture as a group-related issue, we can also say 
that if we are creating groups through structures, we are then creating also subcul-
tures. Subcultures can be defined as a subset of an organization’s members who 
are interacting regularly with one another, identify themselves as a distinct group 
within organization, sharing a set of problems which are commonly defined to be 
the problems of all and routinely take action on the basis of collective understand-
ings unique to the group.(Hatch 1997: 226)   

Subcultures within organization may relate directly to the structure of the organi-
zation; as for example the differences between functional groups such as market-
ing, operations and finance. (Johnson, Scholes & Whittington 2008: 195) 

When having a perspective of a subculture, the view makes us aware of the many 
differences that show that multiple subcultures are coexisting within single or-
ganization and that the organization culture is really formed by many fitted sub-
cultures. (Hatch 1997: 226) 

If we accept the existence of many subcultures, we can assume that very few be-
liefs, values or attitudes are shared by all members within organization. A domi-
nant culture is normally referred to as the organization’s culture. Subcultures are 
found in geographical areas and departments and reflect the common experiences 
or problems of employees. Sub-culture can include the core values of the domi-
nant culture as well as the values unique to the area or department to which it re-
lates. (McKenna 2006: 470-472) 

Subcultures can often be stronger than the main culture and therefore they can 
influence attitudes, perceptions and behaviours of employees with a greater extent 
than main culture. (Bellou 2008: 499) 

When designing the organizational structure and starting from the “clear table”, 
according to Galbraith (2001: 98), the designers of the organization and leaders 
can determine what kind of organizational culture they want to create. Also when 
doing the organizational change in existing organization, redesigning efforts have 
to recognize the large organization and the history, values and culture that have 
shaped it.(Galbraith 2001: 98) 
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Organization’s information causes cultures and maybe even structures 

Communication is very clearly involved in the organization culture because with 
communication common culture is maintained. (Juholin 2006: 141) 

With the development of communication and information technologies, new 
forms of organization structure have emerged as virtual organization, horizontal 
organization and network organization. There have been formed due to constant 
change of the world. (Nikolenko & Kleiner 1996:  23) 

Cultural company involvement must be supported through good information and 
data systems. This issue is a must due the fact that realistic information is used for 
decision-making within meeting, and it has been clearly found that atmosphere 
has been more constructive due to good information quality. (Southern & Murray 
1994: 35) 

According the Desphane and Webster (1989), the marketing concept defines a 
certain organizational culture with a shared set of values and beliefs focused 
around the issue of importance of customer in the organization’s operations and 
strategy. Symbols are an outcome of the communications involved in the social 
interaction of people. These shared symbols allow for the continued interaction of 
individuals without the need to constantly renegotiate meaning. (Turner & 
Spencer 1997: 110-112)  

Because symbols are powerful, they can be used by managers for creating, chang-
ing or preserving organizational behaviours and symbols. Symbols direct or elicit 
individual members’ values or feelings. When any element of organizational life 
functions in this way, it acts as a symbol. In organization, symbols can take nu-
merous forms including artefacts or physical symbols as well as slogans, stories, 
language and specialised vocabularies. (Turner & Spencer 1997: 114-115)    

Subculture and culture development can be considered to be similar for large or-
ganization. Leaders at the mid-level of the organization must accomplish the issue 
of social development task without trappings of the official organization. They 
must settle on a value foundation, communicate that to selected staff, and cause a 
change in their behaviours and attitudes without resorting to official mechanisms. 
(Fairholm 2001: 75) 

Organization cultures are created and re-created by organization members through 
interaction processes. (Nicotera, Clinkscales &Walker 2003: 2) 

Mukherji (2002: 506) suggests that information has a remarkable impact on or-
ganization structures. Changes in organizational structure, decision-making proc-
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esses and strategy have been possible because of changes in computer design and 
technology. It is possible to explain many inter-organizational relationships 
through computer technology. Information technology is making it possible to 
play roles in market which were not possible before.  

According to Mallak et al (2003), strong cultures can only be created through 
visible, consistent leadership and role modelling, consistent feedback on perform-
ance - negative and positive - to ensure that personnel know what is allowed and 
what is not; constant communication about what is really important within or-
ganization is necessary. (Mallak et al. 2003: 34-35) 

Working community is defined by Tukiainen (2001:47) as a group of people in a 
specific part of organization. The group has come together for administrative or 
functional reasons and may create its own subculture in an organization. Commu-
nity’s communication has a relationship to the communication in other working 
communities within organization. 

10.6 Summary of the theory; assumptions for further 
case testing model 

Through literature studies we can see that there are plenty of different factors 
within organization which may affect the total quality of the organization. We can 
recognize different gaps within organization. Through using gap model we can 
see where gaps between different expectations about needs of customer and per-
ceptions of management exist when reality does not match with what we think 
customer wants. These gaps can occur within organization through differences in 
specifications or in delivered service quality. Also communication may cause 
variations within organization’s total quality results.   

When going through and investigating studies done on organization’s quality per-
spectives and gaps within organizations, it can be said that service quality per-
spectives and gaps in have been studied quite a lot. Zeithaml, Parasuraman & 
Berry (1990), Stamatis (1996) and Grönroos (2001) for example have done it, but 
when the area is broadened into another direction, studies have been done on e-
service in retailing by for example Collier etc, but there is not enough research 
done in other areas of industry. It is a vital issue to develop quality orientation 
within organizations and broaden the study field of quality gaps and individual 
perspectives to all organizations. Zeithaml, Parasuraman & Berry’s service gap 
model has been modified and customised a lot. For example Brongowicz’s syn-
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thesized gap model is a good example of how to go deeper in understanding 
variation on service quality through using principles of Parasuraman’s idea.  

Storbacka (1997) is emphasizing the importance of taking care of the transforma-
tion of the know-how and knowledge that it can be transferred to customer proc-
esses with the most efficient and best way. Storbacka is having the idea of con-
trolling and organising customers within organization through different bags and 
based on the added values to develop these accounts. 

Nonaka (2007), Takeuchi & Shibata (2006) are bringing forward the perspective 
of knowledge creation and importance of knowledge management. It is empha-
sized that if organization is able to share and transfer information, as well as cre-
ating new information, it is really vital to see knowledge as a combination of tacit 
and explicit information. The challenge is to be able to admit that there are two 
components in information and if both are needed to share it in the organization 
with success, it is really an issue of personal commitment to the organisation and 
its strategy. This gives a challenge to the middle management and top manage-
ment to have ability to lead and create commitment to the personnel. Von Krogh 
et al are giving a perspective on organizational barriers which are challenging also 
the middle management to find the right way of building procedures to ensure 
that they are not too strictly defined and through this allowing tacit information’s 
existence. Another big managerial challenge are the paradigms which are quite 
often barriers for new ideas as they are blocking individuals’ new ideas out from 
the picture when creating new information or sharing tacit knowledge. 

Information and structure are linked together on the individual level according to 
Hall (2005) and Orna (1990), affecting organizational life through the fact that in 
structural design communication paths are included. Hall (2005) and Goldhaber 
(1981) are also seeing the influence of organizational climate and personal rela-
tionships between sender and receiver as a factor when seeking the possible varia-
tions within communication process.  

Galbraith (2001) is emphasising the importance of organizational design through 
the idea that there cannot be any one right organizational structure. Structure 
should always be unique and tailored according to the organizational needs. In the 
design process there can be found common issues for every organization to mini-
mise internal variations. Galbraith brings out the issue of role definitions and im-
portance of clarifying roles for every person through total definition including 
responsibilities and outcomes.  
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On structural issues Balle (1996) & Lämsä (2004) states that structures are includ-
ing individual and their relationships and therefore organization is as good as the 
weakest link and modes of action are built on these relationships. 

Thompson is indicating that whenever there will be any differences in one func-
tion within organization, it will affect other functions and through this the whole 
organization. Uncertainty of organization’s environment is seen as the biggest 
challenge for organizations. Due to this issue, there should be parts of organiza-
tion with a special focus to coping with the issue of uncertainty, and parts of or-
ganization should be ensured that they could act in certainty. It is clearly a chal-
lenge for management to coordinate and still ensure justified communication 
throughout the organization. At the perspective of communication and giving 
enough information to everyone within organization, this is a way to ensure that 
certain part of the organization will not receive all information; but will it be nec-
essary and can we ensure better total quality through this? 

From previous studies we can find some common solutions for quality perspec-
tive variations, but mainly all these reasons are still investigated and related only 
to service quality area, as for example the synthesized gap model by Brongowicz 
et al (1990) presented above. Additional studies are focused on certain case or-
ganization in one branch and no deeper or wider analyses have actually been done 
to reach an explanation or an actual reason for gap due to the organization struc-
ture, organization culture and knowledge management or information flow. An-
other important question should also be asked; how do people see quality perspec-
tives in different departments and within different organizations and what are 
causing possible variations in these perspectives? 

In the service gap model, Brogowicz stated that quality gap is a combination of 
many factors and communication is included.  Managers are in a very challenging 
situation as information is changing in the organization’s environment quite rap-
idly. This situation can be seen as an uncertainty around organization. This is ac-
tualising for the organization so that organization and managers perceive the 
situation as a lack of information. Additionally, also the personal perspective can 
be seen as a gap factor in communication. This means issues related to individ-
ual’s skills to handle the information, receiving, transmitting, and delivering the 
information. There are certainly personal differences on what we really want, are 
interested in to receive, transmit and handle and how much information we can 
handle. So through these facts we can say that information is one vital element 
creating the quality gap. 

According to Galbraith’s definition of the structure’s function, structure sets out 
the basic relationships of power and determines how resources are coordinated 
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and allocated. Structure is also the patterns of relationships among the parts and 
components of organization and has a task to achieve the best possible organiza-
tional effectiveness. On the other hand, structures exist to ease and develop the 
efficient coordination process. According to Thompson (1974), coordination and 
problems in the coordination process are the biggest challenges within organiza-
tion. So to summarise this, we can have a conclusion that if there is a wrong de-
sign structure within organization, it can affect the coordination, allocation or 
information flow.  

Nonaka (2007) emphasizes the importance of personal commitment when the 
question is related to creating knowledge. To be able to create commitment, the 
biggest challenge is with managers. Also, when we are opening perspectives of 
knowledge management, internalization and articulation can been seen as very 
critical steps on creating and managing knowledge. These issues are critical fac-
tors when analyzing the best possible ways to communicate, create and transfer 
knowledge. This issue is even more important when taking a look at the organiza-
tion. Middle management is usually between the top management and workers.  
Therefore Takeuchi has listed the characteristics for middle management to qual-
ify for this task. Von Krogh, Ichijo & Nonaka (2000) is listing also barriers which 
are actualizing in the organizations due to natural human tendencies, and with 
right or wrong managerial performance these can be either strengthened or mini-
mized. 

Knowledge intensive business services can also be found as a weak link between 
all existing organizations today. Knowledge intensivity can be seen as a huge 
amount of expertise used in problem-solving and customer-steered projects, 
which are actually happening in every organization nowadays. The only question 
is how strict we are when we define KIBS. The same weak link can be found also 
by sorting services by service type in different organizations.  This is a question 
of how we actually determine customer relationships and service processes. When 
we actually say that we engage in a service act when we meet and discuss with 
our colleague at work and give them information; due to this perspective we can 
definitely say that every organization is actually using customised delivery.  

Oedewald, Reiman & Kurtti (2005) states that organization culture is defined as 
thinking and operating models that are steering daily functions and operations. 
Organization culture is creating the spirit of doing things and is affecting organi-
zation’s goals Tiensuu, Partanen & Aaltonen (2004). If culture within organiza-
tion is in small pieces, assumption is that there will be mixed values and diversity 
in the operational modes. This may also be a consequence of competition between 
departments causing chaos and disputation. Culture is also a process of responses 
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and interaction of organizational members when they are creating symbols and 
responding to social reality. 

Alvesson (2002) is giving a perspective of work conditions as a factor for subcul-
ture creation between departments within organization. Deal & Kennedy (2000) is 
further emphasising the issue of job fit and working environment as a factor 
building the social context within organization. 

Customer satisfaction is a key element for ensuring organization’s total quality 
success. To ensure continuous quality improvement within organization, many 
different methods and tools are available for organization. Standards and different 
quality tools are giving good framework for quality development. Many of those 
existing tools and methods for organizations are focusing strictly to be used 
through many strict guidelines and instructions to harmonize working methods.   

To be able to have good knowledge on the organization’s total quality and to cut 
down the total quality into smaller particles, we have to tear quality into peaces. 
As already mentioned, through standardization we are able to harmonize total 
quality within organization, but if we want to go to the reasons behind the varia-
tions, more needs to be done.  

Quality awards are become popular tools to improve organizations’ quality. 
Within quality awards there are reviews related to organization’s different opera-
tions, functions and ways of working. Evaluations are done through certain crite-
ria and with agreed stress through points. Quality awards are a very useful guide 
for the evaluation of organization’s success through different parts, involving and 
affecting the whole organizational quality performance.   

As a reason for widening the Parasuraman’s gap model into organization’s inter-
nal customer and differences in quality perspectives and relationships was that 
internal customers should be seen as equally important for the company as exter-
nal customer relationships are.  If internal customer is seen as a ”second class 
citizen”, it is quite obvious that customer satisfaction and internal quality will 
suffer. This will sooner or later affect the company's total quality. With this effect 
also external customer satisfaction will weaken. The main idea of the gap model 
remains the same as it is in Parasuraman’s gap model.  

Development, further testing and study of the framework will concentrate to find 
out if gaps or reasons for gaps depend on the type of organizations, different or-
ganization cultures, environment or other reasons.  The main focus is to find simi-
larities and reasons for gaps and to go through as thoroughly as possible the root 
causes of gaps by means of handling organization cultures, information, knowl-
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edge management and structural aspects. To summarize the theoretical back-
ground, the main questions are now to be presented and answered by using short 
summaries from the theory.  

1. What are the main gaps on internal quality and customer satisfaction perspec-
tives within different types of organizations? 

Brogowicz et al (1990) states that service quality gap is occurring in every situa-
tion where customer’s service expectation is that customer’s perceptions of the 
service quality are being offered or experienced. Through this, according to 
Brogowicz, the quality gap is individual’s service quality expectations. According 
to Zeithaml, the main gaps are actualising when there is difference between man-
agement’s perceptions of customer’s expectations and what customer really 
needs. When management’s perceptions of customer’s expectations do not meet 
the quality specifications, there is a difference between service delivery and qual-
ity specifications. Service delivery does not meet the external communication to 
customer and when service delivered does not meet the customer’s expectations.  

According to Blåfield (1996), the most critical issue is the gap between customer 
and supplier. Markova (2005) says that there is a gap existing in the handling of 
information when it cannot be used to produce the change that was intended. 
Stamatis (1996) states that errors take place due to variations and less uniform 
service.  

2. Can there be found common gaps and reasons for them despite type of organi-
zation? 

Brogowicz (1990) is stating that quality gaps are caused by mouth to mouth 
communication, culture, media exposure, communications and individual’s own 
experiences and needs. Stamatis (1996) states that common cause variations are 
actualising in all organizations and processes. Issues related to service quality are 
facing the same gaps at the same level, despite the organization. Stamatis (1996) 
among the others is quite clearly making a difference between manufacturing and 
service organizations when using the customer involvement as the criterion. But 
this difference is not actualising when we are focusing on internal customer and 
quality perspectives. Further, Brogowicz et al (1990), Zeithaml, Parasuraman & 
Berry (1990) and Galbraith (2001) have found in their studies information, per-
sonal perspectives of handling information, culture and structural issues clearly 
making the gaps within organisations. Definitions of service types and knowledge 
intensive business services are actually building a weak link for every organiza-
tion and every customer relationship. This is strengthening the link also to the 
assumption that there can be found common gaps and reasons for them.    
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3. Can we build a common method to improve total quality through this? 

Through theory we can conclude that on service quality we are able to create 
methods and models helping organization to achieve better and improved quality. 
Zeithaml, Parasuraman & Berry (1990), with their service quality studies have 
built a service gap model and the SERVQUAL-tool and further developed the 
synthesized service quality model made by Brogowicz et al (1990). These studies 
and models have helped building ground for gap-based quality improvement 
methods which are used with success in the service quality -related studies. If we 
consider that when we bring the quality and customer satisfaction issues inside 
the organisation, we will minimise the actual difference between service and 
manufacturing goods quality and customer satisfaction related perspectives. So, 
based on that theoretical perspective, we cannot be absolutely sure that a method 
can be built without any doubts and possibilities of failure, but on the other hand, 
there clearly are several similar factors influencing organization’s performance in 
different types of organizations as we have stated earlier through service process 
and KIBS definitions. 

GAP A GAP B GAP C
Factors for organization

Disturbing 100%
Performance

STRUCTURE

CULTURE

KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT

INFORMATION

Quality attribute a
Personal Commitment a

Quality attribute a
Substructure a

Quality attribute a
Subculture a

Quality attribute a
Information structure a

+ +

 

Figure 22. Theoretical model of quality gaps resulting from structures, informa-
tion and culture.  

To be able to build also a wider picture of quality gaps and organization´ s service 
process, we can provide a model (figure 23) where we can see how gaps are en-
abled by organization structure, organization culture, knowledge and information 
management. Further suppliers are providing knowledge, energy, finances, ser-
vices and products to organization and effecting with their actions to service qual-
ity design, service quality providing and realization of conditions for service pro-
viding. This has effect on level of provided service, price of provided service and 
other outcomes and through this effect on customer satisfaction.  
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Through these enablers gaps are existing and factors like information flow, per-
spective and perceptions of quality, different culture dimensions as well as level 
of structure and relations are acting as a results and effecting on the gap sizes and 
through this to the results of the whole service process. Therefore it is important 
to emphasize the importance of continuous learning, creativity and innovation to 
ensure continuous improvement within organization. 

The theoretical model will be tested at a number of case organizations chosen 
from different fields of industry and commerce. Testing the theory through theo-
retical model of the quality gaps resulting from structures, information and culture 
happens through qualitative research in case organizations. With this testing we 
are going to see if there is empirical evidence on theoretical findings. In these 
cases quality gaps, organizational structures, organization culture and other possi-
ble reasons to be studied by using the gap model as a basic tool to find possible 
gaps in organizations and through theory to study the gap model built (Figure 22) 
to find out reasons for those possible gaps. 
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Figure 23. Gap analysis model and organization. 
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Also communication problems will be studied as they can be seen to be a very 
common reason for differences and gaps. That way it can also be studied if it is a 
weakening factor for total quality. It also has to be investigated if similarities are 
found in reasons for information flow problems in different companies? These 
issues are related also to the of knowledge management as knowledge is tacit and 
explicit and will have effect on organization’s communication and ability to 
spread information and create knowledge effectively. 

People do not always get along with each other. The socio-economic background, 
sociability, differences in respect to authority, in self-esteem and personal differ-
ences are examples of reasons for interpersonal conflicts. It is still too common 
for leaders and managers to mark out instances of conflict within the organization 
by blaming one party or the other or by blaming individual differences without 
taking a good look at the other important factors. This approach may not be effec-
tive because the majority of conflicts are not a result of interpersonal differences 
but are associated with conditions at the organizational or group level of analysis.  
Individual differences rarely are able to provide a complete explanation of con-
flict within organization. (Hatch 1997: 313) 
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11 VERIFICATION OF THE METHOD 

To achieve best possible understanding and to get data which really can give in-
formation needed concerning organization, organizational culture and perspec-
tives which are inside the organization, we may assume different research meth-
ods.  

11.1 Qualitative or quantitative 

When selecting a research method, the most important criteria are the research 
problem, goals and the development of a method according to these criteria. 
Available data also has great influence and therefore the goals of research should 
be set according to the possibilities that data provides. (Olkkonen 1993: 81) 

When considering the use of different methods, the first evaluation is usually 
done between choices of qualitative and quantitative methods with strengths and 
weaknesses of the data received from these methods. Quantitative methods re-
quire the use of very standard measures so that varying experiences and perspec-
tives of the people can be placed on the limited number of response categories 
which are predetermined. (Patton 1990:13-14) 

Quantitative approach has still the advantage of measuring the reactions of many 
people to a limited set of questions. This gives a possibility for a wide generalised 
set of findings which are presented parsimoniously and succinctly. (Patton 1990: 
14) 

Qualitative methods quite typically produce detailed information related to a 
much smaller number of cases and people. This detailed and limited approach 
increases understanding of the situations and cases studied, but on the other hand 
it will reduce generalization. (Patton 1990:14) 

Validity of quantitative research depends to a great extent on the construction of 
the instrument, so that the instrument is really measuring what it should. The in-
strument should be administrated in a standard and appropriate manner according 
to the procedures. In quantitative methods, focus is on the measurement instru-
ment. (Patton 1990: 14-15) 

Within qualitative research methods, the subject of the study is not isolated but is 
viewed instead as part of whole. These methods allow seeing people as they are 
developing their own definitions of the environment. (Bodgan & Taylor 1975:4) 
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When deciding the method, qualitative or quantitative, it is pretty much depend-
ing on the nature of the phenomena. In the research process, a quantitative 
method is more clearly going straight forward step by step from data collection to 
analysis. With the qualitative methods, the process has more steps forward and 
backward during the research process as different steps are overlapping each 
other. (Uusitalo 1991: 79-80) 

In this research a qualitative study method was chosen. The most important crite-
rion was that it was absolutely necessary to go deeper to a more individual and 
person-to-person contact level to get the detailed information about the phenom-
ena. Through this it is possible to create an open and personal contact to the inter-
viewee, so that all information can be captured as well as possible. 

11.2 Selecting the organizations 

To have evidence that quality gaps may be occurring due to information, culture 
and structures within organization, the phenomena can be approached by choos-
ing organizations where these gaps are actually occurring and through that as-
sumption, start deeper study to find further evidence. This approach includes the 
assumption that somewhere there are organizations where gaps would not exist 
due to the reasons related to those mentioned above. This approach also demands 
that very much detailed information about the organizations is gathered. 

Another way to approach the selection is to assume that every organization may 
have gaps and that their reasons are related to organization’s culture, information 
and structure. This selection can also be linked to the perspective of service types 
and knowledge intensive business service. We can assume that every organization 
is actually using the same kind of service type and being a knowledge-intensive 
business service. Therefore we could assume that if there is a weak link in every 
organization, there may be identical links, weak or strong, related to reasons for 
variations in quality and customer satisfaction. Case organizations can be ran-
domly selected. 

To have more variation on the empirical side of the study and to get more infor-
mation from the actual organizations, three organizations were studied. Tele-
communication industry has been a good example of how the world has become 
one market place. Especially this industry has been in the situation where changes 
have been done really quickly according to markets and their needs. This devel-
opment has forced organizations to learn and adjust themselves to continuous 
changes, whenever it is needed by customers.  This organization culture and 
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structure was chosen to get information from the “modern” organization. This 
organization is called “tele-organization”. 

The second organization was selected from the plastic and converting industry. 
This area of industry represents business where functions are mainly process-
oriented with long stable manufacturing processes.  Selection of this type of or-
ganization gives perspective to an organization structure which is more or less the 
opposite of the telecommunication industry. This organization is called a smoke 
pipe organization. 

The third organization was selected from a non-profit-making area. This selection 
was done the get perspective to the organization which is not focusing on profit as 
much as other organizations. This gives a possibility to see if there are any differ-
ences between organizations that are acting according to the main principles of 
marketing economics and organizations that are acting based on public funding.  
This organization is called “service organization”. 

11.3 Designing research 

Research design is conducted as quality research, at the end as well as at the be-
ginning. Decision of the design and analyses may also be made together. Some of 
the designs are structured, some are plain interviews. When choosing the study, a 
relevant issue is to be practical and pick a study with a reasonable size and com-
plexity so that deadlines can be kept. (Bodgen & Knopp 1992: 60) 

Interviews can be used in qualitative research in two ways. They can be employed 
in conjunction with document analysis or with participant observation. Interviews 
may be a dominating strategy when collecting data. In all these situations, inter-
view is used to gather descriptive data where subject’s own words are used. This 
allows research to develop insights on how the subject interprets his/her sights. 
(Bodgen & Knopp 1992: 60-97) 

Qualitative interviews have variations, depending on how they are structured. 
Qualitative interviews offer the interviewer considerable latitude to pursue a lot of 
topics, and they offer the subject a chance to change the content of interview a bit. 
If interviewer has too much control, the subject cannot tell her or his story per-
sonally. (Bodgen & Knopp 1992: 60-97) 

With semi-structured interviews you are confident and make sure that you will get 
comparable data across the subjects, but at the same time you may lose under-
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standing on how subjects themselves structure the topic. (Bodgen & Knopp 1992: 
97) 

For this research, data collection was built using a unique way of combining a 
theme interview with two interview rounds, collecting in the first round the per-
spectives of the quality and customer satisfaction inside the organization. After 
the results were analysed, a second interview round was performed to ask about 
reasons for deviations found. This duplex method combined to themes based on 
quality award criteria and the idea of quality service gap model is a unique way of 
using theme interview in data collection on service quality research. 

Theme interview was done in two different interview rounds. Interviews were 
done in two different phases in every case organization. With these interviews, 
perspectives of customer satisfaction and quality were reflected in different de-
partments of case organizations. The second interview round was based on the 
results of the findings on the first interview round. The main question on the sec-
ond interview round was ‘why’. In the second interview round, reasons for differ-
ences in perspectives found between different departments were asked from the 
persons themselves.  
 

Interviews in the case organizations were covering very comprehensively all 
white collar personnel. Through this was ensured that all departments were in-
cluded and customer satisfaction and quality perspectives inside the organization 
and inside different departments were gathered. Interviews were covered case 
organization´ s as follows: 

Service: All white collar people were interviewed including 3 persons.  

Smoke pipe: All white collar people were interviewed including 12 persons from 
following departments: production (3 supervisors and production manager), pre-
press department (2 supervisors), production planning (2 production planners), 
customer service (3 customer service coordinators) and dispatching (supervisor). 

Telecom:  From 14 white collar people 12 were interviewed with following de-
partments: assembly department (2 supervisors), injection moulding (2 supervi-
sors), painting department (supervisor), dispatching (supervisor), marketing (2 
product managers, project engineer and sales assistant) 

Research process in qualitative researches is based on the researcher setting a 
research problem to collect data. More detailed and accurate why-questions and 
answers to them can be found when data is on the analysing phase. One way to 
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find why-questions is to seek inconsistencies on the collected data (Alasuutari 
1994: 189, 196). The idea of the second interview round in case organizations 
was based on this principle.  

According to Hirsijärvi (2000:43), research interview is an interactive situation 
and characteristics for interview are the following: 

- Interview is steered and started by the interviewer 

- Interviewer is responsible for motivating interviewee during the interview 

- Interview is planned, practical and theoretical familiarity has been exam-
ined concerning subject studied by the interviewer. 

- Interviewer knows his/her role in the interview 

- Person interviewed should be able to rely on that facts he/she will tell dur-
ing the interview are confidential.  

11.3.1 Observation 

Observation was used in this research to capture features of the organization cul-
ture. As the culture is to a great extent about issues related to the perspectives 
which can only be captured by observation. These features include organization’s 
outlook, people’s habitus and other features which are not recorded and can only 
be found by observation.  

Observation is a common method for all areas in science and it is in a way a nec-
essary basic method of science. Observation can be used when we gather infor-
mation related to either behaviour or linguistic issues. It can be reactive or non 
reactive which means that subject is or is not aware of the observation done. Ob-
servation has been used mainly in quantitative methods but it has been used with 
success also in qualitative methods. (Hirsijärvi 2000: 36-38) 

When your research questions are related to what people do, it is quite obvious 
that you watch them doing things. Essentially this is what observation as a 
method of collecting data involves. Participant observation is a qualitative method 
and emphasis is on discovering the meanings that people attach to their actions. 
(Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2009: 288) 

Observations provide a possibility to check what is actually reported on inter-
views. Interviews can be affected by the emotional or other similar state of inter-
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viewee. Interviews are despite that permitting the observer to go beyond external 
behaviour and through this explore the internal state of the interviewers. (Patton 
1990:  245) 

11.3.2 Case study 

The idea of case study is based on the assumption that case study can catch the 
complexity of a single case (Stake 1995: xi). Case study is appropriate when re-
searchers want to cover contextual conditions, rely to multiple sources of evi-
dence and cover contextual conditions (Yin 1993: xi). 

Case study is also defined as a strategy which involves and includes an empirical 
investigation of a special contemporary phenomenon within its real life context 
using multiple sources of evidence. There must also be a clear interest to gain rich 
understanding of the context of the research. The data collection may include 
documentary analysis, interviews and observations. (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 
2009: 145-146) 

11.3.3 Theme interview  

In this study, the interview was used in data collection. More detailed information 
about the research process is given in the empirical part. 

Theme interview is a half-structured interview method which is having a nature 
between open interview and form-based interview. This interview method is often 
used when phenomena and matters focused on in the study are not every day mat-
ters for persons interviewed or when answers to these matters are facing the dan-
ger of mistakes due to a lack of memory. Common features for theme interview 
are depth, specificity, wideness and personal context. (Hirsijärvi 1995: 35) 

Personal context.  Personal features and previous experiences of the persons in-
terviewed should be cleared out. It is very important to clear out these issues be-
cause these factors have an influence on the person interviewed and the meaning 
of question or phenomena answered will be stressed. (Hirsijärvi 1995: 36) 

Specific. Being specific is a clear and very easy way to define reactions of per-
sons interviewed. With depth, the aim is that the situation where the interview 
itself can help persons interviewed to describe the phenomena studied and its 
evaluative and cognitive meanings. At the same time, it should also be examined 
how much the person interviewed has really focused on the matter studied. (Hirsi-
järvi 1995: 36)  
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11.4 Planning of the questions 

In this study, target for questions was to find out how culture, information, 
knowledge management and organization structures are affecting the organiza-
tion’s quality. These issues were planned to be clarified through finding out what 
the opinions and perspectives of personnel are related to organization’s quality 
and customer satisfaction. 

Structures, information, knowledge management and culture 

Connection between structures, information, knowledge management and culture 
-related issues together with quality and customer satisfaction has been built by 
using themes from European quality award criteria.  

By means of customer focus based questions, we are able to go deeper to the in-
ternal relationships and structures, official and unofficial. This kind of structural 
perspective cannot be created by describing the official structure and relationship. 
To have a total perspective of structures, there is a need to have an idea how the 
organization is really operating between different departments and with different 
organizational members. To create the perspective of the structural life of organi-
zation, quality award customer theme has been selected. This is because through 
internal customer relationships and quality perspectives we are really able to see 
if the organization is having the best combination of structure to serve internal 
customers as well as external customers. 

On the issues related to the structure and design of the organization, we can as-
sume that if we can find alarming issues on the themes related to the definition of 
the customer & market knowledge, there will also be issues on structure and or-
ganizational design disturbing the optimal performance. This assumption can be 
made through Galbraith’s (2001) statement that role definitions are in an impor-
tant role when designing the organization and organizational structure within or-
ganization to achieve best results. If there can be found unclear issues on the cus-
tomer definitions or recognitions of internal customers within or between differ-
ent departments, this may reflect a structural problem issue. Furthermore, accord-
ing to for example Hall (2005) & Orna (1990), information and structure are 
linked together on the individual level. According to Hall (2005) and Orna 
(1990), through these question patterns in issues related to this linkage can be 
revealed.  

On the issues related to possible problems on information and information man-
agement, controlling customer relationship is defining how information is pro-
ceeding in the organization and how different parts of organization are receiving 
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and sending information. Information in customer-focused questions is paying 
attention to the internal as well as external customer and the issue of how infor-
mation is perceived to flow between different departments and between external 
customer and different parts of organization. Once again focus is on customer 
relationships and builds a perspective via deeper understanding through inter-
views. This brings up the perspective of individuals and their ability to gather 
information from different information channels about the customers and their 
demands. Issues related to knowledge management and types of information are 
partly found from the questions related to information. Also parts of the perspec-
tives are gathered through observations and via cultural aspects. Furthermore, 
organizational culture can also be combined to the issues of information by means 
of communication climate. According to Goldhaber (1981) and Hall (2005), aim-
ing at the best efficiency depends on the organization’s members and their input 
for achieving common goals. This is connected to the organizational climate and 
to how the climate is supporting interaction and strengthening the relations be-
tween organizational members. 

Culture focus is in the observations and in the separately made summary related 
to observations made on case organizations. This is done because cultural issues 
are more observable than written data. On the other hand, on the theme of defin-
ing customer satisfaction we may be able to have a glimpse of the possible cul-
tural perspective as customer satisfaction may exist also in the values of organiza-
tions. A similar kind of observation can be made when asked to define quality. 
Still themes and question patterns are only giving some guidance for making ob-
servations and conclusions about the organization’s cultural dimensions. Cultural 
perspectives are gathered through observations and interviews. Cultural issues are 
not directly dealt with in any themes, but customer-theme perspective is adding 
an important part to the whole picture of organizational culture with internal and 
external perspectives of personnel.  

According to Thompson (2003), it can be assumed that if there are differences 
found on technical, managerial or institutional levels in organization, these differ-
ences are affecting each other and through this creating variation to the whole 
organizational performance. With this assumption we can conclude that if there 
are variations in perspectives within one department, it has to reflect on the whole 
organization.  

Planning of the themes is playing a very important role in theme interview. Still, 
despite the importance of themes it should be very carefully considered if all 
themes and theme areas planned really needed or if there are some themes which 
can be left out. Also, it should be taken into consideration whether there is a need 
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for place forms to interview so that contents can be closed up. A list of theme 
areas or themes is just a list of matters that actual questions are focused on. 
Themes are working as a memory list for interviewers who are focusing on ques-
tions. (Hirsijärvi 2000: 66-67)  

Gummesson (2004) emphasizes that internal customer relationship is bringing the 
customer-based thinking into the organization and employees should act like cus-
tomers inside the organization. This combined with definitions of customer satis-
faction, according to Strandvik (1994) is to provide satisfying experiences under 
current conditions; or according to Kotler (2005) satisfaction is not enough but 
customer should be delighted, which means that pressure for internal customer 
relationships improvements are created.   

Prescott (1995) & Virtanen, Mäkinen & Väänänen (2002) emphasises the role of 
quality awards as a good way to transform TQM principles into structured ap-
proach and points out that quality award criteria (European Quality award) are 
usable for all businesses to improve organizational performance. 

Customer and market knowledge theme was to clear out how a specific part of the 
company (department) recognizes its internal customers and suppliers and how 
customer's demands and changes in demands affect the department. With these 
perspectives, ground will be created for operating environment and quality as-
pects of organization.  With focus questions the aim was to explore how organiza-
tion will see effects on the customer and changes in customer demands in the 
daily operations and how all these matters can be seen in one specific part of or-
ganization.  

A firm relationship between customer and organization is giving a good opportu-
nity for continuous information flow between these two parts. This information 
flow enables better acknowledgement of customer needs and demands. Through 
this customer may have better understanding of organization and of its principles. 
(Vuokko 1997:46)   

Controlling the customer-relationship theme was to find out how information be-
tween customer and department flows and how customer satisfaction will be con-
trolled with information and how customer satisfaction was considered to be 
measured within organization. With focus questions, the aim was to explore what 
strengths or possible improvements were seen in information-sharing within or-
ganization. 

Customer is putting an important decision to organization when organization is 
operating in free markets. Spending money for organization’s service or product 
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is based on the fact how customer expects to see organization fulfil customer’s 
needs. Getting this information is vital for organization. (Laamanen 1998: 46)  

Specifying the customer-satisfaction theme was to study which methods are used 
in organization to measure customer satisfaction. It is vitally important to use 
right methods to measure customer satisfaction because only that way it can be 
assured that organization has the information needed to satisfy customer.  If mat-
ters important to customer are measured wrong or totally wrong matters are 
measured in the organization in the name of customer satisfaction, a dangerous 
gap within customer satisfaction perspective can occur.  

Customer satisfaction is all about the issue of how different processes of the or-
ganization have been operated from the customer’s perspective. From the organi-
zations point of view, customer satisfaction is an answer to the question how a 
satisfied or dissatisfied customer will influence the organization and its potential 
to reach goals placed for organization. (Laamanen 1998: 54)  

Customer-satisfaction theme aimed to find out the direction customer satisfaction 
was heading and how these results were compared to external and internal opera-
tions. 

Customer satisfaction directly affects the organization’s way of working. It is the 
customer who is placing the requirements for the product or service. Through this 
we can be sure in the organization that if we can really see and be sure that our 
customers are satisfied, at the same time way can be sure that we are doing the 
right things in the product or service we provide. Methods we use for measuring 
customer satisfaction are extremely important issues because if we do not meas-
ure right things with right methods, we cannot be sure that our product or service 
is meeting the quality required. 

11.5 Pre-interviews 

Pre -interviews are done to test questions. How are questions modified, how is the 
interview framework working and how much time is approximately needed for 
interview? With pre-interviews it is possible to draw away unnecessary parts and 
correct clear mistakes. These actions enable maximising the success of the inter-
views starting from the first interview. (Hirsijärvi 2000: 72)  
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11.6 Methods 

Why use quality award criteria? 

Most organizations miss the management practice with improvements included. 
The steering forces for organizations are crisis, problems and panic solutions cre-
ated to get out of the situation. Also, if information blackouts and competition 
between people inside the organization are actualizing, a wide perspective is 
missing and links between different matters are not understood.  The criteria for 
the quality award give a model for strategic development. The criteria help to 
supervise quality control and quality management principles within organization 
(Laamanen 1995: 13-15). The criteria also define the principles of successful 
leadership and operations. (Kuntaliitto 1998: 6) 

Organizations with excellent performance understand their customers. Customers 
are final arbiters of service and product quality. Excellent organizations under-
stand the customers’ loyalty and their expectations and needs. EFQM Excellence 
Model is a management tool which is used by a great number of organizations 
from many different fields of industry and services worldwide. (EFQM 2006: 1-9) 

The basic idea of EFQM model is based on the features of excellence which are 
recognized in quality theories as requirements to maintain continuing competence 
advantage for organizations. These key features for excellence are result orienta-
tion, customer orientation, partnership development, continuous improvement, 
development and learning, leadership based on processes and facts, development 
of human resources and participation and leadership and operational purposeful-
ness.(Silvennoinen & Michelsen 1995: 11-12)  

A characteristic for qualitative research is the challenge to determine the right size 
of the research sample. The idea that data is sufficient when there is no new in-
formation available from research problem perspective can be used as the main 
guideline. (Eskola & Suoranta 1996: 34)  

Research carried out was qualitative research. It is characteristic of qualitative 
research that it can give detailed intricate information of phenomena which are 
often difficult to study with quantitative methods (Strauss & Gorbin 1990: 19). 
Qualitative methods permit studying selected issues in depth and detail, and it 
gives more detailed information with much smaller number of people or cases 
than needed in quantitative methods. (Patton 1994: 13-14)   

A characteristic for qualitative research is also multidimensional data. Research 
situation may be organized very strictly and explicitly, but reporting should be 
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documented really specifically. Details and accuracy are always relative and de-
pend on the documentation method used. A relevant issue is that when collecting 
data exact or very grand, it should be adequately quantitative in respect to the 
amount of what used. (Alasuutari 1994: 75-76) 

In the grounded theory the researcher starts with minimalist a priori constructs, 
inquires deeply into organizational events and behaviour and gradually forms and 
tests theoretical constructs. It is vital that researcher avoids applying pre-
conceived theories. (Leonard & McAdam 2002: 52-53)   

In an interview it is possible to seek and map out wider overall topics and catch 
the respondents’ way of thinking better than in a form interview which does not 
necessarily bring out matters the respondent would like to emphasize due to the 
ready made answer alternatives. (Hirsijärvi 2000: 37) 

Assumptions concerning quality analysis are listed as follows;  

Research is a set of tasks, conceptual and physical carried out by researcher. Ma-
terial which is used in the qualitative analysis is very diverse, such as field obser-
vations, letters, diaries and transcripts of meetings.  Effective theory is needed at 
various levels which are based on the qualitative analysis of data. Still without 
grounding, the data will become speculative. (Strauss & Gorbin 1987:1) 

There can be found several reasons for qualitative research. One of the reason is 
experience or/and preferences of the researchers. There are cases where some 
persons are temperamentally suited and more oriented to do qualitative method 
kind of work. One reason for qualitative method is the nature of the research 
problem. Qualitative methods are used to explore substantive areas about which 
there is little knowledge or which have a lot of knowledge to gain novel under-
standing. Qualitative methods can also be used to have detailed information about 
phenomena. (Strauss & Gorbin 1998: 10-11) 

There are three basic components of qualitative research. There is data which can 
be received via various sources; interviews, films, documents or observations. 
The second component is procedures used to organize and interpret data. Within 
these procedures you normally find reduction and conceptualisation of data, 
elaborating categories in terms of their dimensions and properties, and relating 
through a series of prepositional statements. The third component is verbal and 
written reports presented for example in books, in talks or in scientific journals. 
(Strauss & Gorbin 1998: 11-12) 
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11.7 Presenting case organizations 

11.7.1 Telecom 

The telecom organization is a site which is the most modern and hi-tech site in the 
whole group. Modern equipment and state of art tools give support within all ar-
eas. Having the office and facilities just updated with new furniture is promoting 
the modern atmosphere. People working on the site are mostly rather young 
graduates from the local university of applied sciences. The strong bone to the 
organization has been built by the experienced stuff that has been in the house for 
over 10 years. So the personnel on the site represent a good mix of knowledge 
gained through experience and newly-learnt facts issues.  The aim and strategy is 
to serve customers through projects and give added value to customer by widen-
ing the service portfolio.  

The beginning of the group can be traced back to garage-based business where 60 
years ago one machine was manufacturing single parts to customer’s assembly 
line. After this, subcontracting increased all over the industry, and more demand-
ing supply chains were created also for the telecommunication business. This 
trend together with huge technology innovations in the telecom industry led also 
this company to huge growth, and it turned into a globally-operating company 
serving customers all around the world.  

Many different sites are connected to each other when projects are going on. Dif-
ferent parts of projects are done in different sites. Tooling and assembly lines are 
manufactured on specific sites.  After that, the final assembly is done on the site 
specialized on the assembly, such as our case organization.  

All this has an effect on the organization’s way of working. Language skills, trav-
elling, problem-solving, the ability to co-operate despite different cultures, will-
ingness to work 24 hours a day when required- all these attributes are needed to 
describe the organization. 

So, it is essential for this organization to be flexible in every function in order for 
it to be able to serve the customer. Modern meeting-rooms with state of art video-
conference equipment are a must when communicating with sites abroad.  

Organization provides service-related mechanical components, tools for moulds 
and assembly services to telecommunication and automotive industry.  Organiza-
tion’s goal is to provide added value to the customer’s supply chain and through 
this to be a customer partner via a large scale of technologies and innovativeness 
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and flexibility. Organization operates based very international in a global envi-
ronment. Operation projects are globally handled together with several sites. 
Competition has increased in this branch, which can be seen within the organiza-
tion in the form of many cost-saving issues as well as in the much tighter time 
schedules for the projects.  

Decision-making is based on traditions and testing. This is happening because a 
great deal of the technology is related to the know-how which has been gained 
from experience. The long history of the organization is the foundation on which 
the present-day know-how is built. Another side of decision-making is the testing 
in order to find new solutions. Therefore it can be considered a good method to 
develop new ways of doing things.  

Human nature can be considered to be neutral. When forming a picture of human 
nature and our relationship to the environment, it can be considered as a func-
tional human model where human beings will solve all the problems. This can be 
interpreted as an organization’s eagerness to solve customer’s problems, which 
again can be seen within the whole organization as a very active process devel-
opment by means of quality programs like Six Sigma. 

Assumption related to people’s relationship is that they are equal. Co-operation is 
very intensive between all organizational levels. Projects are handled with good 
links from project management to customer throughout the whole organization. 

From this perspective we can assume that different approaches within the organi-
zation may be caused by the culture which is due to the very demanding project 
environment as organization is operating as a part of a global network that con-
sists of many sites. This may have an influence on slower and unclear information 
flow which has an influence on how personnel perceive issues within organiza-
tion. As organization operates in a business area which is very competitive and 
requires innovation, there can also be a gap caused by the different learning 
curves of personnel when adopting new ways of doing things and new techniques 
to keep the organization competitive.  

Another gap-causing issue may lay in the way decisions are made in the organiza-
tion. Existing know-how and new innovative ways to do things may collapse 
when different departments and generations face each other.  

It can also be assumed that between different persons the motivation to keep on 
developing organization may vary in the huge speed on the tight time schedule.  
Stress and continuous pressure has a very different effect on different members of 
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the personnel. This may also be one reason for the issue that there is a rather big 
turnover of the personnel and their average age seems to be decreasing.     

11.7.2 Smoke pipe 

A smoke-pipe organization provides packaging materials to food industry and 
industrial customers. Services provided include materials and designs printed ac-
cording to customer request and delivered to the customer’s production line. Or-
ganization is focusing on safety, customer service, innovation and of course on a 
continuous improvement of the efficiency making things every day more efficient 
way. In the organization safety can be seen everywhere. No work is done if the 
safety requirements are not met. In the front yard of the site, the lost time injury 
rate can be seen on the big notice board so that everyone who is passing the site 
can see the situation. Customer satisfaction has also been made visible on the no-
tice boards with an OTIF (On Time In Full) figure that reports the success of cus-
tomer satisfaction.  

Organization is part of a global group which provides the guideline for managing 
the daily business. Strict cost control and follow-up of the development of the 
organization can be seen on every level of the organization. In the town, organiza-
tion has a very significant role as the organization is one of the biggest employers 
in the area.  

Decision-making is based on authorities. The CEO tells what to do and makes the 
decisions.  On many issues the responsibility has been delegated and theoretically 
given to the lower level, but fairly often decisions have been altered by the CEO. 

The assumption related to an organization’s human nature is that a human being 
/human nature is mainly neutral and that the organization keeps developing, and 
depending on what kind of development process the personnel have, the nature of 
a human being can be bad or good. Therefore within this organization it can be 
seen that attitudes towards the management level are varying from respect to dis-
respect.  

The human nature and relationship to the environment can be regarded as a func-
tional human model where human beings will solve all the problems. This can be 
seen as organization’s eagerness to solve customer’s problems. This can also be 
seen in the whole organization and its values as the innovation and customer sat-
isfaction have proved to be very important. On the nature of human activities it 
can be said that organization is reflecting on the functional human model. Human 
beings are in charge of everything. Every challenge, problem and issue can be 
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somehow solved. This is clearly perceived on innovativeness and problem-
solving, which is very clearly demonstrated by the fact that in every process there 
is always a second step to improve, and there in no situation where improvement 
could not continue. 

Assumptions on people’s relationships are based on traditions. The history of over 
30 years and the relative permanence of the personnel have a tremendous impact 
on the organization. The routines in the personal relationships between different 
horizontal and vertical levels have been established by the hierarchy. 

In this organization, adoption of new issues may cause gaps on quality perspec-
tives. It has been clearly seen that as the organization is part of a global corpora-
tion, the fact that the head office is located abroad is causing gaps in the organiza-
tion. These gaps are mostly due to the very hierarchal, wide and global corpora-
tion structure which affects the communication within the organization when the 
speed and understanding of the communication are concerned. Language skills 
cause barriers in communication from the management to the supervisors. Neces-
sarily the only problem is not that there are the two languages, English and Fin-
nish, but the fact that often communication requires phrases that are specific, 
global or colloquial and the assumption is that everyone understands, while there 
may not be sufficient certainty if everyone in fact understands the issues.  

In an organization, decision-making is a potential cause of perspective gaps. Too 
much decision-making is taking place via the CEO. Throughout the history, the 
situation has been the same, which can be seen in the organization as a “let the 
manager take the decision” attitude. This has a very critical influence on the gap 
in the perspectives between manager and supervisor as well as in supervisor – 
worker perspectives. This may be caused by tradition and also by the way new 
personnel are adapting to the organization’s culture. 

11.7.3 Service 

Service organization has a history starting from 1997. Organization has been 
founded to create and train people without a permanent job to maintain and de-
velop their work skills further. Personnel are mainly long-term unemployed peo-
ple. It is very important for this organization that it has good relations with local 
authorities, companies and people around the area. Municipality purchases the 
services provided and related to employed people. Therefore commitment from 
the municipality can be considered very high and very confidential.  
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Organization is divided into different departments; technical, handicraft and ser-
vice, where supervisors are in charge of their own function. The technical de-
partment is located in a different building approximately two kilometres from the 
handicraft and service departments. These departments provide services and 
products to customer based on customer orders. Orders are tailor-made according 
to customer specifications or services provided through cafeteria and hostel. 

Organization is providing hostel accommodation, cafeteria services, tailor ser-
vices and technical services, for example fixing furniture, bicycles etc. The main 
target for this organization is to serve customers who here include external cus-
tomers who are actually buying services and internal customers who are the per-
sonnel working in the organization. This is very important due to the fact that 
organization’s main purpose is to keep young unemployed persons trained and 
updated, to maintain their skills so that they are able to move to working life in 
future. 

Organization has and must have very tight and good relationships to the munici-
pality.  This is because the municipality purchases all employment services from 
this organization. Also, as the organization is arranging many events, local com-
panies and institutions must be well known for the organisation to be able to co-
operate with them successfully. Physically organization is divided into two build-
ings, one being the technical department and the other the service and handicraft 
department. 

Decision-making is to a great extent based on authorities; management is really in 
the key role. This is mainly due to the fact that management holds and takes care 
of all issues related to funding. Therefore strict frames are set by the management.  

Human relations within organization can be assumed to be good, but when au-
thorities exist, a more neutral attitude is common. Still we can assume that per-
sonnel are quite committed to the organization on the level of management. This 
can be said due to the fact that there are not so many other opportunities for peo-
ple to find similar jobs. Equal commitment can be assumed to be valid on the em-
ployee level. On the other hand, often jobs are temporary and this may have a 
negative influence on the commitment of the personnel. 

Assumption related to the human role that the role of human relations in the work 
environment is quite stable. This conclusion can be drawn from the fact that the 
whole organization is aiming to develop and maintain skills of the personnel so 
that they can be more skilful and motivated than they are when arriving at organi-
zation. 
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Relationships between people can be assumed to be very equal and based on co-
operation. This is due to the fact that most of the people/personnel are having a 
same kind of situation concerning their jobs. The fact that the organization is lo-
cated in a small town also means that there are closer relationships between peo-
ple as they all know each other in the civil life.  

Considering the organization’s cultural perspective, there can be found some is-
sues which may have an effect on different sectors within organization.  The first 
issue could be the wide service and product range that the organization is provid-
ing. A small organization is serving a very wide range of customers inside the 
organization. External customers also consist of a very wide range of different 
type of institutions, consumers and companies. This kind of mix with different 
customer relationships may cause plenty of misunderstanding and raise issues 
where different parts of organization are not acting as they should in terms of cus-
tomer service. It seems that sub-cultures may very clearly seem to be settling 
within departments operating in the technical and service areas as they are in dif-
ferent buildings. When these different cultures are facing each other in organiza-
tion, different perspectives are likely to occur.  

Different approaches to the quality perspectives and attitudes may also reflect the 
issue that most employees are long-term unemployed and most blue-collar work-
ers have only a short term contract while supervisors have a permanent contract. 
This may have an influence on commitment so that some are more committed to 
the organization than others.   

Another gap-causing issue may rise from the management. As there is quite a 
clear separation between the white-collar and blue-collar workers and between the 
permanent and short term contract-based employed, it can be assumed that some 
friction on management and employee levels may be found. This may actualize 
because responsibility is very clearly on the management level, and due to the 
short term contracts of workers and supervisors, there is no real possibility to give 
more responsibility or to continuously share responsibility down in the organiza-
tion. This may be frustrating for everyone in the organization.  
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11.8 Organizational structures within case organizations 

11.8.1 Telecom & Smoke pipe 

The telecom and smoke-pipe organization structures are matrix organizations. In 
this type of structure, every team will have their own leading role and functions 
from their part are serving different teams and their projects.  

Matrix organizations are used because that enables the creation of innovative so-
lutions to problems in an unstable environment. It increases information flow 
through the lateral communication channels and uses the human resources in a 
flexible way. (Sy &Cote 2003: 437)  

Matrix organization allows the development of effective and cohesive teams of 
specialised staff working towards the objectives of a key project. When there is 
organization which is dealing with many different and complex projects, there is a 
need to develop and coordinate many specialist activities. Due to this issue, there 
is a need for a structure which promotes adaptability over time so that recourses 
can be easily and effectively switched between projects. The difficulty in the ma-
trix structure may be in reconciling the need of flexibility between different pro-
jects. (Carnall 2007: 15)  

11.8.2 Service 

The service organization structure is based on the principles of functional organi-
zation structure. Organisation is led by an operational manager, with 2 functional 
units steered by unit managers. 

Functional organization is an organization which is for performing ongoing work. 
A typical functional manager is measured and rewarded for running functional 
operations. (Harvey 2002: 15) 

In a functional organization structure activities are in groups, according to the 
logic of similarity of work functions produced by common goals and interde-
pendent tasks. (Hatch 1997:183-184) 
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11.9 Survey findings  

11.9.1 Case study 1 Telecom  

Culture 

In the research differences were found when personnel were asked to specify the 
meaning of quality. Only one department thought that quality also means effec-
tiveness of production, minimizing scrap and good information flow. Differences 
were also found in the perspective where quality was introduced as a procedure 
which was made by inspection. Another department also included accepted fail-
ure types as good quality. This reflects that other departments may not have con-
centrated to minimize  ”too high a quality”. 

The production department specified customer satisfaction as accuracy of their 
own product and operations. The quality department and marketing organization 
determined customer satisfaction as a comprehensive business operation and ser-
vice. Customer satisfaction had very different specifications in different depart-
ments. Some considered customer satisfaction very good and others thought that 
the situation was bad. 

Structure 

All departments did not feel that positive feedback was given inside the company. 
This may increase the feeling of inequality between departments when we think 
that one’s work is not respected as much as that of others when positive feedback 
is missing. This may influence the departments' quality and will weaken the abil-
ity to serve other internal customers.    

Customer relationship was known well inside the organization but when focused 
on practises, conflict was found between two different departments. The assembly 
department felt not to have been treated as a customer by the preceding depart-
ment in the production chain. Also the marketing organization saw itself as a cus-
tomer to production; production, however, saw that their customer was only the 
external customer. These were conflicts between service supplier and customer. 

Information 

Differences were found concerning communication and problems of getting in-
formation. Some departments felt that they are getting enough information and 
others felt that it was hard to get information and that not enough information was 
given. 
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When there can be found differences between opinions concerning quality and 
customer satisfaction inside the organization, it can be assumed that these differ-
ences will affect organisation's capability to serve the external customer. This 
leads to a weaker total quality because there cannot be found coherent informa-
tion about whether there is a need to improve customer satisfaction or not. 

Problems with information flow, implementation of internal customer relation-
ships, lack of positive feedback and cases where effectiveness of production and 
minimizing scrap are not included in good quality are gaps which will definitely 
weaken the organisation's total quality. If internal customers are not really consid-
ered as customers and serving other department is taken as an obligatory routine 
or otherwise seen as less important than the external customer, it cannot be as-
sumed that we are serving the external customer with 110% efficiency.  Bad qual-
ity in one part of organization will surely affect total quality.  Physically this can 
be seen as increasing scrap costs or increasing corrective actions in production.  

Problems in information flow cause trouble also when important and relevant 
information cannot be received or found as quickly as needed. This causes prob-
lems in organization’s capability to react to changes which the internal customer 
from other departments or the external customer insist to have. All changes must 
be estimated, reacted to and after that implemented as quickly as possible. When 
information is received with a smallest possible delay, organization has better 
capability to react to changes required. All this can be seen as an organization’s 
flexibility and better capability to serve internal and external customers. Main 
differences and possible reasons found in study are presented in Table 4.  
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Table 4. Differences of perceptions between departments and their rea-
sons.  

DIFFERENCE: REASON: 

• Scrap, efficiency and good information 
flow were not included in good quality. 

• Taken as granted in interview. 
• Not mentioned in training and not taken as quality 

matter/factor. 
• No information flow. 

• Communication between different depart-
ments and from marketing to production is 
weak. 

• Not known what should be informed and to whom. 
• Lack of time. 
• Too much information has passivated personnel. 
• No clear communication modes/practises. 
 

• Customer relations between different 
departments are not well-known in prac-
tise.  

• Departments are not perceived as customers because 
they are situated in the same building. 

• Customer = external customer. 
• Hurry, focus on functions of one’s own department. 

• Product managers see themselves as cus-
tomers for production; production does not 
share this opinion. 

• Product managers are separate from the rest of the 
organization. 

• Work is to be done for customer, not for product 
manager. Roles are not clear. 

• Product managers and quality department 
have a total quality aspect; production only 
sees their own sector. 

• In production, customer demands can be seen only 
through time schedules and product quality. 

• Information does not give more perspective to pro-
duction.  

• Organization culture, which has not provided infor-
mation from customer. 

• Final inspection catches defects-ideology. • People are accustomed to the existence of final 
inspection and catching defects there. 

• Transferring responsibility to the next phase of 
production. 

• Assembly lines not seen as reliable 
• Defects not found in production have been detected. 

• Product which includes accepted defects is 
a quality product. 

• Product with no defects is unprofitable to manufac-
ture. 

• Too high a quality is unprofitable. 
• Product with no defects cannot be made. 
 

• Different departments are not sufficiently 
represented when project starts. 

• No desire to spread information.  
• Many projects, not enough time. 

• Information does not flow – too much or 
too little information. 

 

• Information routes/responsibilities are not known. 
• No knowledge on how to take/find right information. 
• No centralised information channel from supervisors 

to production. 
• Network disk is not a tool for giving in-

formation.  
• No knowledge of how to use, no training for the use. 
• No privileges to use hard disk. 

• Positive feedback cannot be seen in pro-
duction. 

 
 
 
 

• Bad/negative culture in the company. 
• Focus on fixing mistakes and defects. 
• Positive feedback not given to production. 
• Feedback not given to production. 

• Customer satisfaction can be seen to be 
good or bad in different departments. 

• Focused on growth not on quality. 
• Personnel with experience and knowledge always in 

a hurry. 
• Plenty of compensation claims received. 
• Negative feedback received. 
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11.9.2 Case study 2 Smoke pipe  

Culture 

In the research there were found differences when departments were asked to 
specify the meaning of quality. Only one department thought that profitability 
was included in quality. Mainly quality was considered to be product quality ful-
filling demands and expectations of customer. This may reflect the situation 
where quality was not mainly considered to be a cost issue. 

Customer satisfaction was commonly defined as fulfilling customer’s requests 
and needs with deliveries in full and on time.  In the production department, how-
ever, there was only one person who saw customer satisfaction as fulfilling cus-
tomer’s needs on time and in full. This may also influence the perspectives for 
customer satisfaction in the whole organization as it is possible that production 
does not consider right timing and quantity as part of customer satisfaction. Only 
production planning includes also reliability and good co-operation in customer 
satisfaction.  

Measurement of customer satisfaction was not recognized. Only three people 
knew the official measurement method of customer satisfaction.  

Structure 

When interviewees were asked to identify service or product of their part of or-
ganization, identification and service/product was well understood. When cus-
tomer service department were asked about the service provided, only one person 
included in the customer service role the transfer of customer’s requests and 
wishes. This may reflect the differences on the personal level in the perspective of 
the person’s role at work. In the production department, getting delivery on time 
and in full according to customer request was only included in the service by one 
person. This arouses the question on whether all employees really focus on per-
form the job as well as they should. 

Customers including internal customers were well known within the organization. 
The delivery chain with internal customers was well recognized.  An exception 
was the pre-press department which did not see production as an internal cus-
tomer. This is a vital and remarkable issue as pre-press functions between produc-
tion and external customer and has a vitally important effect on customer satisfac-
tion. 
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Information 

When it was asked how customer will receive information concerning different 
functions, production planning system (the Jotos-system) was frequently men-
tioned. Almost all mentioned face-to-face contacts and information received 
through different meetings as an information resource. This reflects quite well the 
communication and information flow in the organization. Differences were found 
in how people see the importance of different meetings as an information re-
source.  Only one person brought up the weekly meeting as a way to get informa-
tion. This reflects the fact that meeting is possibly not serving all people as well 
as it should do.  Only one person saw his/her own activity as a way to get infor-
mation. 

Information communicated by customer in the form of claims and straight com-
ments was considered the most popular way. 

When asked how one gets information from customer, only one person in produc-
tion perceived customer service as an important source of information. This 
mainly indicates that information is not necessarily coming through Customer 
service as it should flow.  

Differences were also found when only one person perceived that feedback from 
job card failures is a way to get information.  

Customer demands were most frequently seen in the form of claims and increas-
ing work. The difference in this question was that only one person mentioned the 
positive feedback via note boards.   

When asked what weaknesses and strengths there were in the way information 
was received, most persons saw that direct and quick feedback was strength in the 
organization. At the same time weaknesses were seen in the accuracy of informa-
tion and lack of documentation. Difference can be raised on the issue that only 
one person brought up the need of harmonization of working methods. Main dif-
ferences and possible reasons found in the study are presented in Table 5. 
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Table 5. Differences of perceptions between departments and their reasons. 

 
DIFFERENCE: REASON: 

• Only production see profitability as part of 
quality 

• Profitability is taken as granted.  
• Production see that the best possible placing of  

work orders in the job due gives the best profit 
• There is no understanding of business on the 

whole – focus is on single orders and works. 
• Only one in CS saw bringing customer wishes 

and demands to production as their service. 
• There is not enough contact between CS and 

production 
• No understanding of one’s own role as a deliv-

erer of the customer’s demands and wishes 
• Customer service is only understood as a de-

partment 
• Task changes in pre-press as taking more re-

sponsibility of designs than before.  
•  Only one person in production saw as a ser-

vice the delivery of products according to the 
time schedule 

• Production see that the best possible placing of  
work orders in the job queue gives the best profit 

• Delivery time is not seen as a chain, but in seg-
ments. 

• Pre-press department does not see production 
as their customer. 

• Pre-press see themselves as part of production. 
• Pre-press is close to production. 

• Only one person in production considered 
deliveries on time as part of customer satisfac-
tion. 

• Production see that best possible placing of  
work orders in the job queue gives best profit 

• People do not sufficiently care whether delivery  
is on time or not 

• Only production planning see that co-operation 
and trust is part of customer satisfaction. 

• Taken as granted 
 

• Only one saw the weekly meeting as an impor-
tant resource of information 

• Too much routines in weekly meetings 
• Too much focus on big customers. 
 

• Only one person saw one’s own activity as a 
way to get information 

• Information does not flow in organization 
• There is too much rush, not enough time  
• Too much expected, information to be ready-

served. 
• Only one in production sees customer service 

as a delivery of information and requests from 
customer 

• Not enough time 
• Customer service is not respected as much as it 

should be. 
 

• Only one saw the feedback from job card 
failures as an information source. 

• Taken as granted. 
 

• Only one saw positive feedback and the note 
board as source of customer feedback. 

• Positive feedback rare. 
• Too much stuff on the notice board. 
• Positive feedback is not given to production. 
 

• Only one sees the importance of harmonizing 
working methods 

• All information does not belong to everyone 
• Too big barriers between different functions 
 

• OTIF was not recognized as a customer satis-
faction indicator 

• Not enough information received from OTIF  
 

• Differences between perspectives in pre-press 
and production. How has CS developed? 

• Information problems 
• Pre-press has had more contact with customers. 
• Positive feedback does not reach production. 
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11.9.3 Case study 3 Service 

Culture 

In the research differences were found when departments were asked to specify 
the meaning of quality.  

It was common to consider quality to be a good product, material and quality of 
work. One person (operational manager) also brought up the criteria for quality as 
an important factor of quality. The significance of customer was held as the “most 
important issue” and seen as a key factor in daily work. When it was asked what 
customer satisfaction was like compared to competitors or internally, it was 
clearly seen that no comparison had been made. Customer satisfaction develop-
ment was seen as stable or to be moving to a positive direction. 

Structure 

Identification and service/product were well understood, when the question was 
specified to mean the interviewee’s part of organization. External customers were 
well known within organization. Only one (operational manager) recognised in-
ternal customers, whereas she did not mention external customers. 

Information 

Direct feedback was seen as an important part of customer satisfaction and the 
fact that customer is satisfied for the service she/he has received.  Only one per-
son saw that re-purchasing and situation where customer is coming back after first 
purchasing act is feedback from good customer satisfaction. 

When it was asked how information from customer was collected, direct commu-
nication and listening to customer needs was clearly the most important way to 
get information. Feedback was also received directly from customer. 

When it was asked how customer will receive information concerning different 
functions, the best way was seen to be mouth-to mouth communication. Only one 
(operational manager) saw public administration, the ministry of labour and city 
services as good sources of information.   

The role of feedback in operations was seen so that if there are some changes in 
customer demands, also operations had to be changed according to these de-
mands. When the weaknesses and strengths in the way information was received 
were inquired, the majority saw that there was nothing to improve or to be 
strengthened. People were mainly satisfied with the current status. One person 
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mentioned improvement possibility via a feedback questionnaire. Main differ-
ences and possible reasons found in the study are presented in Table 6. 

Table 6. Differences of perceptions between departments and their reasons. 

 
DIFFERENCE: REASON: 

• Only one brings criteria of quality as a part of 
quality definition factors. 

• Person appearing is mainly responsible from 
core functions and quality.  

• Person has long experience and expertise in 
organizations products and services. 

• It is person’s responsibility to define quality 
criteria. 

• Only one person see internal customers other 
only external customers 

• Only contacts happen with external customers 
with replied persons. 

• External customers and contacts belong to per-
sons specified and internal customers belong to 
one person. 

• Others are not in contacts with internal custom-
ers.  

•  Only one person saw the re-purchasing as a 
part of customer satisfaction 

• Expertise in Customer service is not in right 
level and therefore customer service is not seen 
as a service provider. 

• Because of value and manufacturing time is also 
effecting to the need of service 

• Only one person saw questionnaires and inter-
views as a method to measure customer satis-
faction. 

• Personal opinion as willingness to get feedback-
not all wants to have it. 

• Maybe kept as secondary issue/not needed. 
• Negative feedback is at minimum-therefore no 

need. 
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12 EVALUATION AND RESULTS 

12.1 Culture 

Three organizations were selected to this study. Because these organizations are 
operating in different branches, it is obvious that cultural perspectives are differ-
ent. The main issues related on cultural dimensions in each organization are pre-
sented in Table 7.  

Table 7. Cultural dimensions in case organizations. x-marked dimension is 
found in organization. 

 
  TELE SMOKEPIPE SERVICE 
dimension 1: environment & positioning    
control and domination x x  
symbiotic and being in harmony with environ-
ment   x 
subordinate, must adopt and find own place    
dimension 2: nature of reality and decision 
making basics    
Tradition-"this is how we have always done it"   x 
Religion – moral  -  " this is the right way"    
Authority- based  x  
Rationalization-legal –  "we take this to the 
committee to be solved" x   
dimension 2: nature of reality, space and 
time    
Time    
focus on past    
focus on today x  x 
focus on future  x  
Fundamental understanding     
many thing at the same time x x x 
circle    
dimension 3: what are the basic assumptions 
on human nature    
human being is basically bad and ready to get 
their own benefits x   
human being is basically good and always trying  
to do their best  x  
human beings are neutral   x 
dimension 4: nature of human acts, what is 
considered a right attitude towards nature    
proactive, human being is above the nature x  x 
reactive, destiny accepted, focused on exis-
tence, relaxed    
seeking harmony, human being is part of the 
nature and developing skills is part of that, hu-
man being as such is  perfect  x  
dimension 5: How are relationships handled 
in a constructive way    
tradition, hierarchy  x x 
concensus, group wealth x   
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From these dimensions and the comparison between organizations, we can see 
that technical and manufacturing-based culture is having a stronger and dominat-
ing attitude to nature than service-based organizations have. This may be caused 
by the fact that service-based culture has existed in the world much longer than 
manufacturing- and industrial-based culture as the industrial revolution took place 
in the 1800s.  

On the nature of reality and decision-making, it can be seen the organization cul-
ture differences based on the organization’s age. Smoke pipe organization has a 
very long history where strong leaders have been in a big role. This is clearly giv-
ing the authority-based decision-making background, as a typical history of this 
kind of organization has been based on a very dominant authority and the clear 
role of a single strong leading person. In a service-based organization, there can 
be seen the trend of distinctly stable environment and a feeling of security about 
the future. The Tele organization can be identified as a problem-solving-based 
organization, and this can also be seen in its decision-making. 

On the nature of space and time, there can be found clear difference between 
Smoke pipe and the other organizations. There can be seen that Service and Tele 
organizations have been focusing on current issues. In the Tele organization this 
may be caused by the hectic speed of running many different projects globally at 
the same time. This may also be why focus is on issues in progress. In the Service 
organization a similar focus may be mainly caused by the fact that most of the 
personnel have temporary contracts, and they are not at the best position to make 
plans for the future within organization as there is a rather high turnover of per-
sonnel.   

The basic assumption of human nature is different in every organization. We can 
assume that these differences can be due to the age of their organizational cul-
tures. Smoke pipe organization has a long history in the city and therefore people 
are committed.  They see that being committed and doing one’s best every day is 
the kind of attitude and focus that has given good results for individuals and or-
ganization. This can also be identified in the perspective of organization’s long 
existence and stable number of personnel. 

In the Tele organization it can be seen that shareholders and the pressure from the 
investors are new issues for this organization. This may be assumed to be the rea-
son for the basic assumption for human nature. Organization is in the phase of 
getting used to a new environment and issues caused by that. 

The service organization is more concerned with operating with service-related 
individuals. This has an effect on the fact that the attitude towards human nature 
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is neutral. Organization is having face-to-face contacts in its daily operations, and 
operations are based on the individuals and their skills. This affects the basic as-
sumptions and attitudes towards human nature. 

In the attitude towards nature it can be clearly seen that technology-based organi-
zations rate their own purposes over nature. This reflects the issues dating from 
the industrial revolution and how organizations aim at serving their customers 
with big volumes and high efficiency when they innovate to offer new products to 
consumers. In the service organization the attitude is the opposite. Services are 
based on individuals and handcraft work and small, tailored services.   

Relations are handled in the smoke pipe and service-based organizations relying 
on tradition and hierarchy. This may reflect the issue of a long organization his-
tory and decision-making tradition in the smoke pipe organization. In the service 
organization this may be caused by the structure of personnel and their contract 
periods. As most members of the personnel are not with a permanent contract, 
relations are handled mainly through management. In the tele-organization rela-
tions and handled through groups. This is clearly the way to handle issues there as 
project teams are the bone of the organization and the most important resource of 
the organization. 

On the cultural perspective, we can say that for the organization it is very impor-
tant to create a common understanding of the goals, values and the basic concepts 
to achieve the goals the organization is aiming at. Therefore, understanding the 
definition of quality & customer satisfaction is important.  

Quality was defined in all organizations in the same way as product quality and 
fulfilling customer needs, expectations and demands.  

Differences were found in the studies when definitions of quality were asked for 
and perceptions about quality definitions were colleted. Effectiveness of produc-
tion, profitability, good information flow and over quality were not commonly 
recognised as part of quality in either telecom or smoke pipe or service organiza-
tions. 

Customer satisfaction was usually considered to mean fulfilling customer needs 
and demands. Clearly there were various perspectives within organizations and 
inside the organizations of what is considered to be customer satisfaction. Deliv-
ering products or services were not often considered a measurement of customer 
satisfaction. It was recognised that there was clearly no common knowledge 
available concerning whether the organizations were measuring, defining or tell-
ing the results of customer satisfaction.   
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This finding is really an issue for organizations to take seriously. This should re-
flect on the organizational culture and ensure that when the values for organiza-
tion are defined, an extensive road show for personnel should be done and issues 
for personnel opened in such a way that everyone can understand and feel com-
mitted to the tools used to achieve the organization’s goals. 

12.2 Structure 

When summarising the actual findings related to organizational structures, we can 
say that in a tele-organization customer relationships were not well known in 
practise, and clearly there were conflicts between different departments. This was 
seen as a structural problem due to the fact that departments are located in the 
same building. Another issue stated was that the department was separate from 
the organization and therefore not recognised. Also role definitions were consid-
ered causing the problems such as the “work has to be done for customer, not for 
product managers”.   

In the smoke pipe organization, customer service was not indicated as an informa-
tion source to production about customer demands. The reason for this was con-
sidered to be that there was no understanding of the roles in the organization and 
not enough contacts between CS and production. Production was not considered 
to be a customer by pre-press.  The explanation given by pre-press was that they 
were considering themselves to be part of production or close to production. In-
ternal customers were not recognized, the reason for this was seen to be that there 
were no internal customer contacts. On structure-based issues we can confirm that 
there clearly is a link between theory and empirical findings. 

Structural issues have an effect on organizational operations on every level. 
Therefore it is vital for the organization to recognise roles, internal customers and 
their positions within organization in order to have the best structural solution for 
the organization to operate and carry out the daily tasks.  

Usually organizations recognised well their internal customer relationships. Still, 
in the internal customer relationships there were some conflicts between depart-
ments. Conflicts were related to issues of not recognising customer relationship 
between two departments, bad service received from the other department and 
internal customers not being clearly recognised in the service organization.  When 
clarifying the recognition of the roles within each department, there were issues 
of not recognising the role of the department in the organization. 
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12.3 Information 

Information was considered to be a potential gap factor based on theory. When 
checking the empirical findings in the tele-organization information flow, com-
munication between different departments, getting right information and suffi-
cient information were clearly seen to be differences in perspectives in tele-
organization. When reasons for these problems were asked for, it was found out 
that rush, not knowing what to inform and to whom, too much information and 
flow problems were making people passive and it was clearly identified that there 
are no clear communication models and channels.  

In the smoke pipe organization only one person considered weekly meeting as an 
important source of information. According to answers, this was due to too many 
routines at the meetings and focus being only on big customers. Only one person 
saw one’s own activity as a way to get information. Reasons for this were related 
to the expectations that all information should be available and delivered for eve-
ryone, not enough time to find information. OTIF measurement was not known as 
a customer satisfaction measurement tool and lack of information given of this 
tool was seen as the reason.  

In the service organization only one interviewee saw the feedback questionnaire 
and interview as a way to improve information received from the customer.  The 
reason for this was that it was considered a secondary issue and that there may not 
be need for feedback/improvement. 

Again, when actually checking the findings and theory, it can be agreed that in-
formation as a factor within organization can cause gaps between people, organi-
zation’s different parts or units.  

Information as the blood of the organization has a great effect on every organiza-
tional function. Breaks in information flows are causing serious problems in any 
organization and that is why best possible routes and ways to ensure best possible 
flow for organization through the whole organization is a must.   

On information-related issues the most common weaknesses were that there was 
at the same time lack of information and too much information flowing between 
organizations. Customer claims and meetings were important sources for all or-
ganizations. Also the production planning system was considered to be an impor-
tant way to get information. At the same time, different departments had different 
sources in use to get information. Departments and persons working on the cus-
tomer interface received information directly on face-to face contacts and clearly 
were in all organizations in very important positions when thinking about the cus-
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tomer needs and demands communicated to the rest of the organizations.  
Changes seen in customer demands were rush and increase of work as well as 
changes in the work of the organization. On information flow, the main strengths 
were the speed of information whereas information was clearly seen not to be as 
accurate as it should be. Lack of positive feedback was often seen as a weakness. 

12.4 Knowledge management 

Knowledge management also has a significant role within organizations. On the 
tele-organization findings it can be seen in the differences concerning different 
departments not being present when the project starts. This can be regarded as a 
knowledge management issue as well as an informational issue. Reasons were 
seen to be caused by people not wanting to spread information, having no time to 
use for meetings. In the smoke pipe organization, harmonising the working meth-
ods was not considered to be a way of improving the information received. The 
reason for this was that all information does not concern everybody and further-
more, there was a feeling of big barriers between different functions. 

On information related issues, it was clearly seen that there was no stability in the 
ways people get, receive, transfer and transmit the information and knowledge 
within case organizations.  

From the results we can make the following generalisations: 

Differences found in the perspectives of the quality-related issues above can be 
assumed to be a reflection of problems on information management and commu-
nication from top management to middle management related to the values of the 
company.  

The difference in the communication-related issues in many parts of results can 
be clearly considered a problem of information, related possibly to knowledge 
management and also partly to role definition failures and can this way be seen to 
be part of a larger possible structural problem within organization. 

On the basis of all the findings, we can also assume that if we are in a situation 
where differences can be found in so many areas of the organization, it is affect-
ing the organization’s performance, as stated above in relation to the variation of 
effects on different levels of organization. 

On the cultural perspective, we can assume that there is a significant difference in 
the attitude towards organization’s attitude in relation to their positioning towards 
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environment. Assuming that uncertainty stated by Thompson 2003 is one factor 
creating variations within organization, organizations that are already from a cul-
tural point of view having a dominant attitude, can be expected to have better 
methods to deal with environmental changes.  

12.5 Differences between case studies 

It is expected at the beginning of the study that differences are to be found be-
tween studies. By means of deeper evaluation and comparison between case or-
ganizations, there can be found differences in the questions and themes as pre-
sented in Table 8. 

Table 8. Differences in themes and questions between organizations. 

 

QUESTION/THEME TELECOM SMOKEPIPE 
SMALL SER-
VICE 

Definition of quality 
efficiency, scrap, 
right quality 

efficiency, 
scrap, right 
quality 

product service 
quality on com-
mon determina-
tion 

CUSTOMER & MARKET KNOWLEDGE       

Recognition of customers 
internal/external  
recognized well 

focus on internal 
customers 

focus on exter-
nal customers 

How do you define the term ”customer satisfaction"? 
no mistakes, no 
claims 

fulfilling custo-
mer expecta-
tions 

customer feed-
back, repur-
chase 

How do you get information on what customer wants of 
your operations? 

all communica-
tions in use 

all communica-
tion in use inquiry 

How changes in demand can be seen at you work? hurry/rush  Hurry 
satisfaction, 
dissatisfaction 

CONTROLLING CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP       

How will the customer get information about your product 
services? 

all communicati-
on in use 

all communica-
tion in use 

mouth-to- mouth 
communication 

*How will you get information on customer claims, de-
mands and feedback?  

all communicati-
on in use 

all communica-
tion in use 

face to face, 
direct contact 

How can the feedback be seen in your work? Claims 
claims, fixing 
mistakes 

operational 
changes  

What strengths and improvement possibilities can you see 
in the way you receive information? direct contacts 

familiar way to 
act, customer 
demands not 
known all the 
time CS inquiries 

DEFINING CUSTOMERSATISFACTION       

How is customer satisfaction measured/how will lthese 
changes in customer satisfaction be predicted?   

claims measured, 
OTIF, CS meas-
urements 

not very well 
known - tools 
not known 

no measure-
ments 

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION RESULTS       

How has customer satisfaction been developing? Improved 
more deman-
ding  

increased  
improved 
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Differences can be seen between case organizations mainly when comparing per-
spectives on service organization against two industrial organizations. This is to a 
great extent related to the organizational culture differences and also to the differ-
ent environment where service organization is operating. This can be seen on the 
customer and market knowledge theme as well as on the controlling customer 
relationship theme.  On the defining customer satisfaction theme, a difference 
exists on knowledge of customer satisfaction measurement. This may only be 
explained by the organizational differences and how culture and values are 
adopted by the whole personnel. On both, the smoke pipe and tele-organizations, 
values are including customer and customer satisfaction and therefore it can be 
assumed that adoption of the values has not happened as well as it could have. 

In the service organization the reason for the difference in the definition of quality 
may reflect a different organizational culture. Therefore, focus on a small service 
is in the definition of quality related to external customers while others are having 
a deeper and wider perspective on quality.  

Focus in the service organization is mainly on the external customer, and it has 
been brought through the organization strongly. On information management 
there can clearly be seen the difference due to the size and structure of the organi-
zation. When organization is small, there is less hierarchy in the structures and 
communication as well as less information channels in use or recognized. 
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13 SUMMARY 

13.1 Summary of the study 

To summarize the study, we close the research circle (from the start) by answer-
ing the research questions also reflecting on the theory-based findings stated ear-
lier in the theoretical part. 

1. What are the main gaps in internal quality and customer satisfaction perspec-
tives within different types of organizations? 

The main gaps are found between production and customer interface, between 
different departments and even inside departments. These gaps exist in every or-
ganization, no matter the type, size or branch where organization operates. Gaps 
occur between every interface within organizations. This can be clearly seen in 
the empirical part of the research giving support to the theory based assumptions 
made on the basis of studies carried out in this research area.  

According to the case studies, we can make a conclusion that main gaps are re-
lated to the perspectives on problems in information flow and how people actually 
see and feel quality and customer satisfaction issues within organization. Gaps in 
information flow were clearly recognised in situations were questions concerned 
some common measurement tool or other issue which was in common use. This 
kind of gap can only be explained by gaps in information flow in different parts 
of organization. 

Another very important gap is clearly recognised when customer relationship of 
the organization or part of it was asked to be defined. It was recognizable that 
some parts of case organizations were better aware of their position in the organi-
zation. This is partly a matter of organization culture.  Some of the case organiza-
tions were customer-oriented so that customer was having a clearly written posi-
tion in organization’s values. Through customer-oriented thinking it was clearly 
seen that also deeper understanding of customer relationships was found.   

2. Can common gaps and reasons for them be found despite the type of organiza-
tion? 

Common reasons for gaps can be found despite the organization type, size or 
branch. Culture, information, knowledge management and structural issues are 
behind the reasons for gaps existing within organizations. On the other hand, 
through this research we cannot fully show that the root causes are the same for 
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all organizations when digging deeper to find out the actual reasons why culture, 
information, knowledge management and structures are causing the gaps. Up to a 
certain level we can create some common methods to ensure that principles for 
minimising the gaps caused by these reasons are the same for all organizations. 

Common gaps and the main gaps mentioned earlier can be found in the same ar-
eas. But the big challenge is to find similarities for their reasons. Information flow 
and problems involved can in general be said to be the reason for some gaps, but 
when “digging deeper” we can find problems more specific to the organizational 
features, such as structural or cultural reasons. Still, it can be said that introducing 
one common way to communicate certain things, such as customer satisfaction 
and quality within these organizations, can be an opening for closing the gaps 
despite the organization and branch. This is the same conclusion which has been 
used to launch the quality tool jungle all over the world, introducing different 
ways of doing things systematically in organizations in the name of improved 
quality and customer satisfaction. That jungle is huge.  

According to theory-based findings and assumptions, we can say that information, 
knowledge management, culture and structures are causing gaps.  

3. Can we build a common method to improve total quality through this? 

Based on the findings in this study, we cannot assume that it is possible to build a 
common model for the improvement of all organizations that would be 100% 
functional in every organization. This is seen in the results where every root cause 
has a unique reason which in the end is different in every organization. We can 
surely find methods to get all organizations within a certain quality level by im-
proving the methods and tools we have within organizations to communicate, 
operate, manage, and lead. This means that we should harmonise our ways to deal 
with the cultural, structural, information and knowledge management related is-
sues in organizational lives.  

According to this study, within three case organisations reasons for gaps are quite 
similar at a general level as mentioned and explained earlier. But when we go 
deeper to explaining why information failures and misunderstanding are actually 
caused, we are once again facing the fact of individual variations with unique 
organization cultures. This is why we are forced to say – no, such a 100% method 
for common use  cannot be  built that we could use the tool in such a way that by 
defining the gaps and reasons for them in a couple of organizations we can say – 
these are the reasons for gaps; let us fix them and get better results.  
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In the theoretical part of this research we can see many studies suggesting solu-
tions and finding ways to solve gaps within organization. The service gap model 
with many applications, improved and tailored versions is actually having the 
same problem; there are always limitations for its use.  

The way we can use the method is to agree that these gaps and reasons are exist-
ing in all organizations at some level and by using these findings as solid ground, 
we can already go further and deeper to find the individual detailed and unique 
reasons for gaps. This idea is also supported by the definition based on the KIBS 
and service types. We can assume that every organization is in one way or an-
other a service organization based on customised delivery and that in every or-
ganization knowledge intensiveness is actualising. 

13.2 Conclusions 

There cannot be only one truth in the organizational life and there cannot be only 
one way of doing things right. Quality definitions and measurements have been 
developed all the time. This is a must because the world around us is also chang-
ing and to be ready to react to these changes, it is necessary to develop and im-
prove things inside the organization at every step. On the other hand, every or-
ganization is individual and so are people inside the organizations. This is the 
most important issue to remember when developing the organization and quality 
so as to be able to react to changes happening in the operating environment. It can 
clearly be assumed that according to this research, reasons for gaps are on a cer-
tain level the same for all organizations, while when diving deeper to find reasons 
for these gaps we are facing individual reasons depending on individuals and or-
ganizations. At this level we are facing in the organization the daily life of indi-
viduals. Organizational culture, structures and information systems must therefore 
be built for individual needs and targets. This is also why we need to explore in-
ternal quality through perspectives of departments and individuals. We cannot 
assume that every member of organization can adopt, learn and have commitment 
to organization’s goals through standardization of processes or through statements 
by the management level. Total Quality and success in it is about to find all or-
ganization’s perspectives, to find gaps, reasons for them and to minimise these 
reasons by teaching and adopting it through a learning process which is different 
for every organization and every individual in it. 

This means that to have detailed information we have to create methods to be able 
to go to personal level of perspectives and attitudes within organization. When 
creating very personal perspectives, we have to also ensure that we focus on 
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rather narrow themes and research areas as we have done in this research. 
Through this we can ensure the detailed and targeted treatment for improving 
organizations’ quality performance. 

With this study three different types of organization have been placed under the 
same frame using principles of Parasuraman’s gap model by expanding the model 
to cover internal customer and quality perspectives without limiting the study to 
organizations operating on certain areas of service or manufacturing industry. 
This hopefully gives more colour and perspective to future research in quality 
management, as well as in the creation and development of new methods to use 
by testing different ways to combine methods already in use in some areas of sci-
entific research. 

13.3 Suggestions for future research 

Taking into account the preceding conclusions, the following suggestions for fu-
ture studies are given: 

1. Qualitative research about organizational culture and how individuals within 
organization adopt issues related to different cultural dimensions, focusing on 
differences in the adoption and reasons. 

2. Study related to quality deviations within organizations that are using the same 
quality standards and tools. Can there be found variations and differences despite 
the same methods and tools and if so, what are reasons behind the phenomena? 

3. How could the principles of the method presented be applied to totally different 
areas of   research, for example education?   

4. Study on internal quality and customer satisfaction perspectives by means of a 
method presented in order to provide new tools for organization’s personnel de-
velopment and human resources. 

5. Combine results of this study and EFQM 2010 model and to study what and 
how these aspects can serve organization quality improvement (Figure 24). 
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Innovation

Achieving  balanced
results

Building partnership

Leading with vision, 
integrity and inspiration

Managing by Process

Succeeding through 
people

Nurturing creativity 
and innovation

Taking responsibility
for sustainable future

Criterion Feedback Fundamental concept 
EFQM Study results

Uniform culture and adopting
values in key role

Clear policies on information
and communication 
to support strategy

Managing Internal 
customer relationships in 
key role 
For success

Individuality must be 
notified in every part of 
organization

Learning by individuals 
to individuals

Adding value for 
customers

 

Figure 24. EFQM 2010 version and main findings of the study. 

Empirical studies related to quality gaps within different organizational environ-
ments and branches are in a standstill. This work has given a new perspective to 
quality research within organizations by spreading the quality gap model concept 
wider to different types of organizations and to internal perspectives within or-
ganizations.  Also a new way of doing research has been introduced by combining 
the theme interview with quality award and the second interview round done in-
side the organization. 
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GLOSSARY 

 

Constraint Subsystem, factor or element that works as a bottleneck A constraint 
is anything that prevents the system from achieving more of its goal. 

Gap Difference between two situations, between two views or between two op-
tions  

Over quality Quality, which is considered to be more than what customer needs 
or is expecting from service or product. 

Performance Organization or department’s ability to make results. 

Process A set of activities that interact with one another or are interrelated. 

Product According to ISO 9000:2005. A product is the output of a process. 
Products can be tangible or intangible 

Quality According to ISO 9000:2005. Quality can be determined by comparing  
a set of inherent characteristics with a set of requirements. If these inherent char-
acteristics meet all requirements, excellent quality or high or is achieved. If those 
characteristics do not meet all requirements, a low or poor level of quality  
is achieved.  

Quality Gap is a difference between quality expectations and actual quality. 

Service Performance Gap gap which occurs when a service is not performed 
according to the standards set by management 

Service quality gap analysis Gap analysis generally refers to the activity of 
studying the differences between standards and the delivery of those standards  
and when the process of identifying the gap, a before-and-after analysis must oc-
cur. 

SERVQUAL Tool Instrument for measuring customer’s perceptions of service 
quality. 
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Variation Inevitable change in the output or result of a process because all proc-
esses have variation over time. There are two major variation types (1) Common, 
which is inherent in a system, and (2) Special, which is caused by changes in the 
circumstances or environment 

 

 




